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When Max Roach first proposed having a jazz group made up
entirely of drummers, the news was greeted with a certain amount
of skepticism. But Roach and his colleagues knew what they were
doing, and now, 12 years later, M'Boom is recognized as an
important voice in modern music. All eight members of this
remarkable group sat down with MD for this informative
discussion.
by Rick Mattingly & Scott K. Fish

ERIC CARR
If there is such a thing as overnight success, then Eric Carr is a
perfect example—club drummer in Brooklyn one day, member of
Kiss the next. When an opportunity to join a major group occurs,
one has to be ready for it, and Eric describes the years of dues
paying that prepared him for his shot at the top.
by Michael Epstein

DENNY CARMASSI
Although he is new to the group Heart, Denny Carmassi is not new
to upper-echelon rock, having worked with such artists as Ronnie
Montrose, Sammy Hagar and Michael Schenker. Here, he traces
his background and comments on his current activities.
by Elizabeth Shaw Green
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I f there's one thing I've learned after seven years as Editor of Modern
Drummer, i t ' s that you can't please everyone when it comes to the editorial
balance of each issue.

Deciding what goes into an issue of MD, and establishing an appropriate
balance of articles, is not a decision I make alone. Fortunately, I have a
fine editorial team tha t cares as much as I do about what goes into every
issue. Each month, the entire group files into my office for a lengthy con-
ference to plan out the issues you'll be reading five or six months down the
road. Proper balance is our prime objective, and though balance revolves
around the choice of feature material for the most part, it also includes a
department format and selection of articles, graphics, musical examples,
and more, in an attempt to weave the varied subject matter into one, cohe-
sive product.

However, i t 's rare when all of the readership agrees with our decision.
For example, an issue containing feature interviews with two rock drum-
mers and one jazz player is apt to bring mail from the jazz purists. Too
much emphasis on jazz drumming, and we invariably hear from those
readers who only want to read about their favorite rock drummers. Amidst
these confl ict ing interests, we also hear from the heavy metal, symphonic,
Latin and drum corps oriented players who demand to see their interests
represented. Obviously, it's close to impossible to please everyone in every
issue. Space l imitat ions prohibit i t . What we can do, however, is keep the
majority of readers satisfied, and deal with special interest groups through
various other formats available in the magazine.

How do we determine where the majority interests lie? Through reader-
ship surveys and reader mail, basically. We know, for instance, that the
majority of readers are into some form of rock drumming, followed by
jazz, clubdate, studio, symphonic, rudimental and Latin players, in that
order. And though we hesitate to ignore the peripheral segments of the
audience, we are forced to deal wi th them sparingly. Complete Percussion-
ist, Driver's Seat, Club Scene, South Of The Border, Show & Studio and
Rudimental Symposium, among others, offers the opportunity to balance
things out on an in-depth basis for the smaller special interest groups.

On several occasions, we've handled special interests through special
issues. The N. Y. and L.A. Studio Scene issues, and Country/Rock Scene
were examples of this approach. All were designed to focus on a smaller,
special interest segment. But, as you might have suspected, though the C/R
issue was a hit with the country fans, the jazz element was somewhat put
out with that particular issue, and the Latin contingent found little of great
interest in our studio scene specials. It gets back to what I said earlier.
When it comes to balancing editorial for such a wide group, you can't
expect to please everyone all the time.
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PROS: ON BASS DRUMS
Your article on bass drums by the pros was
excellent. I tried some ideas from Danny
Gottlieb, Paul T. Riddle, David Garibaldi,
Roy Burns, Mark Craney and Artimus
Pyle on my bass drums—ranging in sizes
of 20", 22" and 24"—and had good results
tuning them.

Tremblay Benoit
Brossard, Quebec

Canada

BURNED UP
Roy Burns' evaluation and analysis on en-
dorsers and artist relations in the April '83
MD smacks as being both self-serving and
cynical. To pass judgement and appear to
be so above it all is somewhat hypocritical
from a person who has been from com-
pany to company seeking his own personal
fortune at the expense of others. MD
would do best to publish real information
that would help to promote the art. Drum-
mers today have enough common sense to
figure things out for themselves and don't
need all this psychology on what is good or
bad for them with analogy and innuendo.
Perhaps that was needed in Mr. Burns'
day!

Joe McCarthy
Summit, NJ

HANDLING HOTELS
Your article "Handling Hotels" should be
required reading for every musician work-
ing on the road. The scenarios you offer as
examples are not the least bit unrealistic.
After five years on the road, the check-in
you describe seems tame compared to
some I've experienced. I suggest that this
article be run on an annual basis. It's one
that bears repeating for those that might
have missed it this time around.

Bennett McLeod
Deland, FL

NIGHT CLUB SMOG
Jim Dearing's "Night Club Smog" really
hit home with me and members of our
band. It seems to be a common problem
everywhere we go. Being a drummer/lead
vocalist, I work at an intense level onstage
and I've found that where smoke is not a
problem, my concentration is much better.
Thanks for trying to spread the word
about an annoying problem.

Barry Earhart
Grossville, TN

MARK CRANEY
Thanks for the long-awaited interview
with Mark Craney. As a friend and fellow
drummer from Mark's hometown, I'd like
to congratulate MD on capturing the true
essence of an exceptional musician and fine
human being. Mark's drumming and out-
look have long been an inspiration to me
and will continue to be throughout my ca-
reer and life.

Dick Bartling
Sioux Falls, SD

MD TOO EXPENSIVE?
I'm fortunate to have 42 of the 44 issues
MD has published to date. Your high
standard of excellence was well in evidence
in your June '83 edition, and honestly, it
was one of your best yet. Every article and
interview shed another splinter of light (or
more) on the art and mystery of drum-
ming. All my magazines together cost less
than $90. That's a tiny investment for the
enormous wealth of information I've ab-
sorbed. You folks have turned me on to
dozens of superb percussive craftsmen.

Darryl Crawford
Arlington, TX

Through the years, I've watched MD go
from a mediocre quarterly magazine, to a
fantastic monthly publication. True, the
price has increased, but so has your output
of information. A true drum enthusiast
would pay any price for Modern Drum-
mer. You really have helped and inspired
me through the years. Thanks.

Marc Weiswasser
Las Vegas, NV

KENWOOD DENNARD
Thank you for the article on Kenwood
Dennard. I have been studying with him
for a year now and he has been very helpful
and inspiring.

Rob Borg
Princeton, NJ

BRUFORD
Not only was the interview by Scott K. Fish
on Bill Bruford excellent, but the cover
photo of Bill by William Coupon on the
June issue of MD was phenomenal. When
I first glanced at the cover I took a double
take, because I thought, "My, what a nice
oil painting."

Gentleman Jeff Spink
Towson, MD

ANALYZING STYLE
"Analyzing Style" by Rick Van Horn will
be a great help to me. I doubt if this lesson
could have been purchased at a music
store. So many of us who aren't able to
enjoy music on a full-time basis, lack the
essential information necessary for mov-
ing forward. This article opens the doors
for further understanding. It has helped
me a great deal.

Charles W. Pappis
Houston, TX

OFF THE RECORD
My article "Off The Record" in the Job-
bing Drummer column of MD June '83
contains an error. On page 58 there are two
musical examples showing how hand drum
rhythms can be played with the left hand
on concert toms, mounted bongos, or sim-
ilar, while the right hand plays a disco beat
on hi-hat and snare drum. The first exam-
ple is a Samba, the second is a Mambo.

The left hand Samba rhythm has been
reprinted in the second example as being
the right hand accompaniment for the left
hand Mambo rhythm. The right hand ac-
companiment is supposed to be the same
for both examples: the disco beat on hi-hat
and snare drum. I intended that the second
example should show the left hand Mambo
rhythm with the instruction to play the
same right hand part as in the first exam-
ple.

My apologies to the MD editors for not
making this sufficiently clear, and also to
any readers who have been confused by it.

Simon Goodwin
Brighton, England.

HAWAIIAN VIEWPOINT
I wonder how many readers are aware of
one very important function of MD? With
playing styles, concepts, equipment and
everything connected with drumming
changing so rapidly these days, it would be
impossible to stay up with the business
through books. Books could take two
years from conception to reach the drum
shops.

On the other hand, MD can put new
ideas from the cream of our profession—
on anything from rudiments to repairs—in
our hands in two months. As a player and
teacher, MD is an essential part of my
equipment.

Warren Walker
Lahaina, HI





PETER
ERSKINE

Q. I recently bought a set of Yamaha
Recording Series custom drums. I'm
having trouble muffling and tuning.
The sizes are similar to yours: 10", 12",
and 13" mounted toms, a 20" kick and
a 5 1/2" snare. I like how your drums
sounded on the last Weather Report
album and on Jaco's Word of Mouth
tour. Can you give me some muffling
and tuning hints and tell me how you
got those sounds?

Mark W. Fuller
Arlington Heights, IL

A. We took a lot of care getting a drum
sound for the Weather Report album,
and when you're hearing drums
"larger than life" in a concert situa-
tion, it's hard to duplicate in the base-
ment. I always dealt with my drumset
one-to-one. I realized that certain
sounds were processed with EQ or
whatever and that I'd have to find my
own way. In both instances I used
coated Remo Ambassadors on the
top and Ambassador clear heads on
the bottom. This was instinctive, dic-
tated by my ear. Remo said that one of
the characteristics of this clear head
is that, for the same weight head,
they're slightly higher in pitch than
the coated. The coating process
lowers the pitch slightly before put-
ting any external tensioning on it. In
combination, this gives me what I like.
I have used Pinstripes for some re-
cording and funkier live settings. The
only muffling needed on Yamahas is
to control excessive overtone ring.
They speak and sound best un-
choked. Yamaha makes the best ex-
ternal mufflers. They don't rattle and
the foam is the right texture and qual-
ity.

Steve Gadd once pointed out that
internal mufflers do not make sense.
They eventually rattle and, worse,
they push up against the bottom of
the head while you're playing down on
it. Yamaha drums don't have internal
mufflers. On other drums you may

want to remove the internal mufflers
and muffle externally. I use mufflers
on just a couple of drums in the set-
up.

The tuning ranges of the drums are
in a high-to-low sweep with the 10"
drum cranked up to a timbale-llke
sound and the 14" floor tom tuned to a
low, fat, gutsy sound. The bass drum
is stuffed with a packing blanket in
the studio and the funkier live stuff.

With Jaco I used an 18" bass drum
with no muffling. With Weather Re-
port, I mostly used a 22" bass, though
at one point I was using an 18",
cranked up for a lot of definition as op-
posed to that real low frequency.

As for tuning, first make sure that
the head is properly seated on the
shell. Then, add a little tension to the
bottom head getting it in tune with it-
self. Do the same to the top. Now, I'd
push my index finger into the center of
the drum head about 1/16" and then be-
gin tapping around the lugs in order to
hear the overtones and to see what
part of the head is higher or lower than
the other. Experience tells you that
the top head is where you go for fine
tuning and touch response. After the
heads are in tune to themselves, the
trick is to get one tensioned relative to
the other. The bottom head has a lot of
effect in determining pitch. If the bot-
tom is too slack or tight, particularly
on the larger drums, it chokes the
sound. As a general rule, avoid ex-
tremes in muffling, tuning and going
for certain pitches. What I seem to do
is tune the bottom for pitch and the
top for touch but this isn't a rule by
any means. I'm not too particular that
the touch on every head be uniform.

Some drums are part of the tuning
problem, but Yamaha drums are per-
fectly round so the responsibility is
ours. What might help beginning
drummers to get their ears accus-
tomed to what an in-tune head sounds
like, is to listen to the Remo PTS
heads.

RICK
MAROTTA

Photo by Rick Malkin

Q. I have followed your drumming
career since your early days with
Brethren and just want to say that I
enjoy your playing tremendously. I
always wondered what your favorite
recorded performance is?

T.S.
Papua, New Guinea

A. I don't know if I've done it yet. I
hope not but, so far, there's a couple
of records that I think are real good. I
did this album for Jerry Le Croix a long
time ago, called Second Coming. One
reason that I liked it so much was that
it was dedicated to Edgar Winter's
drummer, from White Trash, who'd
just been killed in Chicago. Jerry
worked with him also and it was a real
personal, feeling kind of thing to do
these sessions. Also, Steve Gadd
came to all those sessions with me.
He was just starting in New York and
that was special. I also liked Peg, the
Steely Dan tune.

RON TUTT
Q. What was the drum and cymbal
set-up you were using during the 76
tour with Elvis Presley? Are you still
recording?

Mike Johnson
McKinney, TX

A. I was using a Ludwig set that was
pretty strange. They quit making them
I think. I had the prototype. They took
Vistal i te shells that were opaque
white and put a veneer of chrome on
top. They were as loud as cannons
and incredibly heavy. The tom-tom
size range was 12", 13", 14", 15", 16"
and 18", with two 26" bass drums. The
cymbals were all Zildjian, except for
one Paiste. They were 14" hi-hats, two
18" crashes, a 16" crash, a 22" swish
and a 22" medium Paiste ride. As of
November 1981, I joined Neil Dia-
mond's band and have been recording
and touring with him. I've just finished
an album with Rick Nelson, another
one with Johnny Rivers, and various
freelance calls come in all the time.
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by Rick Mattingly and Scott K. Fish

hen two or more drummers get together, traditionally, it's a
battle. Or is it? What about in Africa, where a great deal of
the music is performed by large drum ensembles, in which

each member has a specific part to play and all of the parts fit together
into a cohesive whole? And what about Latin music, which has a similar
percussive structure? Even in European orchestral music, there is tradi-
tionally a percussion section. So where did this idea of the battling
drummers come from?

It came from right here in America, where the emphasis is on compe-
tition, and drummers are often judged by "athletic" standards, such
as, "Who's the fastest?" Other instruments are not viewed in such an
aggressive light; when two pianists get together it's called a duet. So
why are drummers so prone to do battle with each other?

Maybe they're not. Maybe it's a role they were forced into by pro-
moters who couldn't conceive of drummers playing music together, so
there had to be some kind of gimmick to draw an audience. But most of
the drummers themselves knew better, and they were always getting
together—not to "out-chops" each other, but to play music. If the
onlookers didn't understand, well. . .

When the members of M'Boom get together and play, the result is
music. After a joint concert with the World Saxophone Quartet a

couple of years ago, one attendee remarked, "M'Boom was
more melodic than the saxophones!" Anyone who goes to
hear this group expecting a drum battle is in for a surprise.
Anyone who goes to hear M'Boom in order to hear percussion
explored in new ways is in for a treat. Anyone who goes to
hear them for any reason is in for an experience.

Note: Because Max Roach founded this group, and because
of his stature in the music business, he has understandably
been recognized as the group's spokesman. Indeed, the es-
teem in which he is regarded by the other members of
M'Boom was evident to us throughout this interview. But
Max considers each member of the group to be equal, and so,
in order to redirect the spotlight away from himself, he chose
to not be present for the first half of this discussion.
SF: Let's start with the concept of M'Boom. The group has
been around 12 years. How did it start?
Waits: For me, what started M'Boom was a call from Mr.
Roach, asking me if I would be interested in something of this
sort. At the time, he didn't have a knowledge of exactly what
we would be involved in musically. But he knew that it was
something that, in the future, would be very valid. He asked

W 



me if I had any ideas for being part of i t , and I said, "Cer-
tainly." We set a date that we were all going to get to-
gether. Max had that vision, and we all came together in
this very room and sat down and began to work out, ver-
bally at first, what we thought this kind of situation could
do. What would be the first step? How would we go, step
by step, to make the whole picture come together?

What you see now is the result of the last 12 years. It has
taken that length of time because of the activities of every
individual in M'Boom. As you know, everybody here has
his own working situation as a leader, and we are all in-
volved in a lot of sideman work. M'Boom was never put to
us as something that we would depend on for an income.

To me, M'Boom is a vast inst i tut ion, and since I've been
involved in i t , it has been a tremendous help to me musi-
cally. I t ' s probably been my most inspirational musical
point over the last 12 years. There are so many directions to
go in, because I 'm dealing with the most powerful musi-
cians on the planet. From an educational vantage point, I
can ask these people for information and study with them.
All of these people are just incredible musicians.

To have the perception that Mr. Roach had to bring all of these people
together into an organization like this is incredible. I don't know how he
came about i t . You'll have to find that out from him. But, I guess you can
imagine how ecstatic I felt about receiving a call like that. He had been
my childhood idol, and that call was the first time I had really spoken to
him on a person-to-person level. Not only did he call and ask me to be
part of his organization, but he was also saying that it was supposed to be
a cooperative organization. He did not want to be the principal figure,
although we accept him as that because of who he is and what he has
done. To watch a man of that humility accept all of us as equals on the
bandstand is another incredible thing.
Mantilla: You said it all.
SF: Are these all the same people who were here 12 years ago?
Waits: M'Boom was started with the exact people you see here now,
except Mr. King. He was the latest . . .
Brooks: And Mr. Mantilla.
Wails: Mr. Mantilla was added so soon afterwards that we all think of
him as being an original member. When we sat down in some of our first
meetings, I remember Chambers saying, "You know, we don't have a
proper representative of Latin percussion.'' And I think it hit everybody
at the same time. I knew I didn't want to step out there on the Latin
percussion, and nobody else did. [laughter] All of us had a working
knowledge of it, but we looked at who we were and decided that we
needed somebody who could fill that spot, and still be able to function in
the other situations. So that brought about Mr. Mantilla.
Mantilla: This group was already two years old, and I was working with
Art Blakey. I had known Max Roach for 20 years; I worked with him on
the Freedom Now Suite. So what happened was, Mr. Chambers came
down and saw me with Art Blakey, and they just happened to need a
percussionist. He was the one who brought me in after they got the okay
from Max. So I came in to deal with these people.

Being a percussionist from the Latin community who played with dif-
ferent jazz drummers, I considered myself as having played with the top
jazz drummers in the world, you know. Now I'm with the greatest of
them in the world. These are the cats. Max is, to me, the super drummer
of the world.

You see all this percussion here? If it hadn't been for the hand drums in
the beginning, and the guys beating on logs, we wouldn't have all these
sounds that came out of that. So we have to have the hand drums repre-
sented here. So they have their tom-toms, and I have my low drums called
tumbadoras; they have the snare drum and I have my quinto; they have
their metal sounds, which come from playing on the sides of the Latin
instruments. They used to play on the sides of the bongos before they had
timbales. The bongo was the first actual drum to come out of Africa.
Chambers: It wasn't called a bongo.
Mantilla: Right. It was just called two hand drums; a low drum and a
high drum.
Brooks: It was a congo. [laughs]
Mantilla: Don't you start giving me that! [laughter] I get really dragged
when they say congos. That sounds like . . . I don't want to say. [much
laughter]
Brooks: Let me say one thing: The multiple percussion set—the drum-
set—is the only original American instrument.
Waits: You know, one thing I remember was that in some of our first
rehearsals, we began to ask each other, "What do you think this is [point-
ing to a drumset]? What is this thing, or these things, or whatever?" So
out of that came the name "multiple percussion instrument." Mr. Smith,
I believe, thought of that.
Chambers: My concept of the drumset is that it's supposed to give the
illusion of four people playing. Now, that came out of the marching
band, right? Could it be that using one drummer to play all this stuff was
economically practical in New Orleans? Maybe they said, "Let's just use
one guy because we can't afford four."
Clay: Maybe some of the other guys didn't show up and one guy got
creative—"I can do both gigs!"
King: The idea of the one-man band had a lot to do with it.
Chambers: Yeah, the one-man band.
Brooks: Buddy Bolden and those people used three people to play all the
instruments.
Clay: It started with the bass drum that had a cymbal mounted on top,



back in the 1800s, I think. That was one of the things that was used
in the New Orleans marching bands.
King: I think you've got something there.
Waits: [to Mantilla] I was wondering, what were your feelings
when you first came here? Because we had no idea what you were
going to do.
Mantilla: Neither did I.
Waits: None of us did.
Mantilla: See, for me, this is something that opened me up com-
pletely. I'm bringing this Latin thing to what these gentlemen do.
For me, this is like a school. I'm using my culture, and I'm expand-
ing into the mallet instruments and the timpani. I feel like I'm
coming from the real floor, and working up. Like the man with the
shovel who starts with a strong foundation. The conga drum—that
particular type of instrument—is a very physical instrument, and
it's also down to earth. We have to have our bottom. So the congas
are my bass line, and I'm building from there. So my thing is ex-

panding more and more, and I think it's making me
100% more musician. I'm growing within the group and
with these gentlemen, and I can see this thing going on for
a long, long time. You know, we all work together. Joe
works in my band, Mr. Smith works in my band, Mr.
Clay writes arrangements for me and the other gentle-
men. We will keep helping each other in the future and
working together.

As far as my particular input in here, when I came in
they already had the idea of what they wanted to do. All I
did was add my l i t t le bit of knowledge. We're all learning
from each other. I'm learning from them, and they're
learning from me.
SF: So everybody has to play everything?
Chambers: That's an important key. Everyone is sup-
posed to be able to play all the stuff eventually, if they
don't already.

Roy
Brooks

Performed and recorded with Horace Silver, Yusef Lateef, Charles
Mingus, James Moody, Wes Montgomery, Sonny Stitt and others.
Has also formed his own groups called Artistic Truth and the Ab-
original Percussion Choir. Mr. Brooks is living in Detroit, continu-
ing to present the drumset and percussion in unique situations such
as a drum/trumpet duet with Woody Shaw, and his own solo con-
certs.

Joe
Chambers

Has recorded with Charles Mingus, Sonny Rollins, Donald Byrd,
Archie Shepp and others. Also has recorded under his own name.
Excellent composer, arranger and percussionist.



"THE CONCEPT OF
DRUMMERS

PLAYING
TOGETHER IS THE
ONLY WAY TO GO,

IF YOU CHECK IT
OUT."

Brooks: I'm learning timbales right now.
SF: Warren, how did you develop that timpani technique you use on
"Epistrophy"?
Smith: Well, it wasn't so much a matter of developing it as it was that
Joe Chambers asked me to play it. So I played it. [laughter]
Mantilla: When Joe says "Play it," you play it!
Waits: Over the years, I think each individual in M'Boom has grown. I
remember how we would get into one piece of music at some of our first
rehearsals. Joe brought in a piece, and we worked with it, and worked
with it, and extracted from it, and added to it, and put hours into it.
Prior to M'Boom, I hadn't really involved myself in a great amount of
other percussion instruments, other than the multiple percussion in-
strument. I had played some of them, but never with any degree of
seriousness. M'Boom immediately dropped on me the fact that I must
get quite a few things together to deal with these guys. First of all, on a
compositional level, Chambers right away began presenting his compo-
sitions, which were on a very high level. It wasn't anything you could
expect to deal with on an instrument as a beginner. That meant that I
had to do the beginning work on one spot, and come to the rehearsal
with a whole other attitude, just to comply with trying to play the vibes.
After doing that, then I had to learn how not to play too much, how to
leave space, play softly or be loud at the right time. I came with so many
problems, that I couldn't understand why Mr. Roach had called me. I
had so many things that I felt I had to get together, but in these 12 years,
it's helped me so much outside of M'Boom, that to come back to
M'Boom is gratifying.

That makes it hard for us to go out and work with other people some-
times, because of the kind of intelligence we acquire here and the under-
standing we have for music itself and for the basic rhythm concept. I
mean, all of us laugh about how we hate to leave M'Boom—especially
after that month we spent in Europe, where we had an opportunity to
really be together as men and as musicians—and have to go out and
work with other people. It's never the same level as what we're trying to
do.

To look at it in another aspect, it's human. We've learned so much
about just being men around each other, and about how to accept each

other. I'm sure that probably happens in other groups, but I
can only speak about M'Boom because this, at this point, is
my most interactive project.
Brooks: Most groups don't stay together 12 years.
Waits: Right, and do the fighting that we have had to do. I
mean, these things have come about out of necessity. There
have been times when a fight was necessary, and I mean fight-
ing just to get across an 8th note maybe, or to get across a
texture or a color. And once it's done, and the fighting is re-
solved and the color comes out, everybody says, "Wow,
that's right!" It's not anything that anybody has to convince
you about; the intelligence of each individual accepts it. So, as
I said, leaving that and going into other situations is very
hard. But everybody here has their own individual situations
that they deal with, and it gives each of us another kind of
strength and brings another kind of expression into this
group.
Brooks: The concept of drummers playing together is the only
way to go, if you check it out. When I first came to New York,
and I'd be with Ed Blackwell and Idris Muhammed and cer-
tain other guys, we'd always talk about playing. "I like the
way you play, man. We should play together some time."
You know what I mean? That's another facet. It's not the
battle of the drums kind of stuff, but drummers playing to-
gether, making music.
King: I'd like to say something about the concept of M'Boom
that excites me the most, and that is—as Mr. Mantilla and Mr.
Waits have already said so eloquently—that it is a school. And
there's a spirit here. It doesn't matter where you come from or
what you bring with you—you're going to have to go to
school. And there's an attitude that you will go to school. You
will take criticism, but you always know that the criticism is
given because you're seeking to grow. It's not someone just
saying something, as it was implied that a horn player might
just say something. There's a camaraderie here. And the thing
I want to emphasize—what I find so exciting—is that unlike
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" . . . WE'VE TAKEN VERY
HARSH CRITICISMS FROM
EACH OTHER. BUT THOSE
CRITICISMS ARE ALWAYS
GIVEN WITH LOVE."

any other musical group I've ever been in, whether it was a
jazz group, symphony orchestra or studio band, there was
never such a spirit of wanting to grow, and also, having
around you the masters to help you grow. I think Mr. Waits is
being very modest when he says that he doesn't know why he
was asked to be in the group, because for years he's been a
musician I've admired immensely. I think what he said really
illustrates what I'm saying; that's the attitude of anyone who
comes in here. They're willing to learn and they want to learn.
And everybody here brings in something different. Mr. Man-
tilla brings, as he pointed out, Afro/Latin traditions. Mr.
Brooks here brings in something so unique it almost defies
language. He brings in a musical saw, he plays steel drums, he
brings in such a unique dimension—apart from the technical
factors, there's always so much distance to go within each
idiom. Each man brings that in here, and no matter what you
bring in, you've got to learn.
SF: Are you all learning the musical saw?
King: His musical saw is just an expression of something
that's inside him, and that's what he communicates with us.
That's what I mean by it being such a deep experience. It's not
just somebody coming in here and skimming across the sur-
face. It's a school, as I view it, that can go on infinitely.
Mantilla: Just to get into Mr. Brooks' thing will take me a
lifetime, maybe. Let me hang out with him for a while. It's
nothing where you can just say, "How do you do that?" He'll
show me, but in the long run you've got to be with these peo-
ple and see how they're playing, and we have to hear each
other. So, like he says, it's an infinite thing; you keep growing
and growing.
Waits: I don't know how long we were together before we
made our first European trip, but as much as we had rehearsed
here, and been on each other's case, and argued, and been
through the growing pains, I think that trip really brought us

together. It was a short trip, but we lived together for ten days. I can
only speak for myself, but prior to that trip, I knew we had something
to do, but it wasn't clear in my head. I was still grasping for what to
write, and what to do when, and how to make this whole thing happen.
By us being together, we began to get up at eight o'clock in the morning
together, we began rehearsing from nine in the morning until six in the
afternoon together; we began to get into what Brooks was doing with
that saw together. At the end of that ten days, I think everybody felt,
"Now I know what we are doing together. Now I know where we've got
to go, and some of the steps we will have to take to get us there." That
commitment, I think, came at that point. We went to Europe for the
first time in '73, and we had been together for about two years. That tr ip
really brought us up. It happened at the right time, because no matter
how much we rehearsed and played here together, we had to get out and
try it. We had to get out on that concert stage and see if it would work,
and convince ourselves that we could do this. That trip did it. Every-
body said, "Yes! We can do this. Let's get on the case a li t t le harder
now." This trip that we came back from recently really put it over
again. I think we have rejuvenated ourselves. Every time we do some-
thing, we move to another level because it's like, "Okay, we've done
that, now let's do something else." The whole thing is moving so each
time there is something else to do. That's why we all feel that this is vast;
it's limitless.

This is a very unique situation; something I think needs to be seen and
heard, because it has so much to offer on so many levels—musically and
aesthetically.
Mantilla: Excuse me, I 've got a question. Have you guys seen M'Boom
before?
RM: Today was the third time I've seen the group live.
Mantilla: Three times. Okay. It's important that you see it, you know?
You too?
SF: Today was the first time I've seen the group live. But I saw M'Boom
on TV about ten years ago.
Smith: Oh yeah, that thing on Channel 13. [New York Public Televi-
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sion]
Waits: That was another thing that happened to M'Boom. I was doing
the contracting for a show called Soul, and I was asked if I had any ideas
for anything that would make a good presentation on that show. Imme-
diately, I said "M'Boom." At that time, this thing had only been going
for maybe a year and a half, and our whole concept hadn't totally
formed yet. The concept of M'Boom as a form has evolved over the 12
years to the point where we are comfortable with each other and we
could walk on the bandstand in any given situation and do what we
think would be a good performance.

Musically about M'Boom, I'm sure Mr. Chambers probably could
say some things about how we come about our arrangements, and how
we project our . . .
Brooks: Musical concepts.
Chambers: Well, along with what you said about the phone call and all
of that, I think Max wanted to get guys who were basically drummers—

who had built their reputations as what we call set players—
but who were also arrangers and composers and who were
willing to explore the possibilities of percussion in order to
develop a knowledge of percussion. That was the basic prem-
ise of M'Boom. Of course, there are individuals here who
were already involved with total percussion, like Mr. Smith
and Mr. King. They had a knowledge of mallet instruments
and timpani and things like that, and were working profes-
sionally as percussionists. So it was a learning experience for
the original six, learning the percussion family—vibraphone,
marimba, xylophone, timps, various metal instruments,
Latin percussion, and drumset, which we already played. So it
was basically like a workshop for us. We came to this studio
every Saturday and just played, feeling our way around, try-
ing to figure out how we were going to develop this concept. It
gradually developed with arrangements that we all brought in
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n the summer of 1980, with the depar-
tu re of original drummer Peter Criss,
Kiss began a talent hunt that ended

with the installation of Eric Carr in the
drum chair. Unknown but far from inex-
perienced, he had served his musical ap-
prenticeship, six sets a night for 10 years,
on the Brooklyn/Queens club ci rcui t . Pos-
sessor of an atomic backbeat, Eric was the
perfect choice to power the Kiss unit in its
bid to regain the fast lane of the music
business, a position from which the band
had noticeably slipped in recent years.

A consummate professional, Eric's ori-
entation is geared toward the music rather
than the attendant phenomenon of the
band's image and the trappings of rock 'n'
roll success. It 's apparent that he hasn't
forgotten his past and where he could have
been, had he not been 1000% ready for
Kiss.

The musical road that led Eric to Kiss
from his native Brooklyn began in Liver-
pool. "Ringo.I1 loved the Beatles," en -
thused Eric. "That's why I started  playing
drums. I was caught up in the whole
Beatlemania thing. I guess I  wa  s attracted
to the drums because of the feeling of the
rhythm and how it moved you, just si t t ing
in your seat.I1 loved the way Ringo moved.
I ident i f ied with him at the time because he
was the nice guy in the band—the puppy
dog. The one that 's not so cute but every
one loves him anyway."

Using Ringo as his model, Eric began
teaching himself to play. "I  set up right-
handed l ike Ringo, but I was left handed. I
figured this was the right way . My first set-
up was a right-handed set of books! I got a
different sounding book for each drum and I
stamped on the floor for the k ick . I put on I
headphones and played wi th records,
memorizing Beatle tunes. I got to where I
could play wha t I wanted, off the radi o and
records." Eric's parents were extremely
supportive, feeling that this was better
than hanging in the streets. "When they
saw that I was really interested and serious,
they wanted to help me. My parents
bought me a $175 Zimgar set, and I set
them up exactly l ike Ringo. I was buying
these cymbals from Czechoslovakia that
cost a dollar an inch. After a week they'd
be ruffled and I'd have to throw them
away. Had I saved my money for good
stuff, I'd have saved a lot of money, but I
needed instant gratification.

"Once I started playing, I wanted to be
l ike the Beatles—on records, in the mov-
ies, in the magazines, all of i t . I felt that i f I
could get all this from the enjoyment of
playing, this was what I wanted to do  for
life."

Kiss does seem a different breed of
dream than the Fab Four. The instant rec-
ognition of the Beatles' faces versus the
cloak of inv is ib i l i ty that shrouds the iden-
t i ty of Kiss is an ironic twist for someone
who hungered for fame. "That's not quite 

true. When I joined Kiss, I knew what it
was about. It didn't matter to me one way
or the other. I was older and I loved the
band on its own terms. It was unique—a
great concept, a great stage show and, in a
way, very much l ike the Beatles. You could
always tell who was who on stage. Here are
four guys, you know their faces and make-
up and, like the Beatles, everyone has their
own fans and a well-defined image. The
group and the individuals in it have a fol-
lowing. It 's not really faceless. So many
groups are a sound with no personality. I
love REO Speedwagon, but ask me to
name someone in the group and I can't do
i t . Even though people don't know what I
look like, they know my name and my
character. Since I couldn't be in the Bea-
tles, this is as great as it gets."

The move from tapping on books to
smashing his first set of drums was not
without its problems. Eric encountered the
traditional drummer's nightmare: "I was

in a two-family house. My first fear was,
'Where can I practice and not drive every-
one crazy?' I t was so loud! I drove every-
one nuts playing in my room. Basically I
re-taught myself what I had learned on the
books. Once I got comfortable with how to
do basic beats, l i t t l e by l i t t l e I tried fil ls .
That brought me down to zero again.
I realized how much I had t o learn. So I
listened carefully to f i l l s and learned them
one at a time, the simplest ones I could do.
Eventually  it came more naturally over a
slow progression. I never thought about
playing as loud as possible. Heavy metal
was not in consideration in the mid '60s.
All I wanted was to play the style I heard."

Eric's ambition was not to be satisfied
with paint-by-numbers practice sessions.
He wanted to play out. "My first band was
a trio: drums, bass and rhythm guitar. One
guy played bass on a regular guitar with the
bass turned all the way up on the amp. It
was typical for the time. We didn't have to
be virtuosos then because all the songs
were three and four chords. The material
was Beatles, of course, and later, the Ras- 

cals, the Music Explosion, Classics IV and
top-40 stuff. Our first gig was a family en-
gagement party. Everybody was there and
my grandfather got up at one point and
played his trombone with us. But it was
fun. The stage show was simple. My l i t t le
set, two portable TV tables for the amps to
roll around on and three mic's that
shouted feedback as soon as you looked at
them. This was the system for a long time.
Wires that broke, amps that gave no kind
of sound, always feedback, but great
fun."

Graduating to the band which included
his present brother-in-law, Eric began to
move a l i t t le closer to the style he would
embrace as his own, but not without the
usual tears. "The guitar player put heavy
reverb on everything, so no matter what we
played, it sounded like the Ventures. We
used to fight about it all the time. I was so
into all the music happening that I would
teach the guitar player all his parts because
I was learning guitar at this t ime too. I also
figured out the bass parts and sang lead, so
I was really the leader of the band."

Singing was one more element that
would make him something other than just
another talented drummer, and it insured a
home for him in Kiss as surely as did his
drumming style. How did he begin sing-
ing? ''I learned to sing and play at the same
time. I'd practice beats and just naturally
sing the words with the records. I t ' s real
hard to sing without playing drums be-
cause I don't breath the same. I t ' s only this
year that I've learned how to control my-
self so I get the same quality in my voice
when I'm standing, for recording, as I can
when I'm sitting and playing. When I 'm
playing, I'm breathing so heavily that my
lungs are getting plenty of air and there's
no restr ict ionI I can push. When I 'm
standing, I 'm calm  ,I1 don't breath as much
and my pushing is restricted. I tried si t t ing
at a mic' with sticks in my hand and I faked
playing to see if I could get the right feel. It
didn't work, but now it's better. It only
took 15 years."

Jump back 15 years to young Eric show-
ing up for his first club gigs on the back of
his dad's delivery t ruck . "My dad was
great. He'd pass by all these clubs and stop
in and tell them, 'Hey, my son has a band.'
He got us lots of auditions. His truck was
perfect for the equipment. This was club
work in Brooklyn and Queens. I was
happy to be playing anywhere. I wasn't
t h ink ing about record deals at this time. I
wanted the band to be the best it could be.
We had a sign with the band name on it and
we tried to get matching outfits to look
more professional. We were always trying
to get better equipment. I was looking to
stay with them but it just petered out. One
guy's father didn't want him to be playing
music. In those days the sets were nine to
three in the morning, six sets, 40 minutes
on and 20 off. We worked hard. It felt like
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years on stage every night."
After years of nights l ike this the musical

winds shifted. In Eric's words, "I noticed
things were progressing in a harder direc-
tion. As good as the Beatles stuff was, com-
pared to the new stuff on the radio, it was
staying pretty simple. I found myself wish-
ing that the Beatles would do some hard
stuff. I began to listen to other things."

Inspired by the intensity he was hearing,
Eric formed a new band made up of bass,
guitar and keyboard. "The keyboard
player had this electric piano blasting
through a big Acoustic amp. With a built
in power booster he could drown out the
whole band. I had to play hard and change
my whole playing idea to keep up. I wanted
to, though. Just before this band formed I
heard a band play 'Sunshine of Your Love'
and 'Purple Haze' for the first time. I died!
I didn't want to get up on stage after them
and audition with my band with our Bea-
tles stuff. When I started listening to these
records I heard double kick for the first
time. The feeling of the heavy bottom
weight that started to happen made me
think more about using it too. This new
band was originally a four-piece that went
to a three-piece, doing Cream, Hendrix,

some Fudge, Grand Funk and with a whole
different approach to the rhythm section.
There were complex bass and drum pat-
terns playing against each other. Raunch
and powerhouse playing was happening.

"Bonham came after Ringo for me.
Zeppelin was lots of air , bare bones.
Bonham above everyone was my main in-
fluence. I t ' s not so strange to go from
Ringo to Bonham. They were both simple
players, really. He could do more with two
snare beats than someone else could do
with all kinds of fills and triplets and going
around the whole k i t . It's where he did it
that made it count. He was a team player
and Zeppelin was so tight as a band be-
cause everyone did just what was necessary
with no frills."

Enter bass drum number two. "I mostly
learned how to use double kick on the job.
I'm really not that versatile on it. I use it
very simply; standard stuff that's not too
complex. I can hit single notes on the toms
with the feet setting up a pattern under-
neath, or I do flams. I use it to break things
up so there's more syncopation in there,
like Bonham would do."

Working local clubs, Carr was shackled
to the grindstone of economic necessity.
"I've done it all. I was a cement worker
with my father and I delivered refrigera-
tors and washing machines up eight flights
of stairs during the day and played at
night. I was a file clerk and general slave at
the Department of Criminal Justice Ser-
vices. I worked in the deli department in a
supermarket in Queens. I hated i t . White
shirt , hair in a pony tail , slicing the lox pa-
per-thin for the old ladies. The last job that
I was still doing before Kiss was as a gas
range repairman. Things weren't doing
well money-wise for my band, and my fa-
ther started his periodic, 'Eric, aren't you
starting to th ink about what's going to
happen? You've been at this so long you
really should do something else. You can
make some money. Why don't you come
out with me?' So I did and I was finally
doing it on my own, repairing gas ranges
all over Brooklyn and Queens."

Eric had handed in his notice to the
four-piece unit he'd been rehearsing with
for three months, not knowing what his
next move would be. One night, depressed,
he showed up at a local Queens club to
hang out. Out of the blue, he ran into a
keyboard player who'd already quit the
same band Eric had given notice to. The
keyboard player was invited to hear the
band play the next night and, after the set,
approached Eric with the future. "He said
to me, 'Eric, you've got to get out of this
band. You're not making any money. This
is ridiculous. Why don't you audit ion for
Kiss?' I said, 'Come on, don't tease me.'
But he went on to say that Peter Criss was
leaving the band and they were looking for
a replacement. He saw the ad in a local pa-
per. So, the next morning, I and another
friend went and bought Kiss Unmasked,

the newest album. I called up Aucoin Man-
agement and said, 'Hi, I 'm Eric Carr and I
want to audition for the band. What do I
do?' The girl on the phone told me that I
needed a tape and asked me things like did
I sing, play double kick and had I been ar-
rested before? They wanted a tape of me
playing and singing, the most recent pic-
tures that I had and a resume of what I'd
done before. That was on a Thursday. I
don't know what made me do this, but I let
it sit. The next Monday was when I was
supposed to have it in, but I brought it in
on Tuesday. I was a day late. By the time I
got home I had already gotten a call to
come and meet Bill Aucoin on Wednesday.
He gave me a list of songs to learn if I was
picked for an audition. My hair was all
frizzed out and I had a mustache. 'One
thing I can tell you,' he said, 'is that you
should get rid of the mustache before you
even go.' So I did. I had all day Thursday
to work on the songs and I came in Friday
to audition. They called me back again
when I got home from this to come in again
the next day. By then I knew. I had the
overwhelming vibe that I was going to get
i t . I got a call that the band wanted to re-
hearse with me on Monday and see how it
goes. 'For all practical purposes you're in
the band' they said. As far as I was con-
cerned, this was it because I wasn't going
to do anything to screw this up at all."

The auditions were made up of assorted
drummer-types, from cool, studio profes-
sionals to the speed-rapping hopefuls fall-
ing off their new platform boots in the anx-
ious attempt to look the part, if nothing
else. The candidates were assigned audi-
tion shifts, but Kiss ran on rock 'n' roll
t ime, and the large waiting room was
backed up with auditionees. Each name
that was called shot a bolt of fear through
the remaining drummers. Some reap-
peared after only a few minutes, adjusting
a crippled smile as they stumbled for the
elevator. Some listened at the door as the
competition revved up, and reported the
fate of those on the hot seat to the waiting
crowd. Most sat and thought their own
thoughts.

Eric doesn't remember anything about
the time in the waiting room. He was
psyched for his main chance. When he first
walked into the audition to meet the guys,
he observed a video camera pointed at a
huge, double kick set-up, a table in the
back of the room groaning with gourmet
snacks, and a few shadowy figures in the
back of the room. "I spotted Gene right
away. The only one I didn't recognize was
Ace. Paul, to me, doesn't look that differ-
ent without make up. I said hello to every-
one and then my first concern was getting
the drums together so I could play them. I
blocked everything else out. Once I had set
up, Gene asked me what I wanted to start
with. I th ink we just went down the list of
tunes. The usual questions, you know,
'Can you sing?' 'Yeah.' 'Did you learn
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this?' 'Yeah, I learned it. ' 'You gonna sing
Black Diamond?' 'Yeah.' 'Can you sing
the background in this and this?' 'Yeah,
okay.' 'You want us to give you a harmony
part?' 'Yeah, okay, sure.' It really hap-
pened that fast. I'd been singing leads and
harmonies for so long that, in all honesty,
it wasn't that much different than a normal
rehearsal where you figure out who sings
what part where. We did it with harmonies
a couple of times and I felt real good about
it—we blended right away. The only thing
I thought would mess it up was if they were
looking for a real hot-shot on the drums,
which I didn't feel I was. I felt that I was
good and that I could play the material and
add stuff to it , if they weren't looking for
real flash and technically great licks to go,
say, five steps further than Peter. That was
the only concern I had. I knew I could do
everything that had to be done to help the
group."

Out of the who-knows-how-many hope-
fuls, Eric got the nod. Why does he feel he
was picked out of the throng? "They took
me because they, obviously, liked how I
played. I fit in. They liked my singing. I
heard some of the tapes of people singing
and they told me the stories about guys
who couldn't sing at all or didn't even
bother to.

"My attitude was real important. They
didn't want anyone who thought he was
hot stuff. There was a guy s t ru t t ing around
the auditions who later became a semi hot-
shot wi th a group. He showed up with his
brother pushing an Anvil case and acting
like he owned the place. He was a great
drummer but attitude-wise he would have
never worked out with the band because he

would have been wanting to get too fancy
and overpowering where it's not neces-
sary. I saw him after I got the Kiss job and
he had gotten another job. He was doing
alright, you know. I went over to him to
congratulate him and introduce myself. I t
was like he didn't give a damn. Then, in an
interview with this English heavy metal
magazine, he said, 'I don't think I could
ever enjoy being in Kiss "cause of the
anonimity—people not knowing who I
am. The other day I met the drummer from
Kiss in a shopping mall. The guy came over
to me and I didn't know who the hell he
was.' I read that and it hurt my feelings. I
went over to the guy to try to be nice and he
had to be pissy."

"I'VE HEARD LOTS OF
SOLOS BY GUYS THAT

WERE GREAT, BUT DRUM
SOLOS TEND TO GET

BORING ..."

In keeping with band policy, Eric's past
is as erased as it can possibly be. While ad-
mitting that he sometimes feels like some-
one out of the movie The Man That Never
Was, he explained the reasons he can't tell
the names of his former bands. "If I tell
the names of the bands, people who knew
them would know who I was. There are
pictures of me in my previous life, and my
real name is Eric Carr, but only a few peo-
ple really know what I'm doing now. It was
a policy that existed before I came into the

band, and I stick with i t .
"The advantage of make-up is that I can

walk down the street unnoticed when I
want. You can get the attention if you
want. You can have someone call ahead
somewhere and tell them that 'Eric Carr of
Kiss is coming in, get him a nice table,' and
they all know you're coming blah, blah,
and you get treated nice and people look at
you, but so what? I began to learn that
everything is relative in life. I mean you
can rehearse in Queens for a few bucks and
the equipment is always breaking down, or
go to New York City and the expensive
equipment is just as bad. But the change in
my life was obviously huge. I th ink if I
hadn't been at this so long it would be dif-
ferent. My attitude was always to play
every gig as if it were Madison Square Gar-
den, long before I was in Kiss. I didn't
want anyone to go home and say I was ter-
rible. I f they didn't l ike me, at least I knew
I did my best. I always wanted to be in a
super band and when I got with Kiss, men-
tally, I'd been in the band for years. When
it did happen I almost knew what it would
be l ike. But, to play in front of 45,000 peo-
ple is not something you can imagine. It 's
astounding. It 's more nerve-wracking to
see the stadium in daylight, before the gig
that night , and see the number of seats that
will be filled than it is to actually play the
gig. Once the lights go on you can't see
anything but the first 30 rows.

"I do get nervous. In Melbourne, Aus-
tralia was the only time I was sick from
stage fright. The first Kiss gig was at the
Palladium in New York City. My whole
family was there but they didn' t go back



Denny Carmassi
It was a move that surprised some observers. Native
San Franciscan Denny Carmassi was selected in May of 1982
to replace seven-year veteran Michael Derosier as drummer

for the Seattle-based rock group, Heart. But Carmassi's swarthy,
creative style of drumming proved almost tailor-made for Heart's
Wilson-Ennis-Wilson songwriting team and band member How-
ard Leese's meticulous arrangements.

This came as no surprise to other observers, given Denny Car-
massi's lifetime commitment to his art. "He was brought into the
band simply because he's a good musician, " emphasized Heart
lead vocalist Ann Wilson. In the studio this year, Carmassi's
drumming melded perfectly, almost effortlessly, with the new,
harder-edged material tracked for Heart's current album, Pas-

sionworks. Songs like "(Beat by) Jealousy" and "Sleep Alone, "
both penned by Ann Wilson and Sue Ennis, and Nancy Wilson's
' 'If I Have to Ask" called for a clean, rhythm-centered approach,
and Carmassi delivered just the right kind of rock sensibility Heart
had been looking for since its last two recorded efforts. Indeed,
Carmassi's reputation as a slugger can only be overshadowed by
the acute tastefullness of his playing—he listens, and he listens well.
Heart's music has always been earmarked by impeccable craft-
work and a heightened sense of interplay, and the unusual combi-
nation of drums Carmassi uses (resonant, non-resonant and elec-
tronic) coupled with his exceptional technical work allows him to
establish a hot groove and yet blend perfectly with the other play-
ers to create the tight feel commanded by each tune. "We never



by Elizabeth Shaw Green

have to drag what we want out of him because he's sensitive to the
subtle style changes in the different songs that we play, "says Heart
guitarist Nancy Wilson. "It's a whole new sound for us, and we're
just letting it flow. "

Dennis Carmassi was born 35 years ago into a household where
drumming is still revered. His boyhood memories are filled with
scenes of his father, Joe (a well-known drummer on the San Fran-
cisco circuit during his lifetime), rehearsing with a series of local
bands in the Carmassi family home. Because of his father's love
for big band sounds, Denny developed a quick appreciation for
jazz music of the 1950s—he still numbers Ted Heath and early Ray
Charles records among the favorites in his collection. But by age
10, Denny and his younger brother Billy (who now drums for the

group AIdo Nova) had clearly converted to rock 'n' roll.
ESG: When did you first start playing drums?
DC: It seemed l ike I could always play. My dad allowed me to play
on his set whenever I wanted. But there was no pressure to play so  I
never really took it seriously. I never thought about being in a band
unti l I was 17 or 18. I was more into sports. I played baseball since I
was about eight . That's what I wanted to do un t i l I realized I was
too small for major league play.
ESG: Describe the first k i t you owned.
DC: An old Ludwig with gold sparkles. I wish I stil l had it today! It
was real basic: snare drum, one tom, bass drum, cymbal and a hi-
hat. And I added a floor tom. I had that k i t for a long time. I played
it in club bands and stuff.
ESG: How did you first finance your drum habit—money from an
outside job, your parents . . .?
DC: My mom and dad bought me my first k i t . But after that I did it
myself by playing. I was playing in night clubs—I played in all the
topless joints in San Francisco when I was 18 and 19. In fact, I even
got busted for being under age—you had to be 21 at the time. But I
saved my money and bought what I wanted.
ESG: What was your first combo gig like?
DC: This girl that I knew—vaguely knew—knew that  I played
drums. She knew some guys in a band, and the i r drummer was
being drafted or something. They were auditioning drummers, so I
played a nightclub with them and got the gig. I t was the first time
ever that I played with a band. And it was the first time that I
realized, "Wow, this is really fun," and that I could make a living
at it.
ESG: When you started to get serious about playing, did you take
any formal lessons?
DC: No. The only real formal lessons I had, I guess, were when I
was in junior high school. I played in the orchestra, and I played
the t impani . I sort of learned how to read then, although I'm not a
great reader. But I never took lessons from a teacher.
ESG: Did you work with any method books?
DC: I went through Stick Control and Accents and Rebounds. For
me, that pretty much covered it.
ESG: You use matched grip instead of the traditional method.
What made you adopt that style?
DC: The main reason was for power. There's more power in play-
ing matched grip. But I learned how to play in the traditional way,
and there are certain styles I can play better t radi t ional ly—like
jazz, for instance—than I can matched.
ESG: Did you ever get much into drumming styles other than
rock?
DC: I like to listen to them. I listen to all that music. I was really a
big fusion fan for a long time. I still listen to a lot of Tony Wil-
liams' stuff, and Bill Bruford and Jan Hammer. I listen to that for
enjoyment, when I'm at home. But I like to th ink of myself as a
versatile player.
ESG: Did you ever l ike to experiment much with time signatures?
DC: Not un t i l recently. I have been for my own curiosity, at home
in my drum room. I've got a drum machine and headphones, and
things I can practice with by myself so I can work stuff out. I also
have a set of Calato practice pads. And they're quiet!

When I first moved into my new house, I had a Remo practice
set. I like to practice at night—that 's when I get the urge—but the
Remo pads always made that "clickety-clickety" sound. So one
day I was outside and my neighbor came by and said, "What do
you do? Are you a tap dancer?"
ESG: Do you play other percussion instruments?
DC: Just the t impani . And I have a set of conga drums at home
that I goof around on.
ESG: Do you keep up with the timpani playing at all?
DC: No. I haven't done it since I was playing with Ronnie Mon-
trose. We made a tape for the opening of the show, with this whole
big synthesizer production, and I played the t impani on tha t . That
was a gas!
ESG: Do you play any other instruments?



DC: Just a l i t t l e guitar.
ESG: Do you th ink that keyboard knowledge and a good melodic
sensibility is important to drumming?
DC: Yes. If I had students, I'd make them take keyboard first,
before they started on drums. I would also make a child take dance
lessons, especially tap dancing, just for the coordination.
ESG: What drummers did you emulate when you were a kid?
DC: Well, the way that I really taught myself how to play drums
was by listening to records and playing along with them. I listened
a lot to the Green Onions album by Booker T. and the MGs. And
Al Jackson was my favorite drummer. I used to go in the back
room and put the stereo on real loud and play to these records. I 'd
figure out what they were doing and how they were doing it. That's
how I taught myself.
ESG: What drummers do you admire now?
DC: Tony Williams has been a long-time favorite . . . Bill Bruford
—I th ink he's incredible! Alex Acuna is great. And Phil Collins is a
really fine drummer.
ESG: What groups did you play with before Heart?
DC: I started playing in '73 with the band Montrose—Ronnie and
Sammy Hagar. It was my first major band, and it broke up in
about '77. Ronnie did his solo album, and I went to play with Sam
for about a year. I did a couple of albums with him—a live album
and a studio album in England.

I left Sam and started a band with Derek St. Holmes from the
Ted Nugent group. I t was a short-lived band; we did one album for
Warner Brothers. Then I went to England and played with Michael
Schenker. I was going to do an album with Michael, but he got
really sick and went in the hospital. I came back to the States, and
Ronnie called me up to do the group Gamma. So rather than wait
around for Michael—I didn't know if he was going to do the album
or what—I went with Gamma for a couple of years, unt i l Heart.
ESG: How did you connect with Heart?
DC: I was doing the Randy Meisner album Playing in the Deep
End, and Howard [Leese, Heart's lead guitarist and keyboardist]
was the guitar player. We got to know each other—we did the
whole album together—but it really came out of the blue.
ESG: Did Howard mention to you at any point that Derosier was
going to leave?

DC: Wel l , yeah . . . I sort of knew. Howard had asked me in Janu-
ary of 1982 that , i f such and such happened, would I be interested
in playing with Heart.
ESG: Were you very familiar with Heart before the offer?
DC: Not really, other than what I had heard on the radio. Just the
hits.
ESG: What is the power structure in Heart?
DC: Basically, Nancy [Wilson, guitarist] and Ann [Wilson, lead
vocalist] are the songwriters, and Howard more or less leads the
band.
ESG: He seems to be the real technical pulse of the band, given his
background in arranging and music theory.
DC: Yeah, Howard's a real good musician. He, Ann and Nancy
have been together for a long time. He's good at translat ing their
ideas into music.
ESG: I presume then that you're comfortable with the arrange-
ment?
DC: Oh yeah, total ly. They give me free rein. They've never said,
"You have to play this way." I can interpret the songs whichever
way I want, which is really great. I just have to cop the groove of
the song.
ESG: What do you l ike most about playing with Heart? I find that
there's a lot of styl is t ic variety in the songwriting, and that's some-
thing that would attract me.
DC: Yeah, I l ike the different types of music that they do. There's
the hard rock stuff, and there's the ballad stuff. Their audiences are
very appreciative, and that continues to blow my mind every night.
I t ' s a different crowd of people than what I 've been used to in other
bands. I 've been used to more of l ike a heavy-metal type of head-
banger crowd in the other bands I've played in. The Heart audi-
ence is real appreciative—they listen. And that is great.
ESG: What do you feel you contribute to Heart's sound that's
different from what Derosier put out?
DC: I'd hate to compare. I t h ink our styles are different, but that's
for other people to analyze.
ESG: Do you l ike the musical direction Heart is heading in now?
DC: W e l l . . . I wasn't involved in their last album, so I don't really
know what direction they're trying to pursue. But I l ike what
they're doing now. They're very talented.



What's going to come out is going to come from the songwriters.
You can't really push a direction. When you get five people to-
gether, it sounds a certain way; when you replace two of the peo-
ple, it will sound different. It's going to go whichever way it goes by
itself.
ESG: Rock 'n' roll traditionally is pretty much of a male stomping
ground. Does it bother you that in this band two women are the
main attractions?
DC: Oh, no! They're good musicians. A good musician is a good
musician, whether it's male, female, or whatever. Music is music.
ESG: But don't you think men have it easier than women in the
music business overall?
DC: Yeah, it must be true that they do have it easier. I guess it's
always been a male-dominated industry.
ESG: So do you think that as a man who plays the drums you
generally had it easier than women who play drums, in terms of
getting gigs and having people take you seriously as a player?
DC: I 'm sure that's true. I'm sure there's a real prejudice; an un-
derlying prejudice.
ESG: Describe the gear you use onstage with Heart.
DC: I'm using a 24 x 16 Tama bass drum and a 6 1/2 x 14 Tama Bell
Brass snare. I use five Remo Roto-Toms—8", 10", 12" and two 14"
sizes—and I have two 6" Dragon Drums, which I really l ike . I also
have a set of Simmons SDS-5 electronic drums, which are just fan-
tastic! A lot of guys in Europe use them. Before I joined Heart, I
went to Europe for six weeks with Gamma—we did a Foreigner
tour—and I really got turned on to them over there. When I went
back to Europe with Heart, I got 'em. They're just . . . man,
they're amazing! And I haven't even really had a chance to get into
them. Because of the way we tour, we hardly ever soundcheck any-
more. We just go up and play. But the Simmons are really cool.
ESG: Pitchwise, how are you tuning your drums?
DC: I usually tune the Rotos to B-A-G-E-D. I l ike that tuning. The
Rotos really cut through the band. The Simmons I try to fit in
around the Rotos, but I don't really tune those to any note.

As for the Dragon Drums, I don't tune those to a specific note
either. I just go by tension. But I do like to tune them to a high pitch
so they can cut hard, like the Rotos.
ESG: What cymbals do you use?
DC: I use Paiste cymbals. I have two 20" Rude Chinas—those are
great cymbals. I used to break cymbals like you wouldn't believe! I
have a stack in my basement of like 50 or 60 broken cymbals. I used
to break 2002s at the rate of about one every week and a half.

So I got a Paiste endorsement, and used Rudes all through the
Heart and Gamma tours. I haven't broken one yet, and they're
great for rock.

I also have a 20"Rude crash cymbal, a set of 15" Rude hi-hats,
and a set of 14"Rude hi-hats. I've been playing two hi-hats—one

foot-operated and the other closed all the time.
ESG: Do you have any hardware that you really love?
DC: Yeah. I've got a great Sonor hi-hat stand—it's from their
Signature set—that's fantastic.
ESG: Fast?
DC: Yeah, and real sturdy. It 's just a real solid piece of equipment.
ESG: What about your bass drum pedal?
DC: I've been using chain-drive pedals for years. I got turned on to
Ippolito pedals in 1973 or '74. Now I use Tama chain-drive pedals.

For drum heads I use Remo rough coat Emperors on my snare.
In the studio I usually use rough coat Emperors all the way around
if I'm using regular drums, as opposed to the Roto-Toms. I really
l ike the sound of Emperors on them. When I do use the Roto-
Toms, I put clear Emperor heads on them.
ESG: Tell me about Heart's new album.
DC: Well, we started recording it in late March of this year. We
planned it for a summer release so we could have a nice big tour
and go back to Europe and maybe Japan. Summer's a nice time to
have an album out.

Keith Olsen produced it for us at Good Night L. A., his studio in
Los Angeles. The material is rock—no doubt about it . It's a lot
different than the last album. It 's real straight ahead, and not as
experimental.

" . . . YOU CAN'T BE
STRICTLY A TIMEKEEPER.

YOU HAVE TO BE
CREATIVE WITHIN THAT

FRAMEWORK."



R oy Burns is internationally
known as a drummer, clinician,
and author. For many years he

served as drum consultant to the Rogers
drum company. Dave Donohoe also
worked for Rogers, and although his name
is not as universally known, his influence as
a design engineer has been felt by almost
every drummer performing today, since he
is responsible for Rogers' revolutionary
Memri-Loc hardware system, which has
since been incorporated into almost every
drum company's hardware.

Together, Roy and Dave are now the
driving force behind Aquarian Accesso-
ries, a company dedicated to providing in-
novative, high-quality accessory items to
serve the needs of today's drummer.

The offices and assembly operation of
Aquarian Accessories currently share
space in Anaheim California with Aquar-
ian Coatings, an industrial powder-coat-
ing business operated primarily by third
partner Ron Marquez. Rick Van Horn had
an opportunity to visit with Roy and Dave,

tour the facility, and share the views of
these two dedicated men on the state of to-
day's drum industry, and what Aquarian
Accessories has to offer the drum con-
sumer.
RVH: At what date did you actively begin
the operation of Aquarian Accessories?
RB: We've been in business since June of
1980.
RVH: You've come quite a way in that
time.
RB: We really have, because we own three
patents now.
RVH: What was your first item?
RB: We started out with the Cymbal
Spring; the one with the wire clip on the
top. We later found out that it just wasn't
strong enough to hold up, so we re-de-
signed it into the Heavy-Duty one, and
now we have the Super one out, which is
for Chinese cymbals or big ride cymbals,
or mount ing a pang cymbal upside down.
The next product was our Kwik-Key. Then
the Formula X-10 drumsticks. The next
thing was the Formula X-10 Lites with

graphite, which I th ink up to this date is the
best stick we've made. We're in the process
of re-designing the Formula X-10 stick to
improve some things there. We try to keep
refining each product as we go along. I
don't care how much field testing you do,
you're never sure exactly how a product is
going to hold up or be received un t i l you
get out in the marketplace. Then you have
to be honest enough that when a guy calls
up with a complaint, you say, "Tell me all
about i t ; send the part back to me. Let me
see what I can do." Most people are sur-
prised when I answer the phone because
they see the ads and they think I'm endors-
ing Aquarian Accessories. When I answer
the phone they say, "Gee, do you work
there?" and I say, "Well, sort of. I'm one
of the owners." That helps a lot in working
out problems, because no product is per-
fect .
RVH: Are these tables I see here the whole
assembly line?
RB: Our warehouse in Norco, California is
where we have all of our heavy equipment;



where do we do our molding and some of
the other things that we sort of keep to our-
selves. Some of the init ial work on the
cymbal spring is done there too. But all of
the final assembly and shipping we do here.
RVH: What about the leather work for the
cymbal bags?
RB: We also do that in Norco.
RVH: I'm a l i t t l e disappointed that I
couldn't view your molding operation,
which must be unique.
RB: We have so much invested; we have
some special techniques that we use. I hate
to sound like the Zildj ian company—I
mean, they say they have secret manufac-
tur ing techniques. I used to be a li t t le bit
suspicious of tha t , t ru th fu l ly , but I now
recognize the need for i t , because once you
get that much money involved . . . . I
mean, to the average drummer reading
Modern Drummer, to see a picture of a
machine means nothing, but that 's our
customer, not our competition. An engi-
neer can look at the same photo and maybe
pick up something. So we've decided we're

sworn to secrecy.
RVH: Your personal reputation is that of a
performer, author and drum authority.
Dave Donohoe is a notable design engi-
neer. But now you're both executives run-
n ing a sizeable manufacturing business.
What are some of the problems you've
faced making that identity transition?
RB: I ' l l tell you what our biggest need
was—for Dave and me. When you've been
involved in product development in a ma-
jor corporation, you never see the product
from its inception, through the research,
through the field testing, to the actual man-
ufacturing, to the delivery to the store into
the hands of the customer. Now Dave and
I , when we worked at Rogers, we learned a
great deal there; it was a valuable experi-
ence and we probably couldn't have gone
into business without that experience. But
it was frustrating at times to start out with
an idea and see it get "committee-ized."
You start with what is a fairly simple idea
to answer the need of a drummer, and by
the time it comes out the other end of the
funnel, all these other people, who may or
may not be close to the musician, have had
suggestions, and it comes out to be some-
thing quite different than what you started
with. Whereas, the idea of a smaller com-
pany, l ike we are, is that we can start out
with an idea and see it all the way through
to the end.
RVH: Give me an example of such an idea.
RB: Every one of our products comes in a
display box. They all go on the counter, or
under the counter, in such a way that the
top folds up; there's always information
on them. I th ink that's been one of the key
things in our success. Our drumsticks, for
instance, go up on the counter, not back in
that bin where everything gets lost. Same
thing with the springs—people see them.
One of your problems in a music store is
vis ibi l i ty; stuff gets buried because there's
so much stuff in there. You have to have a
way of getting your message through.
RVH: One way is to go out into the field
with your product. Do you do that?
RB: We have products in clubs all the time;
Dave is out quite often, like testing our
new miking system; having guys try our
sticks in clubs and t iming the number of
hours they have on them. We try never to
overstate the durabil i ty of the sticks, for
instance, because I don't want to get in
that position of not being taken seriously.
I 'd rather understate it and let the guy try it
and say, "Hey, it's even better than they
said," than to make some outrageous
claim and then not live up to it. Don't ever

say something is unbreakable, because
that's like issuing a challenge. All the ka-
rate experts come out of the woodwork
and say, "I can break that; give me a
chance." We're not really trying to design
unbreakable stuff, we're trying to design
stuff that satisfies a need. When you walk
into a music store and there's your prod-
uct, and your packaging, and everything's
there and some guy's buying a cymbal
spring or a pair of drumsticks . . . that's
neat. You've lived with it through the en-
tire design process.
RVH: Let's talk about the process that cul-
minated in the X-IO synthetic sticks.
RB: That was really something. I th ink
Dave and I finally looked at each other one
time and Dave said, "If this doesn't work,
I give up." We tried everything—different
formulas; different ideas.
DD: First of all, when we were th ink ing of
doing the drumstick, in order not to in-
fringe on anyone's ideas I had to ask for a
patent search to be done, and pull all the
patents concerning drumsticks. They have
been trying to make synthetic drumsticks
since 1946. I had a chance to look at every-
thing that's been done, then exhaust some
avenues that I wanted to try—some ideas
that hadn't been done—and hardly any-
t h ing works. I mean, to get the feel,
weight, rigidity and durability all in one
package is almost impossible. A wood
stick doesn't even have that. I t ' s got the
right weight and the right feel, but it only
lasts a night or two. I t lacks a major char-
acteristic. To get all that , as close as possi-
ble, it took six months of research, and
then another six months just to keep im-
proving on it.
RB: I th ink our best stick at the moment is
the X-10 Lite with graphite. This probably
answers all those needs better than any
other stick.
DD: Did you know we actually had to de-
velop our own material for that? The ma-
terials that were available always lacked
some major point. So we asked the com-
pany if they would be interested in devel-
oping a material for us. That's why it takes
so long to get i t ; it 's a special material and
they have to make it specially for us.
RVH: Can you elaborate on any of the
components for those who have not seen
the sticks?
RB: I can give you some idea without giv-
ing away our whole idea. We use a nylon
base, and then we add other synthetics to
i t . Graphite is one that we use for the X-10
Lites, and then we discovered in the course
of experimentation that graphite by itself
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doesn't quite do it. It 's stiff, but not tough
enough. We discovered from our Formula
X-IO sticks, which is a nylon base with
other synthetics, that we could combine
various synthetics with graphite into virtu-
ally a new formula. And that's how we've
been able to do some of the things we've
done.
DD: The toughest nylon known to man is
called "Super-Tough" nylon. It 's got a
very high impact strength. But the unfor-
tunate thing is that as soon as you put
fillers in it , the impact strength goes way
down. So we were thinking that what we
really needed was a special nylon that had a
high impact to begin with and when you
added fillers it would improved. There was
nothing l ike that. As soon as you put in
graphite or other synthetics it degrades it.
So we actually had to develop a nylon base
that had a high impact and then, as you
filled it , it got better. There are companies
that would probably pay us more to use
our material than we make with sticks.
RVH: This is in conjunction with a chemi-
cal lab?
DD: Right.
RVH: So now you have yourself set up in
terms of your operation, and your source
of material. You mentioned that you've al-
ready made design changes, and that there
was a long period of time involved with the
molding process and the design of the
molds.
DD: Oh, the molds! Where we really ran
into trouble was: I'm not a mold designer,
I'm an engineer who designs the product. I
have to leave it up to the mold designers to
design the molds. The way we were run-
ning the first stick with the core in it was a
whole new baby; nobody had ever seen a
core that long before lying in a mold with
tons of pressure coming around it. This
guy designed a mold that cost us a lot of
money, but it wouldn't work. It was a
piece of junk, but they kept telling us, "It's
your material. We can't run this material
in that mold." And we said, "Look, we
have to use this material; it's the only ma-
terial that works. You make the mold work

with that material." So after investing a lot
more money, it turned out to be a scrap
tool—thousands of dollars worth of junk.
So just from the experience I gained
through watching this mold grow through
six months and trying to get sticks out of it,
I said, "I'll design it." And then we got a
mold that worked.
RB: We also brought in a mold consultant
to tell us exactly where we were and if our
ideas were correct. But what it meant was
that refining process again. In this in-
stance, not only had we re-designed and re-
fined the sticks, we also had to re-design
and refine the tooling and the molding.
That's a very expensive learning process.
RVH: It also sounds l ike a lengthy process,
but yet you've been in business less than
three years.
RB: We were working on the sticks almost
from the very beginning. Before we got to
the stage of experimenting with materials
we had designs and different ideas; we were
doing lots of research. We were in a new
area; nobody had ever made it work be-
fore. A good example of this kind of proc-
ess would be Remo. -He not only had to
come up with the plastic drum head, but
then he had to invent a way to make it. And
those two things overlap, because one
without the other and you don't have a
product.
DD: That synthetic stick was the most dif-
ficult thing I ever designed. I did Memri-
Loc, which was a piece of cake compared
to this.
RB: In the case of the sticks, you have to
meet a complicated set of criteria: feel,
sound, weight, balance, response, how it
feels to your skin, all these things, and it's
not easy to satisfy all those—although I
feel we've done it better than anybody else.
DD: One thing I've learned about the laws
of physics, and the drumstick is the perfect
example: you take five properties that you
have to gel: weight, strength, stiffness, ten-
sile s t rength , and abrasion resistance
(when you hit cymbals it has to not chip
out easily), and when you take those five
different properties, as you increase one,

the other four lose. You can't increase this
and increase that. As you increase flex, and
get it stiffer, the stick becomes more brittle
and wants to break easier. So then you
back off of that, and as you gain in abra-
sion resistance so it really holds up, it be-
comes more flimsy. We have designed
sticks that we don't keep around here any-
more that would probably last a guy the
rest of his life, but would totally destroy
the drumset.
RVH: So the design process was a series of
compromises?
RB: Arriving at a balance. We discovered
that finding a material, designing a stick,
and having a guy make you a mold, was
not going to solve the problem. We had ex-
perts telling us the way to do it, and we did
what the experts told us except it didn't
work. And so out of necessity, we discov-
ered ways to make certain things work.
The hardest thing in any project is the com-
pleting. It's l ike being in a football game
. . . it's easy to drive 90 yards, but the last
ten are so much tougher. And that's really
what it was like for us.
RVH: At almost the same split second you
came on the market, there were Duraline,
Hi-Skill and Riff-Rite. Why so many at the
same time?
RB: The need was there, and we were not
the only guys to recognize it. What will
make the difference is how you try to sat-
isfy that need. That means the material
you use; how you design the stick; whether
or not it can be made easily and quickly
enough to make it feasible businesswise.
And then I think that the thing that will
really make the difference in the long run is
how the company conducts itself on a day-
to-day basis; how it does business. When
we get a note from somebody that there
was a drumstick that failed for some rea-
son, I call the guy up, whether it's a music
dealer or a consumer. I say, "Look, if it's
our fault I want to see it. Send it back to me
and I' l l check it out. If it's our fault I 'll
give you a new one. If it's not our fault I
want to tell you why I think it isn't our
fault, but at least you're going to get an
honest look, and you're going to talk to
someone inside the company who's con-
cerned about your problems."

I had one guy call me who bought a pair
of sticks and the nylon tip came off. That
was one of our biggest problems. So now
we've changed our whole molding opera-
tion. It meant re-doing all the molds again,
so that now we mold the Formula X-lOs all
in one piece. Well, this guy had bought a
pair of sticks—and $27.50 is a lot of
money—and the tips came off during the
first night. So he called up here very angry
and I said, "Well, take it easy. Just tell me
what happened." He did, and then I said,
"Let me send you some extra tips, with in-
structions how to put them on." He said,
"That'd be great, "and later on I got a real
nice letter from him. He had bought an-
other pair of sticks that were molded all in
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one piece. I think it was the attitude he en-
countered when he called. I can remember
calling up a company, with some disagree-
ment over a product, and some guy says,
"That's not my department," or "Let me
transfer you to customer service," or "The
guy who takes care of that's not here to-
day. Leave your number and I ' l l have
somebody call you back." Whenever you
hear those statements, you can usually be
assured that you're not going to get called
back, that you're going to get fluffed off,
and if you don't start screaming, you
won't get any attention. So what we try to
do is make sure the customer gets atten-
tion, and that we take care of the product.
RVH: From a manufacturing standpoint,
one of the advantages of a wood stick is
that you can put a new guide into the lathe
and for a few dollars you can have a new
stick model. With your molding process, a
new stick model might represent thou-
sands of dollars of production costs. How
can you be competitive in terms of stick
variety faced with that overhead problem?
RB: What we did in the first place was go to
all the music stores—Dave has his microm-
eter—and pul l all the most popular
brands. We found out that there are two
fundamental diameters in every drumstick
sold for a drumset: 5A and 55. They're all
within thousandths of those two diame-
ters. All that changes is length and the t ip
shape. Now there are drummers who use a
very light stick, l ike a 7A stick, but I'd say
80% of your sticks fall into a 5A or 5B
diameter, and a similar length.

But we can make new sizes more easily,
anyway, now that we have our mold com-
pleted. In order to come out with new
sticks we just need to make new caddies.
The original problem was perfecting the
molding procedure, the process; that was
the killer. Now that we've perfected that,
we can come out with as many new models
as we want to and it doesn't cost that
much.
RVH: Even though you've managed to get
the weight down with the X-IO Lites, I've
st i l l heard some complaints about their be-
ing too shoulder-heavy; too much impact
and not enough rebound. How do you an-

swer that?
DD: Roy and I had to decide who we were
really designing this stick for. Who's going
to use it? Forget the jazz players—they
don't need i t . I t ' s the drummers that are
bust in ' up the sticks! And that's why we
have a short taper—a heavy neck—be-
cause it 's going to be used hard. That's
why it's l ike that. It 's not for everybody.
RB: After all, most sticks break in the
neck. And we had logo for the first 80% of
the market first. And at that time we were
not sure how thin we could make a stick, or
how long we could make the neck, and s t i l l
provide a stick that was durable enough to
just i fy the price. I t costs us just as much to
make a t h i n stick as a thick one. But part of
the problem is a lot of drummers have been
playing with a stick that has so l i t t l e weight
in front tha t they've developed a technique
for using i t . This comes up a lot. I get calls
that ask, "If I use your sticks wil l I get 'ten-
nis elbow'?" My answer to that is you can
watch J immy Connors or Bjorn Borg play.
Connors uses a metal racket, Borg uses a
wood racket. Other pros use graphite rack-
ets. And there's not one professional ten-
nis player who ever comes down with "ten-
nis elbow." Only your weekend amateurs
get "tennis elbow" because they don't
know how to use a racket. I f you learn how
to hit a tennis ball properly, you don't get
"tennis elbow." In the drum world,

they've got very heavy, cast rims on drums
now, and drummers are using oversize
drumst icks , whether it 's wood or syn-
thethic, and when a guy hits the backbeat,
he hi ts it so all that shock goes right up his
arm. And then he says, "Gee whiz, I th ink
maybe these synthetic sticks are causing
problems for me." No. I t ' s only the tech-
nique. I t can only be the technique, other-
wise the top players would have the same
problem, and you notice that they don't.
I t 's always the amateur players because
they're the ones with the biggest technical
problems.
RVH: But aren't they also your biggest
market?
RB: Yes and no. You can't design a bad
product just because people don't know
how to use a good one. What you have to
do is educate them.
RVH: A lot of people have gone broke say-
ing that .
RB: I understand that, and we're not here
to make the world follow us, we're only
here to make sure they understand what
we're trying to do. For instance, when you
play with a stick that has a real th in neck on
it , in order to get a solid sound out of the
drum you have to squeeze approximately
twice as hard as you do if it had a thicker
neck and a shorter taper. I f you do pick up
a stick that has a shorter neck and a thicker
shoulder, and you still squeeze twice as
hard as you need to because that 's what
you're used to doing, then your hand takes
all that shock. That's what I mean. I agree
with Ed Shaughnessy's comment in an MD
article a while back, when he said that 80%
of the drummers playing today use a drum-
stick that 's too light for the job they have
to do. I've always used a stick that was al-
most twice as heavy as people t h i nk I use,
because I don't have to work so hard. You
can either figure out how to get the drum-
stick to do as much work as possible, or
you can get a drumstick that allows you to
do as much work as possible. I was always
of the style of trying to find a way to do it
with the least amount of physical effort.



Fred Below

MAGIC MAKER
Sometimes it seems as if people have

more regard for classic "things"
than they do for classic people. An

antique Radio King snare drum, an an-
tique K. Zildjian cymbal and a Billy Glad-
stone drumset would illicit floods of adula-
tion from any half-informed drummer.
Yet when it comes to appreciating and re-

specting, the genius, the ideas, the crafts-
manship and the pioneering spirit of the
founding fathers of the instrument, most
people couldn't care less.

Thai's so backwards! Any drum, any
cymbal and any collection of drumsets is
only so much handcrafted wood, metal,
calfskin and/or plastic. Period. Take the

by Scott K. Fish
world's best drumset and cymbals, assem-
ble them onstage and sit back in your
chair. What happens? Nothing. You could
rival Rip Van Winkle's nap waiting for
magic to happen and it never would. Why?
Because people are the magic makers. The
evolution of equipment was based on
sounds that people heard in their minds,



and they wanted to create those sounds.
When we recall the genius of Gene Krupa
do we say, "Oh yeah, Gene Krupa! Man,
that guy had a great set of Slingerland's!''?
No. We remember the sounds, we remem-
ber the music and we remember the magic
of Gene.

Fred Below was a magic maker, and I'm

sure he still is. Back in the '50s, Fred
stepped into the middle of a music that had
no drumset players per se and had to make
up his own rules for playing. In essence he
created a drumset language for Chicago
blues, a musical frontrunner to what be-
came rhythm & blues and then rock 'n'
roll. We hear of and read about the musi-
cal genius of Little Walter, Chuck Berry,
Howlin' Wolf, Sonny Boy Williamson,
Otis Rush, Junior Wells and Buddy Guy.
And who would argue that without the in-
put of their bandmembers we might not to-
day be recognizing their musical genius?
Below helped shape the music of all those
musicians. And if people like Fred Below
hadn't done what they did, we might never
have had drummers like John Bonham and
Neil Peart.

As recently as 1978, Dan Ackroyd and
John Belushi put together a skit for Satur-
day Night Live called The Blues Brothers,
playing almost duplicate arrangements of
the original blues tunes. The Blues Broth-
ers became so popular that they filled sta-
diums all over the world, released three al-
bums and a major motion picture.

On the first album, Briefcase Full of
Blues, Ackroyd introduces the show:
"Well, here it is, " he says, "the late 1970s
going on 1985. Y'know, so much of the
music we hear today is pre-programmed
electronic disco. We never get a chance to
hear master bluesmen practicing their craft
anymore. By the year 2006, the music
known today as the blues will exist only in
the classical record departments of your
local public libraries. "

As tongue-in-cheek as that statement
probably was, there's still a grain of truth
to it. Many of the old blues records are dis-
regarded as no longer having relevance.
Some people won't listen to them simply
because the fidelity wasn't up to 1983
standards. And the swing and dynamics of
the blues don't seem to be a necessary com-
modity in today's pop market. "Don't
worry about playing with dynamics, man.
We can correct that at the soundboard.
Don't worry about being tasteful. We can
drop fills in later on with an overdub. "

Even though there have been some fan-
tastic innovations in drumming, when
compared to the magic of players like Fred
Below, it's like comparing a Van Gogh
with one of those bullfight scenes, painted
in shocking colors on black velure, that ev-
eryone's seen sold on a roadside or at a gas
station. Yeah, it's still a painting, and
yeah, it lakes a level of humanity to paint
it, but . . .

Drummers like Casey Jones, Dino Al-
varez, Ike Davis and Ray Allison are still
carrying the blues torch in Chicago. Re-
cord companies like Alligator are record-
ing blues bands today that would make

you dance—the groove is so strong and
magical—even if you were wearing cement
shoes. While so many people are worrying
about becoming "slick," these guys are
playing with heart. Fred Below always
played with heart. Like yesterday's inno-
vators, tommorow's innovators will play
with heart, because the heart is the center
of the soul and the degree of soul a person
has is in direct proportion to the degree of
magic he creates.
FB: I started back when I was going t o
DuSable High School in the early '40s.
Two of my friends were Johnny Griffin
and Eugene Wright. We all went to school
at the same time. At that time I started
playing trombone. Trombone wasn't my
cup of tea, so I switched over to drums.

During my early life—much before that
— I grew up around nothing but music. In
the early '30s I used to go to the Vendome
and the Regal Theater, the Metropolitan
and places l ike that when I was a kid. I saw
the best of the big black bands. They used
to come through Chicago all the time. I
saw Chick Webb and Gene Krupa. When I
was going to high school and really getting
interested in drums, I used to go to the Re-
gal Theater and see Cab Calloway and
Billy Eckstine and his big band. That band
really turned me on.
SF: That was Art Blakey playing drums,
right?
FB: Yeah, Art Blakey. Eckstine had all the
big dudes then. Listening to them really en-
thused me and got me interested in it. I had
a chance to see and hear all these different
bands in person. Today you can't see some
of the great bands. We used to go to the
theater and sometimes sit through two or
three different shows at the Regal. I can re-
member back just before I graduated see-
ing the Billy Eckstine Big Band just before
they disbanded and Bil ly Eckstine went on
his own. It was their last day in Chicago
and all the kids from DuSable, Phillips and
Englewood High Schools were in the the-
ater. When Billy Eckstine got on the stage
they stopped the performance. With the
light turned on you could see that the the-
ater was just full of kids. They even had the
different teachers there from all the three
different schools getting the kids out! That
was one heck of a thing, man. This was just
before bebop came out.
SF: How old were you when you saw Chick
Webb?
FB: I 'd say no more than 10.
SF: Did he impress you?
FB: Well, I wasn't interested in playing
music, but I liked i t . Billy Eckstine really
impressed me and dawned on me what was
happening.
SF: When did you decide you were going to
be a professional?
FB: I was 14. My father supported me, but



monds and Odie Payne. There were drum-
mers down there by the dozens.
SF: Can you tell me about the Roy Knapp
School?
FB: That was a school where, even though
you knew the rudiments when you went in,
they taught them to you again to make sure
that you knew what you were doing. They
had sightreading and music appreciation.
You had to listen to and pay attention to all
different types of music. You didn't just
play all jazz. You played jazz, concerts,
marches, Latin music and everything. You
had to write. To me it was just like a re-
fresher course of what I took in high
school, but this time it was on a much
higher plane. It was almost like a college
atti tude. Then they refined a lot of your
playing techniques.

They had some hell-of-a good teachers
down there. Then a lot of the bands l ike
Gene Krupa, Buddy Rich, Hampton—all
of the big bands at that time—they'd come
to town and a lot of them would come by
the school. They would give us tips and
things. We used to go where Gene Krupa
used to play at—places where they'd invite
the drummers from the different schools to
come down and hear what the other musi-
cians were playing. It would give you an
idea of what you learned in school so you
could put it to practical purpose. Man,
that really set you off. It was not you just
going to school and then you had no prac-
t ical application. You used what you
learned.

Then, they taught technique—how to
play different things and how to count
without really counting. You could hear
eight bars without even th inking about i t .
You could hear four bars without count-
ing, or two bars. When a lot of people
write drum music, they don't put all the
parts in there. If you're a drummer, you
should know enough about drumming to
improvise.
SF: Did they teach brush technique?
FB: They taught every technique. How to
use mallets and brushes. You were not only
taught drums. Every drummer had to have
a second instrument which was the vibes.
That gives you a feeling and an idea of
what chord construction is. You might
want to switch from vibes to drums. I was
stil l young and there was a lot of the night
clubs that I was still not able to go to. So I
re-enlisted in the Army in 1948. I gradu-
ated from the Roy Knapp School and went
overseas to Germany. While I was in Ger-
many I got in the Special Services and got
in the 427th Army Band. I spent about
four years there. During that time I went to
college. In that band I was again studying
more music. But, this time I had the tech-
nique I learned from Roy Knapp and when
I was home in Chicago from 1946 to '48 I
had learned how to play bebop. When I got
over to Germany the band wasn't playing
i t . We had a 28-piece swing band over there

in Germany. Then we had five different
small combos in the band and a large
marching band. We were with the 7777th
Honor Guard. And we had special uni-
forms—chrome helmets and uniforms like
the troops at West Point. In order to get
into the band, you had to read music.
There was no shucking and jiving now.
You read or you couldn't get in this band
because we didn't play for nothing but big-
shot statesmen from the United States,
ambassadors, kings and queens. Whatever
bigshot dignitaries came to Europe at that
particular time, we were there.
SF: When did you get out of the Army for
the final time?
FB: In 1951. I came back to Chicago look-
ing to get back into my music. I had
switched from drums and was playing a lit-
tle vibes. I learned vibes when I was in Ger-
many. I thought I'd do a switch and play
more vibes than drums. When I came back
I looked around for a lot of the guys I knew
like Gene Ammons but they was gone. I
th ink Ammons was with Woody Herman.
Johnny Griffin was somewhere else and
gone!

I knew Elgie Edmonds from 1946. I hap-
pened to run into him because he stayed in
the neighborhood where my father was.
He turned me on to the blues. He intro-
duced me to David and Louis Myers. I
said, "Well, I ' l l give it a shot." So that's
where I got in to play the blues. But, on the
side I was playing jazz too. I didn't just
donate all my time to playing blues.
SF: You said that Elgie was older than you.
FB: Oh, Elgie was much older than me. El-
gie used to play with a lot of the swing
bands before he even knew anything about
blues. From my early childhood, man, I
never did know anything about no guitars
and harmonicas. The only time I ever
heard anything about harmonica stuff was
when I used to see the Harmonicats in the
movies. I might see them with some of
those cowboy pictures with Roy Rogers or
Gene Autry. Other than that I never knew
nothing about no harmonicas. I knew
about Larry Adler! He came by the high
school one time. The blues was one thing,
but that wasn't what I was raised on. I was
raised on all other kinds of music. It gave
me much more of an appreciation of what
music sounded like.
SF: When you were in the Knapp School
did you play in symphony orchestras using
straight classical drumming?
FB: I played everything! That's what I
said. When I was in the Knapp School you
didn't just get yourself some drumsticks
and sit up there and play snare drum. Uh
uh. You had to know how to play snare
drum, bongos, ke t t l e drums, how to tune
it , notes. You didn't just sit up there and
"tit tat t i t tat." You had to perform and
play the notes, and you had to know what
you was playing because then you got to a
point . . . just like going to school to be a

I was doing it on my own because all my
friends l ike Eugene Wright and Johnny
Griffin were already playing. I was hanging
around with them at that time. I thought,
"Well, if I'm going to hang around with
them, I've got to do what they do!" So, I
picked up an instrument too! Then I got
interested in i t .
SF: Were you able to practice drums in
your house?
FB: Not so much. At that time you didn't
practice on drums until you was able to
play! I practiced on a practice pad. I didn't
have a set of drums un t i l I graduated Du-
Sable in '44. I went into the Army in '45.
When I went in the Army I was in the in-
fantry and I couldn't continue my music. I
practiced on helmet liners, helmets, boxes
and things l ike that. When you're in the
infantry there's no way to get in the band.
While I was at Fort McClellan, Alabama, I
saw Tommy Potter the bass player, and
then Prez [Lester Young]. I had an oppor-
tuni ty to sit in and play with them.

I went overseas to the South Pacific and
came back to Chicago in '46. All of the
guys that I knew were gone out of town,
man. I went to the Roy C. Knapp School.
SF: Did you have a music teacher when
you were in high school who taught you
how to read?
FB: Oh yeah. DuSable High School had
one of the best teachers. That was Capt.
Walter Dyer. That's where I learned my
music. At the Knapp School I met Wilbur
Campbell, Marshall Thompson, Elgie Ed-
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doctor. They want to know whether you
want to be an eye doctor or whatever kind
of doctor you want to be. The same way
with the drums. If you wanted to be a Latin
drummer, then you specialized in the Latin
part of the music. If you wanted to be a
jazz or swing drummer—which is what
they called it at that time—then you had to
learn all the things about the swing. I f you
wanted to play marches and things like
that or play in concert, then you special-
ized in that. This is the way the courses
were laid out. They taught you all of it, but
then they had another part where you spe-
cialized. It was the most wonderful thing I
ever entered.

"YOU CAN'T PLAY
BLUES BY THE PAPER.

BLUES IS A FEELING."

SF: Would the drummers from the big
name bands come to the school and talk to
the students?
FB: Oh sure. That's where we really got the
feeling. Then when we came down to the
clubs from the school, the drummers
would be onstage and say, 'Now ladies and
gentleman, we have some students here
from the Roy C. Knapp School of Percus-
sion. Let's give them a nice round of ap-
plause." We'd have about 25 or 30 stu-
dents all sitting there.
SF: You came out of a well-schooled back-
ground. When you started playing with the
blues musicians, you said they were play-
ing three-bar phrases and seven-bar
phrases. Did that drive you crazy?
FB: No, not really. Here's a funny thing. I
thought I knew enough about music that I
was able to play anything. But, here was a
type of music I'd never heard of! Man, it
was really something that I wanted to get
to. I said to myself, "Wow! Here's some-
thing that I can't play and I think I know
music! I'd better learn this." When I

found out what they were doing, I found a
way that I could straighten it out and help
it along. I used my technique to play what
they were playing. I improvised some of
my own playing and then I was able to do
it. Boy, that really knocked me out.
SF: And you really didn't have any drum-
mer role models for the blues.
FB: There was not a lot of drummers play-
ing what I was playing at all!
SF: Would you say that Elgie Edmonds
was the first "blues drummer" that you
ran into?
FB: Yeah. Elgie was the first blues drum-
mer I knew that was playing the stuff.
There was a lot of drummers out there, but
the jazz drummers weren't hitt ing on the
type of music that I was playing. When I
got into it, it was a li t t le different. The
Myers brothers were the first guys I ever
hooked up with playing blues.
SF: Did they have a rounded knowledge of
all different types of music too?
FB: No. They were playing just strictly
blues. Country blues is what they knew,

see? That was a lot different. The blues
weren't written down. There wasn't no
stuff l ike you'd write it out on paper and
play it. You can't play blues by the paper.
Blues is a feeling. There's no way in the
world that you can put your feeling into no
sheet music and say, "This is the way it's
supposed to be played," because it's not
going to be coming out right. The blues the
Myers brothers were playing was carried
from one person to another. When it
comes right down to it, it came all the way
from slavery and everywhere else. The
people at that time didn't know anything
about wr i t i ng no music because they
couldn't read and write, period! So, there
ain't no way in the world that you could
write your music down.
SF: When you started playing blues did
you listen to a lot of blues records?
FB: No. I was around so much with the
different musicians that I just picked up on
what they was doing. That was all. And
then I got with the Chess Recording Com-
pany and everything was coming through
there so fast. After I learned how to play
with Dave and Louis, the other blues musi-
cians started accepting what I was doing. I
was making recordings just like pancakes!
SF: Were you a staff drummer?
FB: Yeah.
SF: Was that a salaried position?
FB: No. I was getting paid union scale.
SF: What was it l ike recording for Chess?
What were the sessions like?
FB: Oh man! We had lots of fun. I re-
corded with so many musicians down
there. I've recorded with just about every
blues musician that came through Chess.
SF: Weren't there bands like Muddy Wa-
ters and Little Walter where you not only
recorded with them, but you were also in



Practically every major manufacturer has
added a lower line set of drums to accom-
modate students, semi-pro players and the
budget-minded. This special Close-Up
looks into some of these lower priced kits
marketed by the "famous" names, as well
as some manufacturers who specialize in
this area.

COSMIC PERCUSSION CP-P5
COSMIC SUPREME

Latin Percussion has their own drum
line out on the market: Cosmic Percus-
sion. The CP-P5 Cosmic Supreme k i t has
9-ply wood shells, and is comprised of a
14x22 bass drum, 8 x 1 2 and 9x13 toms,
a 16 x 16 floor tom, and a 5 1/2 x 14 metal
snare drum. All the drums are fitted with
Soundmaster heads.

The 22" bass drum has 16 separate lugs,
T-handle tuners, and metal hoops inlayed
to match the drum's finish. A felt strip is
included for batter head muffling. The
spurs are externally mounted, and have a
ratchet angle adjustment. An inner leg al-
lows telescoping of the spurs. The tips may
be adjusted from rubber to a spike point.

The 8x 12 and 9x13 toms have 12 lugs
each. The 16" floor tom has 16 lugs and
three legs. They all have internal mufflers.

Cosmic Percussion's double tom holder
is a replica of Pearl's. The base plate is very
similar to Pearl's Vari-Set, accepting sepa-
rate down posts, and using an indirect
clamping method. The arms have ratchet

angle adjustment, and have tabbed mem-
ory locks on both ends. As for the holder
brackets on the toms, the arm passes
through the drum and is secured in the split
clamp by indirect pressure. Every section
of the holder is very sturdy indeed, and
there is enough height to satisfy most
drummers.

The toms and bass drum all had good
resonance and a full sound. The Sound-
master heads do not provide the optimum
sound and tuning range, but they do serve
the purpose here.

The snare drum has a chrome-finished
metal shell, ten double-ended lugs, an in-
ternal muffler, and 20-strand wire snares.
The strainer is of the side-throw design,
with a fine-adjust knob. Its handle has a fat
plastic piece which is molded to fit your fin-
gers, giving a comfortable grip. The snares
attach to the throw-off and butt sides with
plastic strips. This drum sounded a bit
boxy and loose. It was very difficult to get a
good crisp sound.

All the stands have single-braced tripods
with nylon bushings set into their height
joints. One cymbal stand is included. I t has
two height tiers and a ratchet t i l te r . The
snare stand is the typical basket design and
has a ratchet angle adjust.

The hi-hat has a split footboard, and a
fat chain linkage. Tension is not adjusta-
ble. A hose clamp on the height tube serves
as a memory lock. There is a metal plate
attached to the front of the stand base,
which, when loosened and reversed, has
spur points to keep the stand from sliding.
The stand has quite good action, but is a
bit noisy.

The bass drum pedal also has a split
footboard, and uses a woven synthetic flex
strap for linkage. Tension relies on double
expansion springs, each separately adjust-
able near the base of the pedal. Two
sprung spurs are at the base, and the usual
wing screw/plate clamps the pedal to the
drum hoop. Overall action is not too bad,
but the footboard angle is much too acute.
This problem could be solved by subst i tut-
ing a longer strap.

The CP-P5 ki t is available in four fin-
ishes. It is quite affordable ($749.50 retail),
and does have many professional features.

A lower-priced, lower-quality CP-P35
ki t is also available, having a 14x20 bass
drum, 8x12 and 9x13 toms, a 16 x 16
floor tom, and a six-lug 5 x 1 4 wood snare.
The stands are lighter in weight, and a thin
hex-rod ball-joint tom holder is used. At
$549.50 list , the P35 is best delegated to the
young student.

GRETSCH BLACKHAWK

Gretsch is another major company with
a budget k i t . The drums have thick wood
shells with a grey Zolacoat-type interior
sealer. The k i t includes a 14x22 bass
drum, 8x12 and 9x13 toms, a 16x16
floor tom, and a 5 1/2X14 metal snare
drum.

The bass drum has 20 lugs, metal hoops
and tuners, and does not come with a felt
muffling strip. The spurs are external, bent
into a forward "L". There are two grooves
in the mount plate—one for set-up, and
one to pack the spur flush to the shell. The
tips may be converted from rubber to steel
spike. The drum is fitted with transparent
black-dot heads, and since there is no muf-
fling strip, has a bit of "boom" to it.

The 12" and 13" toms have 12 lugs each;
the 16" has 16 lugs and three legs with con-
vertible tips. The toms all have internal
mufflers. The standard knob will adjust
the degree of muffle; a winged collar bolt
will then snap the muffler into on or off po-
sition. The idea is right, but a few of these
were installed crooked, and one didn't
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by Bob Saydlowski, Jr.

even work. With the black-dot heads, the
toms have quite a modern, punchy sound.

A Pearl Vari-Set style base plate is used
for the tom-tom holder. The arms are like
Pearl's old 727 ratchet arms, but are much
longer, giving more than enough height.
There are memory locks on both arm ends.
The holder seems to be a pretty popular
one. It sets up easily and is sturdy.

The snare drum has a metal shell with 10
double-ended lugs, and an internal muf-
fler. It has a parallel strainer with fine-
tension knobs at both ends. The snares ex-
tend past the shell, and there is a thin rod
running through the drum. They've gone a
bit too far on this strainer, with trying to
give a "pro" look. The strainer just
doesn't work well. Even at full tension, the
snares rattle. It's a good try, but a regular
one-sided strainer would be better.

All of the stands with the Blackhawk kit
have double-braced tripod bases and a
locking system. One cymbal stand is in-
cluded. It has two adjustable tiers and a
ratchet t i l ter , instead of a basket, the snare
stand has a tri-arm holder with a moving
third arm. The center section and arm
grips are sheathed in a hard black plastic.
A wing screw wil l extend or shorten the
movable arm for secure clamping onto the
drum. Angle adjustment is served by a
ratchet, and the entire stand works well to
hold the drum in place.

The hi-hat has a fat, split footboard and
a two-piece black plastic l ink. The spring is
housed inside the tube and can be adjusted
via a drumkey-operated screw which com-
presses or stretches the spring.

The bass drum pedal has a large split
footboard with a huge toe-stop, a single
expansion spring stretched upward, a syn-
thetic flex strap, and lever/cam clamping.
Frame height is adjustable via two key-
operated set screws. Lateral footboard an-
gle will also adjust. The sides of the pedal
hold "razor-blade" spurs which slide
down when loosened. The action is ex-
tremely loose. A different spring would
probably cure this problem.

The kit I saw was finished in a very
professional-looking silver satin. Other
finishes are available. Retail—$749.50.

LUDWIG STANDARD #986

In the late '60s, Ludwig had a brief run
wi th a moderately-priced drum l ine—
Ludwig Standard. The USA-built Stand-
ard line has since returned to the market.
The Ludwig Standard kit contains: 14x22
bass drum, 8x12 and 9 x 1 3 tom-toms,
16 x 16 floor tom, 5 x 14 snare and the 9900
hardware package. The toms and snare are
4-ply wood; the bass drum is 6-ply. All are
constructed in Ludwig's die-mold process.

The bass drum has 16 lugs with T-handle
tuners and U-style claws. These are the
same as on their pro kits. Its wooden hoops
are painted black and have an inlay strip
matching the drum's finish. One pair of
straight, rubber-tipped disappearing spurs
is installed, locked in place by a wing
screw. A felt damper strip is not included.
The drum was fitted with smooth white
Rocker heads on both sides. These heads
give a l i t t le more attack and volume than
coated heads. The drum has a powerful
sound with good volume and depth.

Ludwig's 771 double tom-tom holder is
used with this k i t—the same holder which
preceded t he i r Modular system. A
diamond-shaped bracket on the bass drum
accepts a single down post. The bracket
has slots for Ludwig's Quick-Set memory
lock, but it is not included. A hose clamp is
used instead. The height of the down tube
is set by a large plastic T-screw which
pushes against an inner steel strip. "L"-
arms are used to hold the toms. These arms

are adjustable for forward angle and dis-
tance apart. Position is set with a hex bolt
for which a separate tool is needed. The
toms have columnar brackets with an inner
"O"-ring. The arms do not pass through
the shell, and again, a hex bolt is used to set
height. The holder is sturdy enough to bear
the full weight of the toms, but all adjust-
ment points must be thoroughly tightened
down, or the holder will shake and twist a
bit.

The 8 x 12 and 9 x 1 3 toms have 12 lugs
each; the 16x16 floor tom has 16 lugs and
three legs secured in columnar brackets.
Al l the drums have triple-flanged hoops,
but have no mufflers installed. The drums
have smooth white Rocker heads top and
bottom. They all have good resonance
along with a pretty pure tone.

The snare drum is also a wood-shell with
a plastic chrome covering. I t has eight
double-ended lugs and the P85 strainer.
This strainer is the same as on the Su-
praPhonic snare drums; thrown off at the
side, adjustable via a knurled-edge knob.
The 12-strand wire snares have plastic ends
and attach with cord. This drum comes fit-
ted with a coated batter head, and does
have an in ternal muffler . This drum
sounds crisp and responsive.

All stands in the hardware package have
single-braced tripod bases which fold up
from the top.

One 1400 cymbal stand is included with
the Standard ki t . It has two adjustable
tiers, each set by large, plastic T-screws.
The ti l ter is a small ratchet and also has the
large T-screw for adjustment. Ludwig may
have made an error here: this T-screw is so
large that it is possible it may foul the cym-
bal, so watch out. The stand is lightweight
and will hold cymbals easily without tip-
ping over.

The 1355 snare stand relies on a tri-arm
to hold the drum, using a sliding third arm
to adjust to various drum diameters. Stand
height is set with another of the black T-
screws, and a ratchet is used to set angle.
For small-sized players, it may be a bit dif-
ficult to position the stand perfectly with-
out getting in the way of the pedals, since
its base is larger than most others. The
stand works easily and holds the drum se-
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curely.
The 1123 hi-hat operates on a direct pull

system with non-adjustable tension. It has
a split footboard with no toe stop. Beneath
the heel plate is what Ludwig calls Spur-
Lok: a serrated piece of metal which will
anchor the stand to any surface, reducing
stand "skating." A hose clamp is used for
a memory ring. The clutch is positioned on
the rod with yet another big T-screw,
which may cause the same problem I de-
scribed on the cymbal stand, especially if
the top cymbal is kept loose. The stand is
tall enough for almost anyone and has
quite good action with minimum noise.

Ludwig has included the old dependable
Speed King pedal with the Standard kit. It
has a one-piece footboard, which may be
converted to a semi-split one, and has dou-
ble post, encased compression springs.
Tension is adjustable, and the action al-
ways feels just right.

Shell interiors are unlacquered, and the
ki t is available in five finishes: chrome, red,
blue, black and white. On the kit tested,
the chrome covering was separating from
the shell near the bearing edge on some of
the drums.

The Standard kit retails at $1175, but
may also be purchased without the hard-
ware package at $895 list. Yes, the Stand-
ard line is back, giving drummers a decent
quality kit at a decent price.

YAMAHA S252

Yamaha has introduced its own low-
priced line: the Stage Series. The shells are
made of Philippine Mahogany and are
constructed using the same Air-Seal proc-
ess that Yamaha uses on its pro drums. The
lugs have a tr iangular shape, and are
springless.

Five different set configurations are
available in their catalog. Up for test was
the seven-piece S252. Components are:
14 x 22 bass drum, 6 1/4 x 8, 8 x 10, 8 x 12,
and 9x13 toms, 16 x 16 floor tom, 5x 14
metal snare, and 5 Series hardware.

The bass drum has 16 lugs with T-handle
tuners and U-style claws. At the bottom
two lugs on both sides, the T-handles are
replaced with square-head key rods for
easier pedal mounting and drum tuning.
The wood hoops are painted in a matte
black finish, and a rubber piece is glued to

the batter hoop bottom. The spurs are
merely straight rods which will disappear
into the shell. A felt strip is fitted behind
the batter head, but the drum is still very
ringy. The coated heads are produced by
Yamaha themselves in Japan. They hold
up well, but give a thinner tone than Remo
coated heads do.

Mounted on the bass drum is the TH-
51W tom holder, which is essentially a
scaled-down version of its big brother TH-
91 W. A single down post passes through a
raised base block. This block uses indirect
clamping to secure post height, and has a
black nylon bushing ring inside. Atop the
post is a simplified TH-91W holder, using
the ball and cage system with protruding
hex arms. Here, the ball holder is a double
clamp, leaving much of the hard resin ball
exposed. Practically any angle is available
due to the smooth movement of the ball.
The cage uses wing bolts to clamp the ball
into position. A hexagonal opening in the
tom bracket accepts the holder arm, which
is also hexagonal in shape. The main bene-
fit of this shape is to keep the drums from
twisting out of position. The entire holder
is sturdy and easy to set-up.

The 8x 12 and 9x13 toms have 12 lugs
each; the 16 x 16 has 16 lugs and three legs.
They all have triple-flanged hoops and no
mufflers.

The 8" and 10" drums are a special-
package set with floor stand (catalogued as
WT-500). They are available as an addi-
tion to any Stage Series kit, and are used
here to make a seven-piece set-up. The 8"
has five double-ended lugs, while the 10"
has six. Like the others, they come without
internal mufflers.

Yamaha's own coated heads are fitted to
all the toms. The drums have good reso-
nance, but the Yamaha heads make it a bit
diff icult to tune the toms to a lower-than-
normal pitch. As with the bass drum, a
thin sound prevailed. Without any damp-
ening, the overtones are hard to control.
However, Yamaha makes optional exter-
nal mufflers in two sizes.

The snare has a seamless metal shell and
eight double-ended lugs. It has a side-
throw strainer which is adjustable at the
throw-off side only. The snares attach to
the strainer with glass-tape strips instead
of cord; a good move, since the tape will
not stretch or break as easily as cord.
Again, there is no muffler included. This
drum is responsive, and has a wide sound
capability.

Two CS-510 cymbal stands are included
with this Stage k i t . They have single-
braced tripods, two adjustable tiers, and
small ratchet til ters. The stands are light-
weight, but sturdy. A heavier CS-712
boom is also in the hardware package, hav-
ing a single-braced tripod, larger ratchet
t i l ter , and two adjustable tiers. This boom
stand can also be easily converted to a
straight stand, since the boom arm will tel-
escope into the top tier (giving three ad-
justable tiers).





Boom angle is adjusted via a rachet, and
the arm itself is 13" long. The CS-712 is
very impressive!

The SS-510 snare stand has a single-
braced tripod base, as well. It features a
dropped basket which will accommodate
deeper drums qui te easily. The stand
clamps to the drum using a long T-screw at
the basket's bottom to close the arms. A
Hat hinge adjusts angle. Like all Yamaha
hardware, this stand is well-designed.

The HS-510 hi-hat has a tripod base,
split footboard, and a plastic l i nk . Tension
is not adjustable, but the stand has good
action. A hose clamp is fitted onto the
height tube, and there is a nylon bushing at
the joint.

Yamaha's FP-510 pedal also has a split
footboard, along with double posts, and a
single expansion spring stretched down-
ward. Tension is adjusted at the bottom of
the spring holder. A fibre/nylon strap is
used for linkage. There are not too many
adjustments on this pedal, but all in all, it
works fine.

Presently, the Stage Series kits are avail-
able in black, white and red. Yamaha does
allow options of purchasing the entire ki t
wi th or without hardware, with different
sized bass drums, etc. The 5252 retails at
$1255. Without the 8" and 10" toms, it be-
comes the S152.

SLINGERLAND SPIRIT 1000

Slingerland has imported its own kit in
the form of the Spirit 1000. Its shells are
dark sealer. The k i t includes: 14x22 bass
drum (5 ply), 8 x 1 2 and 9x13 toms,
16 x 16 floor tom (all 3 ply), 5 x 1 4 metal-
shell snare, and hardware. Here, the plys
of a drum don't really mean anything, as
the 3-ply toms still have a good thickness to
them.

The bass drum has 16 lugs, T-style ten-
sioners, and channeled metal hoops in-
layed in the drum's finish. A felt muffler
strip is installed behind the batter head.
The spurs are the same as Slingerland's pro
model. They angle a bit forward, have
spiked metal ends and will disappear into
the drum. Coated heads are fitted on both
sides (presumably Ambassadors, since

they have metal hoops, not epoxy l ike the
Soundmasters.) This bass drum had a nice
punchy characteristic, with good volume.

Mounted near the front of the bass drum
is the tom-tom holder base plate. It has two
holes, each accepting a single arm. The
holder grips the tom-tom arms with split
clamps. The arms have ratchet angle ad-
justment (done with a large T-belt) and
have a large ratchet casting. The brackets
on the toms are similar to Pearl's Vari-Set,
uti l iz ing smaller scale split clamps. Mem-
ory locks are fitted on both arm ends.
These arms, being quite long, do allow
more than ample set-up he igh t . This
holder seems to be the most popular with
this class of d rumk i t s , and wi th good
reason—it is very sturdy and certainly will
not sink or twist.

The 12" and 13" toms have 12 lugs each:
the 16" floor tom has 16 lugs and three legs.
There are no internal mufflers, and they all
have Slingerland's unique curved hoops.
The drums are fi t ted wi th coated
Anibassador-type heads. All the toms had
very good tone and fullness.

The Spirit 1000 snare is a 5 x 14 metal-
shell model having eight double-ended
lugs, and a side-throw strainer . The
strainer can be fine-tuned at the throw-off
side, and operates very easily. This drum
does have an internal muffler. A coated
batter head is f i t ted—this one (like the
snare side) has epoxy hoops, so I assume it
is a Soundmaster. The drum had a some-
what thin, papery sound with the stock
heads. I t was responsive, though, and gave
a pret ty loud rim shot!

All of the Spirit hardware is Japanese
import. The stands have single-braced tri-
pod bases, and black nylon guard bushings
recessed into their height joints.

Two boom cymbal stands are included.
They have one adjustable t i e r , and a
ratchet t i l t e r . The angle/length of the
boom arm is adjustable via a ratchet/eye
bolt. A threaded, black counterweight is at
the end of the boom arm. These stands will
quite easily hold any cymbal without tip-
ping over. This ki t is the only one reviewed
that supplies boom stands instead of regu-
lar straight ones.

The hi-hat has a split chrome footboard
with an adjustable toe stop, plus an
externally-housed spring. Tension is ad-
justed at the top of the spring cylinder—
very easy to get at. There is a knurled knob
spur at the base, and a memory lock on the
height tube which fits over the entire joint.
Action is smooth and responsive, while the
stand itself is rock-solid.





The snare stand is of the popular basket-
type, adjusted by a carriage ring on a
threaded shaft. It has ratchet angle adjust-
ment and holds the drum securely at any
angle.

The Spirit bass drum pedal has a split
footboard with toe stop, and an adjustable
expansion spring stretched upward from
the pedal frame. Length of stroke can be
adjusted by loosening two set screws. A
thick, pliable strap is used for linkage, and
the pedal mounts to the hoop using the
common screw-operated plate clamp.
Action is a l i t t le slow on this pedal, but it is
quiet and does have a lot of desirable pro
features.

The Spirit 1000 kit is available in either
black, white or blue covering, and retails at
$1100. For the beginner, it has great qual-
ity and, might even be useful as a back-up
kit for the pro.

Slingerland also offers other Spirit series
ki ts in various configurations, all at a
pretty unbelievable value. In fact, the
Spirit 1000 kit can be ordered with square-
dimension "megatoms" and a power bass
drum for only an extra $40.00.

HONDO HP-525
Hondo is a relatively new name on the

drumset scene, distributed by Interna-
tional Music Corp. in Texas. The shells are
6-ply maple and mahogany. Components
of the Hondo HP-525 are: 14x22 bass
drum, 8x 12 and 9x13 tom-toms, 16 x 16
floor tom, and 5 1/2 x 14 metal snare drum.

The bass drum has 16 lugs, T-style ten-
sioners, and metal hoops. The interior of
the shell is spray-coated with a grey-
colored sealant. A pair of disappearing
spurs is fitted onto the drum. These spurs
are straight steel and have convertible tips
from rubber cones to spike points. The
drum is fitted with Remo Soundmaster
heads, and Hondo neglected to include a
felt muffler strip for the batter side. The
drum has a lot of attack, but it was sort of
difficult to get a low-pitched sound out of
i t .

At the top of the bass drum shell is a
large, four-cornered base plate receiver for
the tom holder down tube. The down tube
is thick, has a tabbed memory ring, and is
secured at the base plate with a T-screw.

To hold the toms, the holder uses knurled
L-arms, which adjust via a ratchet. These
arms also have memory height rings, and
there are reference grooves cut into the
ratchet for angle setting. The drums have
rectangular receivers, tightened with T-
screws. Hondo's tom-tom holder is similar
to Tama's holder, and is very stable while
affording a variety of angle settings.

The 12" and 13" toms have 12 lugs each;
the floor tom has 16. The floor tom also has
three legs which fit into castings that re-
semble the tom-tom receivers. The legs
have convertible tips with large lock wash-
ers. Each drum has a knob-operated inter-
nal damper. Remo Soundmaster heads are
fitted on all the toms. The drums did have a
thin sound, but had ample volume.

The snare drum has eight double-ended
lugs, 20-strand snares, and a chrome fin-
ish. The strainer is of the "stick-shift"
type, and is connected with plastic strips.
On this particular drum, the snares rattled
excessively, making it impossible for me to
get a crisp sound.

All of the stands with the HP-525 have
tripod bases and nylon bushings set into
their height joints. The cymbal stand has
two adjustable tiers, and a ratchet tilter.
The hi-hat has a hinged-heel footboard, an
internal spring, and nylon linkage. The top
of the rod is knurled to give the clutch a
better grip. Action was okay, but I found
the spring itself to be very noisy.

The bass drum pedal's footboard
matches the hi-hat. It has a metal linkage,
and adjustable double expansion springs.
Stroke is not adjustable. The pedal's
action was rough, and it has a rather big
footboard for its tiny frame.

The snare stand works fine, using a bas-
ket with carriage ring to hold the drum.

Hondo's HP-525 ki t is available in
black, white, silver metallic, and gold me-
tallic for $650.00 list. On this particular
kit , the covering seam on the floor tom was
separating. And, unlike the usual tacked
or glued badges, these drums have decals.
The HP-525 would make a good starter
ki t .

I t must be noted that , for some un-
known reason, drum companies do not in-
clude drum thrones. However, practically
every manufacturer has its own model
throne available.

For those of you looking for a first
drumkit, or even a second back-up kit,
these models are ideal—giving decent
quality at a price that won't burn out your
bank account.





by Buck Crain

The Keplinger
Snare Drum

A 6 1/2 " Keplinger stainless steel snare drum
in brush finish with vintage Ludwig tension
casings.

In recent years there has been a trend in the
musical instrument scene that leads away
from the large, established companies, to-
ward smaller, more specialized private
companies. In the drum community, one
such company is Soundynamics of Seattle,
Washington. On a recent visit to Seattle, I
spent an afternoon with the man behind
the company and discussed his unique l ine
of snare drums, along with the aspects of
operating a small independent business in
the percussion field.

The origin of Soundynamics can be
traced back to 1978 when drummer Gregg
Keplinger found that no company pro-
duced a steel snare drum with the specific
dimensions and features he desired. Un-
daunted, he set out to investigate the possi-
bility of making his own eight-lug 6 1/2 x
14 steel-shell drum. The curiosity to hear
the sound of a snare of that type, com-
bined with the fact that one was simply un-
available from traditional outlets, con-
vinced him to try his hand at turning out
his own. "I looked all over for something
that was 14" in diameter," Gregg ex-
plained. "I finally found a piece of stain-

less steel and the gauge I lucked onto. It
was all accidental.

"I didn't really know how to put the
bevel on it, and I was told that stainless was
impossible to work with because it gets
work-hardened. Another problem was fig-
uring out how much of a bevel was needed.
I kind of experimented with the bevel and
the snare seat. It took a couple of weeks
and a couple of shells to get the first one
right. Just drill ing this stuff was a major
task because it's so hard. Then I went out
and got old lugs out of a junkbox in a store
and threw them on the drum. I just wanted
something to hold the heads. I wasn't sure
the thing would work at all." The assem-
bled drum far exceeded Gregg's expecta-
tions. Five years later, after taking drum-
mer Larry Larson in as a partner and
expanding the operation, that snare drum
stil l serves as the basis of what has now be-
come Soundynamics' Keplinger Line of
snare drum shells.

Content with the efficiency of existing
hardware, Soundynamics' emphasis is on
producing a high-quality shell that is avail-
able in custom sizes, affordable, and
unique in comparison to anything else on
the market. Like the original Keplinger
Snare, all models currently offered are
hand-tooled from 1/8"-plate stock. The
shells are thicker and almost twice as heavy
as any shell now put out by the larger drum
companies. When rapped with a knuckle
or struck with a stick, the shell emits a pure
bell- l ike tone that can be heard when the
drum is assembled and played. Gregg elab-
orated on the character of his shells: "The
mass and r igidi ty of the material makes for

the clarity, sensitivity and brightness of the
drum. It has a rich tone because of the
weight, and a lot of snare response at the
edge of the drum. I use a 5 1/2" for rock
and it's ultra-loud, ultra-powerful. The
projection is rich; it's not a thin sound."

All shells are inspected by Gregg or
Larry after being tooled, and all the "fine
tuning" work on the bevel or snare seat is
hand-done. Drilling and polishing, along
with final assembly and set-up, is also han-
dled personally, to insure that each drum
meets the standard of quality necessary to
keep a small business in operation. When
asked about a guarantee on workmanship,
Gregg's reply was as straightforward as the
drum he makes: "There's not much that
can go wrong with it. If anything goes
wrong, send it back and I ' l l fix it or give
you another one." Soundynamics is
clearly concerned that the special qualities
of the drum are not undermined by poor
quality in workmanship.

Two types of shells are currently avail-
able on a built-to-order basis: The stainless
steel line has been in production longer and
is the founder's personal favorite, but fa-
vorable response to a few Black Iron
shells, convinced him to also make the
Black Iron readily available in all sizes.

"The stainless steel shell is more bril-
liant than the Black Iron, which is drier
and not as 'open' sounding. I made the
Black Iron because I wanted to see the dif-
ference in tone. Basically, it projects the
same and has the sensitivity, but it has a
tone all its own," Gregg explained.

The stainless steel is available in a mirror
or brush finish and is offered in four stand-
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The stainless steel shell undergoes the initial
beveling stage on a lathe.

Beveling of edges is later completed, by
hand.

Shells are drilled in preparation for
hardware mounting.





ard depths: 5 1/2", 6", 6 1/2" and 8". The
Black Iron shells are the same thickness as
the stainless, but they weigh slightly more
and retail for less. Sizes start at 4" and run
through 8" in depth. All snare drums are
14" in diameter. The Black Iron's standard
finish is a baked-porcelain enamel avail-
able in almost any solid color. "To my
knowledge it 's the only porcelain drum
around. It looks beautiful , makes the
drum heavier and it seems to thicken up the
sound a l i t t le . Custom-designed, one-of-a-
kind porcelain finishes are available by
special order, too." Both types of shells
can be obtained in custom-plated finishes
l ike gold, copper-clad and black chrome at
additional cost.

Believing that hardware "doesn't make
or break the drum, it 's the shell," Gregg
and Larry settled on using readily avail-
able, quality hardware. All drums are cur-
rently set up with Rogers lugs and snare
butt, Ludwig snares, Pearl throwoff and
Gretsch die-cast rims. Purchasers also
have the choice of supplying their own
hardware, or requesting desired compo-
nents to be used. Hardware must be sent to
the company and requested parts will be
obtained locally if possible, enabling the
makers to set up the drum to their stand-
ards.

The main feature that Gregg believes
makes his drum so special is simply the
sound it produces. "It's allergic to wimp-
ism," Gregg said, cracking a smile. "It's
not wimpy, it's substantial. It isn't dry, but
it can be dried up. It 's hard to explain. The
drum is really alive, has a huge sound and
projects further than anything else. People
have come up and asked me where the mi-
crophone is on the drum—and I'm not
miked. It 's got that much sound."

Satisfied that his first snare did the job
expected of it for various rock dates,
Gregg is quick to point out that his drum's
usability doesn't stop there. For live use
the drum can cover the spectrum from
light jazz to hard rock. "Clarity isn't sacri-
ficed in light playing, and the sensitivity
and response make it ideal for brushes. In
louder playing situations, the drummer
can cut through with less effort. Heavier
playing? Mass power, but with a distinc-
t ive tone. The tone is so big it can be int imi-
dating; you can gear it to any room, any
music."

The drum has also been well received in
local studios. "Chris Leighton is a real fine
studio drummer here in town and he has
one. I t records real well and the engineers
crave it. Obviously, it must be dampened,
either with an external muffler or the usual
tape and padding. Dampening takes some
of the high end and brightness out of it, but
it sti l l retains its character."

Realizing that you can only give out a
certain amount of information before
"having to let the drum speak for itself,"
Gregg sent samples to associates in New
York and Los Angeles. The drums are be-

ing shown and circulated in hopes of get-
ting some major studios interested in the
line.

When asked to discuss some of the as-
pects of running a small business, Gregg
readily covered both the good and bad
sides in a frank manner: "Marketing's a
drag. It takes a lot of money. The money
we get out of a drum goes right back into
getting enough materials to make more
drums. There are problems of availability
to stores and our credibility. I find it kind
of bizarre to expect people to send me
money for something they don't know
anything about. I don't blame them. If I
had a drum in a store in each major market
area it would be great. People are real
skeptical of handmade stuff on this level.
We get a lot of people who have heard
about us, but again, it's a matter of letting
the drum speak for itself. One good part of
operating at this level is that we deal with
each customer on a one-to-one basis. They
can talk with the guy that is actually mak-
ing the drum. You get personal service.
I'm trying to make a practical, sturdy, reli-
able instrument that has good sound and a
really wide range. I think it 's possible to
keep doing it. It can be frustrating, but I
really do enjoy it."

At present, Soundynamics' current line
is selling well through word of mouth,
small advertisements and exposure from
professional drummers such as Fito de la
Parra with Canned Heat, Moyes Lucas of
the Jeff Lorber Fusion and Howard Gil-
bert with the Seattle Symphony.

Along with dedication, the other con-
stant trait present in Soundynamics is
Gregg's curiosity, which started the whole
operation. His work area is filled with vari-
ous projects ranging from a 24 x 15 sym-
phonic snare, to a mini-aluminum drumset
for his nephew. The company is planning a
symphony line and piccolo line in the near
future.

"I'm not in it to get rich," says Gregg.
"I just do it because I dig doing i t . My pay-
ment now is that it is a real boost, a rush, to
have somebody want the instrument you
make. However accidental it might have
been, I've followed it through this far be-
cause I really dig it."







from time to time.
SF: What were some of the original con-
cepts that you were using as a framework?
Clay: Well, basically we wanted to adhere
to some of the basic tenets that have been
associated with what is known as "jazz" to
the masses. It should swing, you know.
But swing is not necessarily beating you
over the head. We definitely want to get
beyond the concept of having a drum bat-
tle. I think a lot of people who have heard
the names associated with M'Boom as-
sume it must be a big drum battle. "It
couldn't possibly be anything else because
they don't do anything else." Lo and be-
hold, it has subtleties and nuances—taste.
"Wait a minute! Hey, this is beautiful!"

That was something that we sought within
ourselves, and we've taken very harsh criti-
cisms from each other. But those criticisms
are always given with love. That's why
we've been so receptive to each other and
willing to believe that we have something
worth sharing. In this way, it's been very
spiritually uplifting to be able to hold back
some of the tension that you would nor-
mally feel when someone criticizes you in
certain circumstances.
Brooks: As long as he's another drummer,
he can get away with it.
Clay: Some of the things we say to each
other—if a leader, or horn player, or
somebody else were to say those things,
they wouldn't get the same response. We
know that we're only as good as we all are

together, and whatever we say to each
other is for the greater productivity of the
whole. We always want to make it good for
all of us, and that's the only reason for it .
SF: Who are the role models for this kind
of group?
King: The concept is the role model.
SF: I mean as far as playing jazz with a
percussion ensemble. Were there any oth-
ers in the history of jazz who did it?
King: Not like this.
Smith: No, but I think this follows in tradi-
tion as far as percussion ensembles go. We
feel that as a group of musicians in this
particular condition, we have a responsi-
bility in the sense that we influence most of
the musics. I think the whole universe is
listening to black American music at this
time, and particularly to the drummers.
We have absorbed the whole history of
what is known as jazz in this country, from
slavery up to the present. Each one of us
brings something from our heritage as well
as something from the present. We're in-
volved with different facets of everything
that's happening. It's a style that is unlim-
ited in possibilities.

It's sometimes difficult because each one
of us is a drummer, and a drummer is like a
conductor, so each of us is used to taking
the responsibility of saying "It goes this
way." Then you bump heads with seven
other strong personalities and it has to
mesh in such a way that you accept or give
up your authority. It gets assigned to peo-



ple in certain ways. If it 's your composi-
tion, you just assume that role.
RM: Have you dealt with original material
from the beginning or did you start out try-
ing to play music which already existed?
Smith: Everything has grown as a result of
our coming together, in the sense that any-
thing that was out of our concept, we
wouldn't have been able to do. There were
certain facets of other people's concepts
that we wanted to incorporate. I f you like
the way that Max Roach plays the drums,
then you instruct yourself in that style.
RM: What are some of the considerations
that you have to deal with when writing for
this group?
Chambers: Well, one conclusion that we
came to was that we would just try to stay
in the jazz continuum—the small bands,
the big bands, and what they were trying to
do. We looked at what we had—the possi-
bilities—and said, "Alright, how are we
going to set this up?" So, for myself, I just
broke percussion down into three or four
different categories. I looked at it and said,
"How do I get a bass line? How do I get
chordal accompaniment? What do I use
for melodic possibilities?" And there it is.
You've got rhythm, so you break it down.
Timpani and low marimba give you your
bass line possibilities. The mallet instru-
ments give you chordal and melodic possi-
bilities, and of course you've got the
drums. So that's one way to approach it.
There are also textural concepts. You

could have all wood sounds, or all metal
sounds, or all membranes, or different
combinations.
Clay: And of course there are poly-
rhythms. That's a given that we can ex-
pound with all our basic concepts. We can
build a "one" that's infinite in terms of
where we want to put the swing for any
given section and how long the duration
will continue. We can use a certain volume
level with a certain texture to expound
upon a concept of light or dark or mul t i -
color or however you want to project the
aural image. That is, I think, another area
of growth for all of us—how to blend col-
ors. Not to be restricted to just technical
displays on a given instrument, but also to
paint.
Chambers: Yeah, I think it's very impor-
tant to get those combinations.
SF: Is this music duplicable? Do you think
if you took this music to a college percus-
sion ensemble, they could . . .
Chambers: Of course.
King: Sure.
Waits: Definitely.
Clay: One thing about this music is that if
you see two or three of our performances,
where we might be doing basically the
same material, it's always fresh, because
of the differences in the concert hall, or the
number of instruments we can use, de-
pending on the amount of space, or the ad-
justments we have to make so that we can
hear each other, whether we have monitors

or not. Sometimes we play much heavier
than at other times. Today, I would think,
was almost delicate. But nonetheless, I
think we still conveyed our musical con-
cept.
RM: There is a so-called "traditional"
percussion ensemble literature . . .
Chambers: In terms of who's tradition?
RM: Most of the percussion ensembles
that exist in schools draw from the same
basic body of compositions. M'Boom
doesn't play any of those pieces. What is
different about the types of pieces you per-
form?
King: This relates to what was said earlier
about our music being duplicable, and I
have to take issue with the idea that what
we do is duplicable. The percussion ensem-
bles that have proliferated throughout the
States are based on the Euro-American
tradition. That is, they tend to lean more
heavily on the notated music. There may
be some open-ended pieces where you can
do some improvisation, but I haven't seen
anything approaching what we do in
M'Boom, where we improvise with all the
elements. That's not to imply that our mu-
sic isn't highly structured or highly techni-
cal at the beginning, but there is room for
improvisation. And not only can M'Boom
improvise with drums, but they're able to
get that same effect with all the percussion
instruments. So I think a percussion en-
semble in the States, as we know it gener-
ally, could read the music, but they would
probably be no more successful in dupli-
cating our overall effect than another
group of musicians might be in taking Ba-
sie charts and trying to get the same effect
that Basie gets.
Smith: I started out in college dealing with
so-called "classical" percussion pieces,
l ike Varese's Ionization and Amadeo
Roldan's Ritmica, which were supposed to
have been the first percussion pieces writ-
ten. But I had already been exposed to Af-
rican music, which was essentially percus-
sion ensembles of a very deep nature.
There are also other cultures which have
centuries of percussion tradition, which
have never touched Europe for influence.
When I first listened to Varese, I realized
that it was imitative of our improvisatory
music. That music is very difficult to sight
read, but there are several of us here who
have done it. Now, that's one tradition,
but it's limited by the fact that it is duplica-
ble every time. Three hundred years from
now, that music will sound essentially the
same. What we're doing now is going to
grow. When people play this music and
follow our tradition—when they impro-
vise—it will be defining the temper of the
times at that point. What we're doing im-
provisationally is what we feel emotion-
ally, and that's going to be different ten
years from now. It's different from when
we first started. That's why it really can't
be duplicated in improvisatory form.





SF: In the MD interview I did with Max
last year, he distinguished between a crea-
tive musician and a recreative musician,
with a symphony player being an example
of a recreative player. How do you classify
yourselves?
Smith: We can do both. We can synthesize
it, that is, we're historians who are familiar
with the traditional sounds of our profes-
sion, and we're also experimenting and
changing. We're using bits of everything;
it's all put before us. I f i t happens to be
European and we l ike the sound of it, we'll
use it.
SF: How much of a composition is usually
charted out?
Clay: We have a couple of compositions
that are completely writ ten out from the
beginning to the end; no improvisation
whatsoever except the way we play it. Each
performance will be different, even though
it's completely written out. Everybody has
a specific thing that they're supposed to fit
in someplace in the time that we are read-
ing it.
SF: Are any of these compositions on the
record? [M'Boom. Columbia IC-36247]
Clay: One is: "Twinkle Toes." All the
pieces are written in terms of textures,
combinat ions of colors, and r hy t hm i c
structure or rhythmic feel—where we place
the emphasis. We can play a tune in a
couple of multi-meters, and it can be con-
ceived as a three, a four, a six or a twelve,
depending on how we want to feel it at that
t ime. Yet the same things are continuing to
happen right along.
[At this point, Max Roach entered the
room.]
RM: Is there anything that we've already
touched on that we should go over again to
give Mr. Roach the opportunity to com-
ment?
Waits: You were asking about the begin-
nings of M'Boom, and we explained it
from the aspect of us receiving a call from
Mr. Roach. The other aspect would be Mr.
Roach's side of i t .
Roach: I had met some of these young mu-
sicians around New York who were writ-
ers. I knew that Chambers played piano
and I'd heard some of the work he'd done
for big bands. I knew that Warren Smith

did it all exceptionally well, as far as the
whole percussion family was concerned.
During the spring I'd go down to Puerto
Rico and enjoy those wonderful Casals
Festivals, and that's where I met Fred
King. He and I did some impromptu things
and he would handle the total percussion
family. I knew about Roy Brooks' writ ing
for bands, and I knew about the stuff
Waits had done with Lee Morgan. So basi-
cally I said, "Why don't we get a group of
guys together?" I called up Warren, and
he came to my place and we sat down and
started talking about people who we felt
could deal with th i s whole th ing . Of
course, we knew Omar Clay was a total
percussionist. He was another person who
did everything so well. I knew about his
experience playing set with Sarah Vaughn,
and all the other people he has worked
with. Warren had this studio here, and he
was very generous about sharing it.

So I figured, "Well, if we put everybody
together and form a cooperative group,
we'll have to stay together." [laughter]
We'd have to stay together and we could
develop an original personality in percus-
sion, that would come out of our Ameri-
can musical experience. I t could have blues
and Gospel and whatever idiom you want
to name, just as long as it has that atti tude
of open endedness—"Let's try this and
let's try that." What's so important about
us here is that we're not bound to any tra-
ditions at all.

So we took advantage of the fact that we
had all these different personalities, and we
had all this to work with . I want to tell you,
when we first started, we worked through
all kinds of things. I mean, music was
brought in here for us to play that didn't
resemble anything you've ever imagined.
Some of it was really avant-garde, and
we're s t i l l doing i t .

M'Boom deals with sound and textures,
through the pieces that are brought in by
Chambers, and Warren and Brooks. And
when Ray Mantilla came to us later with all
of his gifts, that gave us another personal-
i ty . So that was it , basically. Warren and I
went down the list of folks, and . . . I
t h i nk we had Jack DeJohnette in mind at
one point, did we not?

Smith: Yes.
Roach: We called him up but I th ink he
was involved with Miles. So that was how
we put it together, and I want to tell you,
every one of the personalities is as different
as night and day. When I first realized what
we had, I thought, "Woah." But that's
what makes the thing. When you can get
people who are that diverse, and who have
that kind of talent, and that kind of integ-
rity, and whose standards . . . you know,
sometimes we'd spend hours just talking
about one note, because everyone hears it
differently. From that point on, every-
body's personality began to shape the
group, and it's st i l l doing that. Although
we've been together for well over ten years,
we haven't really dealt with it that much,
but the fact that we've stayed together, I
think, has been important. There were
years when everybody had a lot of things
they were doing. I think everybody has
been involved in education, but that
helped us. The group was founded, not as
a group that we were going to deal with full
t ime, but as something we would deal with
at our leisure, in a sense. We're not bound
by the fact that we are going to use this
group to support us. Everyone has to be
self-supported; everyone has their own
things going. That has been a God-send to
us.

I'm happy to be with these people. I've
learned more about percussion in M'Boom
than in all the years I've been playing—es-
pecially what I shouldn't do.
SF: Since everybody's involved in educa-
t ion, how does the next generation of
drummers look?
Roach: It 's very gratifying. The people
who are our roadies can cover for all of us.
M'Boom is a textural kind of thing. You
don't have to play l ike Waits or Brooks or
Smith to fit into that textural sound. If any
one of us, for some reason, is not on the
scene, those roadies cover us. Those kids
you saw today are exemplary percus-
sonists. Some are students of Warren
Smith or of mine, and they are really fine
players. They do all of i t . When we were on
th is last tr ip in Europe, and Joe Chambers
had some other commitments at one point,
the roadie went in and the hole was filled.
Not Joe's personality, but the parts were
covered. So we have a group of people
around us who are doing things that I
couldn't do at their age. I mean that. This
is a crop of young players who are very,
very fine.
Waits: I find that a lot of the young people
who I 'm working with are so aware of
M'Boom; a lot of people are coming to





study with us because of what M'Boom
has done. The young people are aware of
what this is and what it means to the fu-
ture. They are aware of the concept that
M'Boom works from, and they come in
and start from there. And they're looking
at us . . . a student said to me. "You're
from Mississippi, you played the blues,
you went to Detroit, you went through the
whole Motown experience, you came to
New York to work with McCoy Tyner and
Lee Morgan—that's a whole entity. And
there's Roy Brooks from Detroit, who
worked with Horace Silver and his own
groups, and that's an experience. Fred
King has worked with symphony orches-
tras, and there's Mr. Roach . . . " When
you look at what M'Boom is, it's incredi-
ble, and young people are aware of it, and I
wasn't aware of that. The young people
are aware of what each individual is about,
and to them, something like this has been
around a long time.

Now, the question was asked, could our
music be duplicated?
Roach: Well, that's the point. We strug-
gled with this too, you know, because these
people can write and read anything, and if
you write it , it can be dealt with. So that
was no problem. But the music that came
out of America that is so wonderful, to me,
is democratic. Jazz exemplifies democracy
because if you put a trio on the stage, they

all play the head, and then each member
has a chance to make the composition a
reality. It 's not just under the dominance
of one personality or one individual .
That's the premise of M'Boom. If Joe or
Roy brings in something, we look at the
piece and that gives us the skeleton of an
idea. We're all allowed a vote, so to speak,
to make this what it is. That you can't du-
plicate, unless you've got a person just like
Waits, for example, who hears the way he
does, to fit into that texture. The next per-
son who comes in will bring his own indi-
viduality into the whole thing. So the
premise of this is freedom, because to me,
what jazz did was to free the musician
from the tyranny of tradition. So we kind
of said, "Okay, let's use everything, and
put it together," which is what this country
is about.
Chambers: People often say that music is
the universal language. That's true, but
jazz is the universal music. It's the music
that everyone wants to play, because it's
the music that allows freedom of expres-
sion for everybody.
King: I'd like to add a personal statement
to that, not because I want to talk about
myself, but because I came this route that
they're talking about. I've spent time with
the cream of the crop—people like Casals
and Mehta—but I simply didn't want to do
that kind of work anymore. When I heard
M'Boom, I was so excited. Everytime I got
a chance to hear them, I would consider it a
real blessing. I just really decided that I
didn't want to follow that other course—
not to take anything away from it—but I
felt that I needed the freedom that
M'Boom was offering. It offered me more
of an opportunity to explore my own crea-
tivity. With all due respect to the Zubin
Mehtas and so forth, their music doesn't
offer that kind of involvement.
Roach: I th ink that 's what attracts mos t
people who hear us. When people would
come up to us on our European tour,
they'd say, "You have such a chance to ex-
press yourself." Everytime we perform it's
an experience, because I know it's not go-
ing to be the same as the last time. It's bet-
ter.
SF: Are you trying to get the group out
more?
Roach: Oh yeah, we never refuse work. Al-
though we have to check with everybody to
see where they are. I remember a concert in
Madrid, and McCoy Tyner was on the
same bill . He came up to me and said,
"Max, you've got all the best drummers.
We can't get anybody." So M'Boom is re-
ally an all-star creative force. As I say, it's
a heck of a group to be involved in. All of
this independence of all of these strong
personalities can be a headache some-
t imes, but I ' l l be honest with you, I
wouldn't change them. The musicianship

is at such a high level, and it's all woven
into the texture of the sound, which is what
the essence of the group is.
SF: So this is a totally self-supporting or-
ganization?
Roach: Yeah. We would accept grants,
[laughter]
Waits: Subsidies.
Mantilla: We need a grant writer.
SF: That's pretty amazing that you've ex-
isted 12 years as a totally self-supporting
group. There are guys out there moaning
the blues about how "If I could only get
some funding . . . "
Roach: Well, it's always been like that,
with the secular element of the music any-
way. You know, if you go back and look at
the history of it, it wasn't until recently
that the NEA began to recognize jazz, and
throw money here and there to both insti-
tutions and individuals. But M'Boom, like
all the rest of American music, has been
standing on its own two feet. It's a good
thing that we were never led to believe that
we had to have money from the outside to
survive, otherwise, we wouldn't have sur-
vived. We have always had to do it our-
selves. If people don't come through the
door, we don't get paid. But we grew up
like that, so we were prepared for it.

The thing that I hope this group will do,
more than anything else, is stimulate
drummers not only to have a formidable
drumkit , but also to add timpani and mal-
lets and the other things, so that percussion
will grow and grow and grow. I hope that
people will be inspired by seeing all these
great set players do other things. So that's
the kind of thing I hope we are instilling in
the younger percussionists—to really get
involved in percussion and to write.
SF: Do you see groups springing up as a
result of this?
Roach: Yes! The percussion world should
grow, like all the other musical worlds. Of
course, the other percussion ensembles—
Nexus and folks like that—are into the
same thing. I think it's wonderful.
RM: Mr. Clay mentioned earlier that one
of the concepts behind M'Boom was that it
wasn't going to be a drum battle. Do you
think that M'Boom is helping drummers
see that they can play with other drum-
mers?
Roach: I hope so, yes. Drummers are a
special family; they kind of love each
other. I remember when we did the thing in
Central Park with Krupa. Guys came from
all across the country to play, and it was a
beautiful day for drums. History has kind
of overlooked the contribution of the per-
cussion players, and I've never understood
that. So this has created sort of a family
among drummers. It's a special kind of
"hello" when you see another drummer.









by Jim Payne

An Introduction to Funk
Rock 'n' roll and funk are closely related. There's no definite line that separates one from the other. Elements of rock can be found in funk
and vice versa. However, several general distinctions can be made between the two styles. In rock, the bass drum patterns are generally
based on 8th notes and quarter notes. The snare drum is usually played on "2" and "4". The hi-hat is usually played in 8th notes and the
tempos vary from quarter note = 80 to quarter note = 160.
Sample Rock Beats:

In one sense, funk is simply rock played in a more syncopated manner. Rock is usually based on 8th notes. Funk is usually based on 8th
notes and 16th notes. The 16th-note syncopations establish an underlying double-time feel.
The music can be felt in two ways—

1) Main pulse:
2) Underlying double-time feel:

In the double-time feel, both backbeats fall on the count of "3".
Avoid complexity. In funk, the drummer generally has more liberty and ad-libbing is acceptable. However, overly complex patterns

should be avoided. The test for a truly funky rhythm is not how complicated it is but how it hooks up with the bass, guitar and other
instruments in a fresh and original way. In many cases this can be done very simply.

If, by playing an overly complex pattern, the drummer's rhythm becomes uneven, he is neglecting the most important part of his job-
creating a solid groove and a steady, even time feel.

Funk tempos are usually slower than rock tempos. They range from quarter note = 69 to quarter note = 104.
Syncopated 8th- and 16th-note bass drum patterns are a trademark of modern funk. Some of the drummers who have been innovative in

the use of syncopated bass drum beats are Clive Williams/Joe Tex; George Brown/Kool & the Gang; and James Diamond/The Ohio
Players.

Some of the patterns below require a good deal of hand and foot technique and cannot be learned overnight. A more detailed,
progressive coordination study will produce more lasting and flexible results.
Sample Funk Beats with Syncopated B.D. Patterns:



Solid backbeats on "2" and "4" still dominate most funk rhythms, but softer variations are played on the snare between the accented
backbeats. Nat Kendricks, John "Jabbo" Starks, and Clyde Stubblefield, drummers who worked with James Brown, were among the first
to develop this style.
Sample Funk Beats with Snare Drum Variations:

In funk the hi-hat is usually played in 8th notes and various combinations of 8ths and 16ths. There is a wide range of creative patterns
that can be used. Listen to Joseph "Zig" Modeliste of The Meters.
Sample Funk Beats with Hi-Hat Variations:

The next step, of course, is to combine bass drum, snare drum and hi-hat variations. The creative possibilities for new patterns and
rhythm feels are endless and that's what makes modern funk and all modern music exciting.

Create your own rhythms!
Sample Funk Beats Combining Variations:

This article is based on material presented in Jim Payne's Funk Drumming book & cassette ' 1982 by Mel Bay Publications, Inc. Pacific, MO 63069. Reprinted by permission.



by Roy Burns

Trying Easy

Some years ago in New York, during my
studies with RUDI (Swami Rudrananda),
one of the students made the following
comment: "I am really trying hard, but I
am not improving." RUDI replied, "You
must learn to try easy." We were each ad-
vised to th ink about this concept over the
weekend and apply it to some part of our
daily lives. In my case, I applied the con-
cept to drumming to see what I might un-
derstand from it .

My first understanding was that it means
"Don't force it!" We have all known
drummers who are relentless practicers.
They usually say things like, "I practice
five hours a day, every day. How many
hours do you practice?" Practicing, in this
case, has become an ego-oriented athletic
event. "Practice ' t i l it hurts" is another
way of saying it.

To me, this approach is physical as com-
pared to musical. The problem is not the
hours practiced but the att i tude. You can-
not force yourself to improve by relentless
over-practicing. Drummers who do use
this approach often sound stiff and unmu-
sical when playing in a group.

Then there is the situation with the stu-
dent and the teacher. The student says, "I
am having trouble with this lesson and I
did practice." The teacher often says,
"You must try harder." Sometimes we try
so hard that we actually make things
worse. As a matter of fact, most good
teachers will say something like, "Well,
let's try it this way," or "What specific
areas are you having trouble with?"

The "try harder" approach is regarded

as old fashioned by many contemporary
teachers. However, if the teacher is not
properly trained or is not sure exactly how
to help the student, "try harder" is a con-
venient out—convenient for the teacher,
not the student.

The student might then ask, "Should I
stop trying? Maybe I should forget lessons
and just play. Perhaps this is too hard for
me." Or, "Should I try even harder?"
Based on my studies and my experience,
the answer would seem to be, "Make the
effort, but do it with intelligence and sensi-
tivity."

For example, be aware of your body. If
your muscles feel tense, if there is pain
when pract icing, or if you feel t i red
quickly, you may be using the wrong ap-
proach. Seek information by asking ques-
tions of accomplished players and teach-
ers. Sometimes, the technique (grip, hand
position, arm movement etc.) you are us-
ing may not be appropriate for what you
are trying to do. If a carpenter is building a
house, he needs the right tools. If he
doesn't have the right tools, he will be frus-
trated and not produce good results. In the
case of a drummer, one of the tools re-
quired is an adequate technical approach
for the music being attempted. A knowl-
edge of music is equally important.

Many things become easy to play when
the appropriate technical approach is
used. A classic case is the buzz, or closed,
snare drum roll. Great strength and great
speed are not needed. In fact, a roll is easy
to play when using an effective method.
With the wrong method it can become im-

possible. Remember, technique really
means skill. It doesn't mean just speed. In-
telligence and skill go together.

"Trying easy" means making the effort
while paying attention to what you are do-
ing. "Blind" practicing, such as playing as
loud and fast as possible for hours, is prac-
ticing without listening. Paying attention
in music means listening. So, "trying
easy" means paying at tent ion to your
body, to the evenness, to the tone quality,
to the tempo, to the volume level and to the
feeling with which you are practicing and/
or playing.

Last, but not least, trying easy is a result
of doing something you love to do. How-
ever, i f you are on an ego trip, such as try-
ing to be better than everyone else, you will
probably try too hard. You will notice that
most great players play with a certain joy;
a certain enthusiasm for drumming and
music that never leaves them. Trying too
hard to be perfect or to be number one is a
sure way to take the joy out of playing.

If you are playing music you hate just to
pay the rent, I admire your sense of re-
sponsibility. However, having done it at
one time, 1 know there is not much real joy
in playing only for the money.

When you love the music you are play-
ing, joy just happens. The music seems to
play itself. It becomes fun. It becomes
easy.

Trying easy also means improving at
your own pace.

Trying easy means believing in yourself.
Trying easy means a joyful effort.
Trying easy means doing what you enjoy

doing.
Trying easy means no ego hang ups.
Trying easy means that you are in no

hurry.
Trying easy means being relaxed.
Trying easy means playing naturally.
Trying easy means not forcing it.
Trying easy means trying with patience.
As RUDI told me many years ago, "If

you are to be really good at any endeavor,
you must love it. However, if your main
drive is your ego, there will be little joy and
a lot of pain and effort."

So relax, learn to try easy and enjoy
what you are doing. After all, that is why
we play music, isn't it?





by Charlie Perry

Dr. Ralph LaFemina
Exploring New Directions

The fact that Dr. Ralph LaFemina was
never a performer in the big leagues of mu-
sic, or that he's a practicing psychologist
rather than a full-time musician, does not
detract from his contribution to drum-
ming.

In all fields, a new concept is often op-
posed, ignored, or ridiculed if it's revolu-
tionary in principle, especially when pre-
sented by someone outside of approved
circles. Drastic departures from the ac-
cepted ways of doing things almost always
creates controversy and even invite heated
criticism. Why? Because each of us, to
some degree, has a tendency to evaluate a
new idea in the light of our own experi-
ence, knowledge, preferences, and preju-
dices, rather than on the merits of the idea
itself. Therefore, in an effort to escape
from established habits of thought that
could bias one's thinking, the reader
should attempt to keep an open, receptive
mind.

Ralph LaFemina's unique concept fo-
cuses on the largely unmined melodic and
harmonic resources of drums. His method
makes accessible new pathways of thought
concerning drumset performance. La-
Femina's approach, in fact, is radical, and
in this interview, he discusses the why.
where, when and how of melodic-har-
monic drumming from its inception to
where it stands today.
CP: Would you start out by explaining the
basic idea behind the melodic and har-
monic approach to the drumset?
RL: The idea behind the concept is that the
drumset is a perfect instrument. Specifi-
cally, that the drumset is capable of true
melodic, harmonic and rhythmic function-
ing. It 's based on the gradual discovery
which we've all been making; that there is

something about the ins t rument that
hasn't been touched. Something untap-
ped.

The melodic and harmonic concept is
the basis for a new technique in drumming,
based on the idea of subordinating every-
thing to the considerations of the music.
That is, coordination, rudiments, move-
ment around the drumset, rhythms, will all
be determined by musical needs. And that
means that the needs of the music will be
met, not only rhythmically, but also me-
lodically and harmonically.

For example, there may be a time when a
drummer's accompaniment pattern, in-
stead of being the typical repeated rhythm
of the ride beat, or rock 8th notes, or left-
hand offbeats, will be a series of pitches on
multiple tom-toms. The drummer will be
using the pitches available on the drumset
in the same way pianists or trumpet players
use the pitches available on their instru-
ments. You see, all the instruments are the
same. The drumset is really l ike a short pi-
ano keyboard.

The idea that drums are of indefinite
pitch, or untuned, is a negative view of the
instrument. Every drum has a fundamen-
tal pitch and an overtone series. Any well-
tuned drum will blend with any other well-
tuned drum and with any pitch emitted by
any of the piano-based instruments.

Songs can be played on the drumset, re-
gardless of the fact that the pitches are not
the same, say, as on a piano. They don't
have to be the same. In fact, the nature of a
drum sound is such that every pitch is in
the overtone series. Every pitch is in there
somewhere. Therefore, every pitch blends
with the drum. Also, the drum tends, by
sympathetic vibration, to take on the pre-
dominant pitch in the environment. So, if
the orchestra is in E, the drum will start
vibrating in E at its fundamental level so
that the drum is automatically self-tuning.

Another important part of the whole
concept is the idea of relative pitch. The
music of western civilization is based on
standard pitches, where there is an abso-
lute frame of reference so that something
can be called "out of pitch." In the music
I 'm discussing, there is no absolute frame
of reference. Everything is referred to it-
self. For example, a drumset is not tuned
to the piano. It's tuned to the lowest drum

in the battery. So, once the lowest pitched
drum, usually the bass drum, is well-tuned
to itself, then the second drum would be
tuned a l i t t l e bit higher. All the tuning
would be done by ear. There is no refer-
ence to the piano because I want to escape
the limitations of the piano. I want to es-
cape the limitations of all the instruments
that are based on the very structure of the
piano.

Many people don't consider the drums a
musical instrument. But, how can some-
thing be called a musical instrument i f you
can't even play a simple song on i t ; if you
can't harmonize on i t , i f you can't really
do much with it but keep a beat? What
kind of instrument is it that can't play
"Mary Had A Lit t le Lamb"? It isn't a mu-
sical instrument because you're not play-
ing music. At least, the way drums are be-
ing played today, you're not really playing
music. You're getting as close as you can to
it , but you're not really playing the song.

Of course, if you heard someone solo-
ing, or playing accompaniment, you might
be able to tell where the cadences were,
where the volume changes were. You'll get
an impression of the song. You may even
get some idea where the chord changes are
by the use the drummer makes of pitches
or rhythms. But, you really couldn't tell
what tune was being played. I f all the other
ins t ruments stop, and the drummer con-
tinues playing and no one can tel l what the
song is, is the drummer s t i l l playing the
song? There's a philosophical question for
you. The best players, of course, hear the
song in their heads all the t ime . They never
lose i t . I t ' s just as real to them as if some-
one else were playing the song. But, none-
theless, the drummer plays as though the
song weren't there.

I believe drummers should be able to
play the song from the most simple and
concrete, l ike a beginning piano student,
all the way up to the most advanced ab-
stract interpretations of the experimental
jazz school. There's a whole dimension of
abstractness there. I f a performer can play
abstractly, but you ask him to play "Mary
Had A Li t t l e Lamb" on his drumset and he
can't hit the right pitch sequences, then
he's not playing a musical instrument.
Anyone can get abstract, and take sounds



by Katherine Alleyne

Dottie Dodgion
Don't make the mistake of asking Dottie
Dodgion what it's like being a female
drummer. "I'm so tired of that," she's
likely to answer. "I've been asked that a
million times, and being a woman really
has nothing to do with the way I feel about
the music."

How does she feel? The daughter of pro-
fessional drummer Chuck Giaimo, and
later the wife of alto saxophonist Jerry
Dodgion, music in general, and the music
business in particular, have always been a
part of her life.

Born in Brea, California, Dottie Dod-
gion began her career in music as a singer
in the San Francisco area, and worked with
groups including those of Nick Esposito
and Charlie Mingus.

Her career as a professional drummer
began in the mid-'50s and has included
work with Al Cohn, Zoot Sims, Benny
Goodman and Melba Liston.

In a feature article, Carol Sloane once
said of her: "Dottie's time is razor-keen,
and her complementary accents through-
out the stretch-out choruses are subtle, en-
couraging and tasteful. She is serious
about music and has every intention of re-
maining a working musician."

She has travelled extensively. She's
worked in Las Vegas, New York, Toronto,
Los Angeles and Washington D. C. During
the early 1980s, as part of Melba Liston
and Company, she travelled to France for
the George Wein Jazz Festival and took
part in a U.S. Embassy tour of Fugi, Ma-
laya and Taiwan.

Television appearances include a 1973
special taped in Hawaii with Tony Ben-
nett, The Dick Cavett Show, What's My
Line, Dave Garroway Show, and The To-
day Show.

This year finds changes in her life. Single
again, she's now living in Delaware Water
Gap, Pennsylvania, no longer working full
time with Melba Liston and Company, but
with a new group, that keeps her busy and
has her very excited.

"It's the happiest I've been in a long
time, " she shares. Dottie Dodgion at her
best—still playing, still learning, still
growing.
KA: Why Delaware Water Gap, Pennsyl-
vania, rather than New York?

DD: I've lived in a lot of places, including
New York, and I loved it there. It was great
to leave a gig and be right around the cor-
ner from home. But I'd have to keep bars
on my windows and out here you don't
have to worry about that kind of problem.
Here, it's l ike living in the country, but it's
only an hour and seven minutes from the
Holland Tunnel. There are quite a few mu-
sicians out here as well. Phil Woods lives
just up the hill from me, and Al Cohn is 20
minutes away. A lot of times some of the
musicians will drop in where we're play-
ing, and we have a ball. So I don't feel as if
I'm missing anything.
KA: Where are you playing now?
DD: I've been working with a great group.
We've got Jerry Harris on vocals, Spencer
Reed on guitar, Tony Marino on bass, and
Richard Master on trumpet and flue-
gelhorn. Tuesday nights we're at a club
here called the Bottom of the Fox; on Sat-
urdays it's the Deer Head Inn with John
Coates, and on Sundays we're back with
Jerry Harris at the Blue Note—that's
Pennsylvania's Blue Note, not New
York's.
KA: When did you first play profession-
ally?
DD: I've always said that I learned to play
drums before I knew how hard it was. I
didn't really take a serious interest in play-
ing until I was about 22 years old. I was
singing by then of course, and what I really
wanted to do was dance, but my dad said
"No, no. Dancers never make any money.
They look great, but you can't make a liv-
ing at it." So I never really pursued it.
When I first started playing the drums, I
studied for a while, but when I was
younger, I'd always been involved in bas-
ketball and other sports, so I think the co-
ordination was natural for me. A drummer
himself, my dad was very encouraging,
and then of course there was Jerry [Dod-
gion] and bassist Eugene Wright. They
taught me the things I needed to know
about dynamics, texture, color and disci-
pline. And they didn't think it was strange
for a woman to be playing drums.
KA: Was it strange?
DD: Of course it was. That was the early
'50s, and even a woman playing piano was
unusual. But the guys would let me sit in,

and a lot of times when a drummer was
late, I'd get to play. I spent time with so
many professional musicians that I didn't
have half the trouble being accepted that
most women did. A lot of times, instead of
hiring me, they'd hire a drummer who
couldn't swing half as well, and that used
to bother me. But on the other hand, at
least I was accepted by them, and I got to
play with some of the greats.
KA: When did you play with Benny Good-
man?
DD: That was in the early '60s. We'd just
moved to New York, and Jerry was play-
ing with Goodman's band. They were
opening at Basin Street East, and Good-
man invited me to sit in. I didn't realize it,
but he'd been trying out drummers, and I
got the gig. It was my first night in New
York, and Jerry asked, "How do you like
New York so far?" Are you kidding? I had
no place to go but down. Zoot Sims was on
that band, along with John Bunch, Jimmy
Wyble, Red Norvo, Carl Fontana and
Buddy Childers. The singers were Maria
Marshall and Jimmy Rushing. Now that
was a hot band. It was quite an experience.
KA: You'd worked with Carl Fontana be-
fore that?
DD: I spent about a year with him and Gus
Mancuso in Las Vegas before we moved to
New York. It was one of the best years of
my life. We were working the lounge area
of the Thunderbird, and in after-hours
clubs. I was playing day and night; that's
where I really got my chops together.
KA: You also lived in Washington for a
while, and as musical director of the Rouge



and impressions and sort of be one with the
instrument. But to play songs is a whole
different bag of tricks. This is a big chal-
lenge for everybody, because once it 's ac-
cepted, once it becomes standard, the old
kind of drumming is going to become anti-
quated.
CP: Do you view this as an entirely new
method which could take the place of
standard drumming?
RL: No, I don't oppose standard drum-
ming and I don't see this replacing what's
being done in music. I see this as opening
up a whole new world for all drummers.
All the things that everyone is working on,
and that have become important, should
continue to be important—but here's a
whole new dimension.

I'm not suggesting that what's happen-
ing in drumming today is bad. I think it's
wonderful. There are things happening to-
day in rhythmic coordination that astound
me. There's been a real revolution, but the
problem is, what to do with all those tom-
toms? Well, the thing to do is to play songs
on them, or chord progressions, or both.
Or, play bass lines, or a solo that's not the
usual drum solo, but instead, is a musical
instrument solo. The drumset is a musical
instrument and it should be used that way.
CP: How would someone interested in the
principles of melodic-harmonic drumming
actually go about putting it to use?
RL: To transcribe a tune, you have to go
through several processes which are de-
scribed in my book. You need to know
how many pitches, and which pitches, are
used in the tune. Even though there are 88
keys on the piano, most melodies never use
more than 15 or so. Classical music, jazz,
and so forth, use the full ranges of the in-
struments, and even stretch the ranges of
each instrument, so that you're really deal-
ing pretty close to the full piano range. But
such music is a different case. For any bop
head, rock tune, or Latin piece, 20 pitches
is a lot. What you have to do is conceive of
the drumset as a keyboard with a series of

pitches going from the lowest, to the high-
est. For example, the bass drum would be
pitch number one, the largest floor tom
would be two, the smaller floor tom would
be three, and on up to the mounted toms,
counting up as the pitch goes higher so that
the higher the number, the higher the
pitch. Then we go to the cymbals. If the
snare drum is the highest pitched drum and
it's number nine, then number ten is the
lowest pitched cymbal, and moving right
up the cymbals.

After you have your drum pitches orga-
nized, and you have the pitches organized
for the tune, you then assign drums to the
pitches. The lowest pitch is played on the
lowest drum. You might have to play the
two lowest pitches on the lowest drum, or
even the three lowest pitches. But basi-
cally, you follow the rule of the higher the
pitch of the melody, the higher the pitch of
the drum used.

Cymbals can also be placed in order of
pitch so the highest pitched cymbals are to
the left, and the lowest pitched cymbals to
the right, gradually down the scale.

The first thing a new drummer would
learn would be a simple tune like "Mary
Had A Lit t le Lamb." He'd first learn to
tap the rhythm of the song alone with
either hand, alternate strokes, or both
hands together. After he's able to do that,
I'd show him a rendition of the song using
two, three and finally four pitches, which is
all the tune contains. He could then move
on to a five-pitch tune. Each time, the
drummer would learn songs by going from
the rhythm, gradually closer to the full
melody and rhythm. After the song has
been learned melodically, the harmonic as-
pect can be brought in using similar proce-
dures. When you play the arrangement, es-
pecially after you're able to play it with
feeling, the song comes alive. You start to
sing i t . Eventually, a drummer would
know the repertoire of American music in
the only way that really counts for a musi-
cian: rhythmically, melodically and har-
monically.
CP: How did you come up with the idea
for this approach to the drumset?
RL: It seems to have always been there ever
since I could conceive of sound. There was
always the pitch difference of things; the
highs and lows of sound, the sharpness and
dullness of i t . Apparently my ear is very
attuned to that. I think all drummers play
melodically in their own way, to some de-
gree. Some have become recognized artists
for util izing the melodic aspect of things—
people like Joe Morello, Shelly Manne and
Louie Bellson, among others.

I seem to recall, many years ago, seeing
Louie Bellson experimenting with a greatly
expanded drumset consisting of two or
three bass drums, a series of snare drums,
and tom-toms of various sizes. I'm certain
he was really util izing the instrument like a
keyboard.

One of the biggest influences of my mak-
ing the transition from drumming in the
typical way, to this new way, was the study
of piano and organ which started about six
years ago for me. The whole concept of a
"musical instrument" really became clear
to me in many respects.

Since I've been studying piano and the-
ory, I've been doing a lot of composing. I
have plans for a whole series of books that
are offshoots of the melodic and harmonic
concept. Since I wrote my book, all the
things I've been writing over the years
don't seem so important anymore. All the
coordination and rhythmic things I'd been
working on for 20 years suddenly seemed
like the wrong approach. Not so much
wrong, but inadequate. Now, with the me-
lodic and harmonic concept, I 'm doing
every kind of coordination you could
imagine, and yet, every sound has a musi-
cal reason.

Some of the energy behind my book was
born of anger from years of having lis-
tened to insu l t s aimed at drummers .
Drummers have always been treated as sec-
ond-class citizens. The kind of image peo-
ple conjure up when they think of drum-
mers is really horrible. When I talk to
people about the book, especially the theo-
retical aspects, they say, "No, all we want
are funk beats," or, "All we want you to
do is sound like Steve Gadd." I think every
drummer has had his share of awful expe-
riences at the hands of pianists and lead
guitar players. But the limitations that are
imposed on the drumset are just that—
they're imposed. The instrument is perfect
and complete, and fully capable of playing
a song, any song. I can sit at my drums and
play any song I hear in my head. And I can
play it accurately enough so that a third
party would be able to identify it, nine
times out of ten.
CP: How do you envision the future for
Dr. Ralph LaFemina and his melodic-har-
monic approach?
RL: One of my goals is to make the vast
literature of the piano-based instruments
applicable to the drumset. Imagine that the
whole world of music is there for you, and
you can play the songs. You can actually
sing with other instruments.

I see mult iple drumsets being used rou-
tinely: soprano, baritone, alto and tenor
drumsets, just as you have in the horn fam-
ily. I envision the drummer being a com-
plete and fully respected member of the or-
chestra. I hope someday to see multiple
drumsets in every orchestra—three in a big
band, two in a medium to smaller group—
because now drummers have available not
only rhythm, but timbre, texture, melody
and harmony, as well.

I also see drumsets with at least two key-
boards—the drum keyboard and the cym-
bal keyboard. And I see parallel keyboards
of cowbells, woodblocks, triangles, and so
forth. The drummer would be like a multi-



















keyboardist. I envision a drummer being
able to play as a pianist would, providing
his own harmonic accompaniment while
playing the melody. At this point, I'm able
to do this to some degree. Someday, I'd
like to play a wedding with a drumset trio
or quartet.

When I'm playing with another musi-
cian, I find myself constantly playing a
counter melody or harmony with what's
going on in the band. I'm moving all
around the set. I'm not on the snare drum
any more than I'm on the floor tom, or any
less than I'm on the small toms. I'm having
to really learn true ambidexterity so I can
switch the ride to either side of the set. My
coordination is so much improved that it's
hard to describe. The coordination of
hands and feet is also very different, be-
cause my two bass drums are my two low-
est pitches. So, when I write the music, my
bass drums are sounded rhythmically and
tonally, rather than in stereotyped pat-
terns. There are too many stereotyped pat-
terns. They're like little index cards that
players pull out of their pocket when they
run out of ideas, or when they don't have
any ideas to begin with.

I'm aware that the idea of melodic and
harmonic drumming is not new. Every
drummer plays melodically in his own
way. It's not something that I have in-
vented. However, what I have done, is to
take the concept as far as it will go. And in
performance, I've taken the concept about
a quarter of the way into this largely unex-
plored territory.

never make a lot of money in jazz. Male or
female, you could starve to death trying,
so you really have to love it to stick with it.
KA: Do you t h i nk at t i tudes towards
women in the music business are chang-
ing?
DD: Sure they are. Attitudes towards
women in general are changing. We've be-
come more liberated and people see us dif-
ferently. You couldn't really blame the
guys for their attitudes towards women
when I started playing. There weren't that
many women out there then. And those
who were, dressed in low-cut gowns and
played cocktail music. You couldn't blame
them for not taking us seriously. We didn't
take ourselves seriously. But things are
changing. I've done some work with San-
dra Reeves Phillips, and in April I ' l l be go-
ing to Switzerland for three weeks for the
jazz festival, and that's with an all-female
band, and I'm really looking forward to
that . I ' l l be working with women like
Carline Ray and Willene Barton. We're all
professionals, and we've all been playing
for years before it was fashionable. A lot
of times today women are hired just be-
cause they're women, and I don't go along
with that either.
KA: You've done a lot of travelling. Have
you ever found that part of the music busi-
ness to be a problem?
DD: I 've never minded the travelling.
When my daughter was younger, I'd have
to leave her with my mother, of course,
and I hated that part. I 've always liked to
travel. I can enjoy it because there's gypsy
in my soul.
KA: You have just the one child?
DD: Yes, a lovely daughter Deborah.
We're very close. She's my best friend.
KA: How's your Dad? Is he still working?
DD: He's fine. He's in San Francisco, still
playing. Not as much as he used to, but
he's still working and looking great.
KA: How old is he now?
DD: Seventy-five. I can remember when I
was young, he had all the hot spots in
town. He used to play a lot of the strip
joints, and in those days in San Francisco,
that's where all the jazz musicians were
playing. He's a remarkable man with a
great outlook on life. He's never had a bad
thing to say about anybody, and he was
always encouraging to me as a woman
playing the drums. When I played with
Benny Goodman, I did everything for him.
KA: In her article on you, Carol Sloane re-
ferred to you as a "listening musician, sen-
sitive to all with whom she shares the
stand." Do you agree with her assess-
ments?
DD: I am a listening drummer. The music
really is my heart. I love it. I think more
than any other form of art, music is an out-
let for expression, affecting both the artist
and audience. Making the music better is
the thing that's important to me. If the en-
semble sound is right, it thrills me to death.

I don't need to solo. I love all the music,
but I've always been particularly con-
cerned with the rhythm section, because I
believe very strongly in working as a team.
On the bandstand we should be working as
one. I don't believe that any one musician
has the right to interfere with, or to take
away from, what the rhythm section is do-
ing as a whole. There may be something
going on that you don't like, or that I may
not th ink is working, but the place to dis-
cuss it is at rehearsal or once we leave the
stand. We're there to do a job; to comple-
ment one another, and when I'm behind
the drums, it's not to work off frustra-
tions, it's to get the job done. I've seen so
many things go on within the rhythm sec-
tion that I'm really interested in one day
writing a book or a column called "Inside
the Rhythm Section." I've even got my
ending quote: "There are those who know
where the time is, and there are those who
don't. And it's hell to pay for those who
do, who play with those who don't."
KA: You sound happy about where you
are right now.
DD: I am happy. I've been singing a little
more along with my playing, and this
group I'm working with now is fantastic.
We work well together and we've got a lot
of things planned for the near future.
We'll be doing some recording and hope-
fully a lot more travelling. I used to worry
about growing too old to play, and about
money and things like that, but I'm past all
that now. I love what I'm doing and I in-
tend to keep doing it. I said once in an in-
terview that as soon as I started playing,
the music takes over. And it's true. I feel as
if the music's coming through me rather
than from me. Once I hear the time and
place it there, I couldn't put it anyplace
else if I wanted to. I have to put it there,
because that's where the overall feeling is;
the overall beat. It's got nothing to do with
being male or female, it's got to do with the
music. And the music really is all with me.
That's all I'm trying to get across.

& Jar jazz club you brought in such artists
as Thad Jones, Pepper Adams, Herb Ellis
and Carol Sloane. Was that a good experi-
ence for you?
DD: I did that for about two and a half
years, and the music part of it I loved. I got
to work with some really good artists, but I
found too many things getting in the way
of the music. The business side of things
became too overpowering and I didn't like
mixing the two. I was quite happy to go
back to my drums.
KA: In 1978 you took part in the first
Women's Jazz Festival in Kansas City as
drummer for a group featuring Marian
McPartland, Lyn Milano, Janice Robin-
son, Mary Fettig-Park and Mary Osborne.
You later joined Melba Liston and Com-
pany after moving back to New York in
1979. Do you enjoy working with all-
female groups?
DD: Not particularly. I like working with
artists that enjoy their music, male or fe-
male. There are a lot of good musicians
around who are women, it's just that it's
very difficult to get a lot of women to-
gether who take their craft seriously
enough to stick with it. I mean, let's face it,
you have to be really dedicated to this busi-
ness, and you have to want to play badly
enough, especially in jazz, because you



The relationship between a city and its mu-
sic is very personal, and can get as close as
two friends can possibly be. Bob Gullotti
and Boston, Massachusetts have been
good friends for over 20 years, and a part-
nership such as this one rarely goes unno-
ticed. The Boston music scene frequently
delights to this artist of unique style and
flair. His approach is pure emotion, and
the fluency and sensitivity he displays
makes him a highly sought-after player,
for any style of music.

Born in 1949, Bob started playing the
drums at age 12. The youngest of three mu-
sical children, he immediately began
studying with a teacher. He recalls going
through a book per week, many times hav-
ing six- to seven-hour lessons. "Drums
were the only instrument that I heard in my
head.'' Bob entered Berklee School of Mu-
sic, majoring in Music Education, and
graduated with honors in 1972. During this
time, he studied with Fred Buda, Low
Magnano and later (for five years) with
Alan Dawson. Gullotti's real education
came not from school, but from all the mu-
sicians he's ever played with. His "teach-
ers" include the likes of John Abercrom-
bie, Jaki Byard, Bill Elgart, Webster
Lewis, Marvin "Hannibal"Peterson, Cab
Calloway, Miroslav Vitous and Rodney
Dangerfield; just to mention a few. He
plays everything from Broadway shows,

comedians, Vegas-type productions, clin-
ics, seminars and rock 'n' roll gigs, and still
finds the time to be one of New England's
top private instructors. Being a journey-
man is the way Bob makes his living in
Beantown; the way he makes his life is the
result of an avant-garde, original free jazz
trio called The Fringe. The ensemble con-
sists of Bob, Rich Appleman, bass, and
George Garzone, saxes. The Fringe has
been a powerful voice on the Boston jazz
scene for the past 11 years. Their excel-
lence has awarded them four visits to
George Wein's Festival productions, three
Boston Globe Jazz Festivals, and in 1981,
a rare performance at the Guggenheim
Museum in New York City for the Kool
Jazzfest. The group has released two al-
bums on AP-GU-GA Records: The Fringe
and Live Fringe. Their second album, Live
Fringe, was hailed by critics in Cadence
Magazine 05 one of the top LP's of 1981
and was nominated in the top 10 albums of
1982 by Coda Magazine.
TS: Coming from a musical family, was
there a lot of support when you were grow-
ing up?
BG: I had support to a certain point. Dur-
ing my sophomore year in high school, I
started to become very serious. My older
brother, Steve, was relatively serious on
guitar. But one summer he did a gig on
Nantucket Island, and came home with no
money. From that point on, my father was
negative as far as pursuing music as a ca-
reer. There were some bad vibes between
me and my father, because I was an abso-
lute fanatic and I didn't want to do any-
thing else. Getting my degree seemed im-
portant in his thinking because it meant
that now I could become a teacher and be a
musician on the side. In some respects I
guess that bad vibes made me want it even
more, because I wanted to prove to him
that I could become a pro and make a liv-
ing.
TS: Tell me about your education.
BG: I worked very steadily all through my
education period. I mean, we're all still
learning, but during my growth years I
didn't do any school music. I regretted it, a
little bit, but I'm glad that I've gotten
many, many years of experience playing in
concerts and clubs. I had a great opportu-
nity while I was at Berklee to play with a
fine organ player, Webster Lewis. I got to
do two and a half years with him. That was
my real education, because I got to play

with a lot of cats. He was pretty well
known and I was his little, young drum-
mer, so to speak. I don't know why he kept
me on the gig. It was way over my head,
but for some reason we got along, and he
dug the fact that my head was totally into
playing, as was his.
TS: You've obviously had many, but who
are some of your musical influences?
BG: My biggest influence has been the two
other members of The Fringe. George and
Rich are tremendous players, and they've
allowed me to expand my own mind and
abilities without any ego problems. I listen
to Coltrane a lot, therefore I listen to Elvin
a lot, and Rashied Ali. Coltrane was very
important. You knew he was so heavy, and
yet at times he emulated a very glowing,
optimistic point of view in his playing. As
far as drummers go, Tony Williams, Jack
DeJohnette, Billy Higgins, Gadd, Bernard
Purdie, and I could go on and on. Alan
Dawson has been a great influence on me.
What he taught me, more than anything,
was the discipline. What he gave me was
the ability and concentration to go after
my own and get it. But, let me just say that
more than what they leave musically or
technically, I've been able to grab feeling
from people. The fire of some, the depth of
others, and this helps me to believe that the
way I'm thinking about my music is okay.
TS: How did The Fringe come to be?
BG: That didn't happen until the very end
of Berklee. I think we were all seniors when
we started to session. We sessioned as a
quartet, but we always had trouble finding
a piano player, so we ended up doing with-
out. Just acoustic bass, sax, and drums,
and we've been together ever since.
TS: Why avant-garde music?
BG: The term "avant-garde" is a label,
and I guess a good one for a certain gender
of playing. The Fringe, in some respects, is
original jazz. We never consciously
thought, "Okay, let's play avant-garde
style." We actually started off playing be-
bop and some post-bop things. As the
years went on, we never played much with
a piano or guitar, therefore things would
be able to stretch outside of forms a little
easier—sometimes by mistake and some-
times by allowing ourselves to explore. The
next thing we knew there was a sound de-
veloping. It's very free, but it's also very
disciplined and difficult. As you try to de-
velop playing free music, you strongly see
the need for the development of the struc-
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by Tim Smith

lured music.
TS: Designing and creating your own voice
is essential for the success of an artist.
What are your thoughts on developing a
sound on the drums?
BG: The development of an original sound
on this instrument is very, very complex. It
all has to do with getting a discipline for
yourself and the depth of yourself. Being
able to concentrate on the music, rather
than what you're putting into it. My sound
developed as the group's did and vice-
versa. As our minds got heavier into the
music, I had to be able to get deeper on my
instrument.
TS: Was your own development a con-
scious one?
BG: Yes, I think it was very conscious de-
velopment. I was very concerned with do-
ing something different as far as the touch
and flavor of it. You know, we all learn a
lot of technical things and the instrument
can be taught very technically, but if you
can somehow just have a direction of your
own growth pattern, your own style and
ideas seem to unconsciously seep through
with different things you play. More and
more, those were the kind of things I fo-
cused in on and tried to expand. Just about
anything any of us has played, someone
else already has. It 's the sound you pro-
duce that has to be unique. I t ' s also the
most difficult thing to achieve, improve
and teach.
TS: What do you th ink about when you
play?
BG: Actually, I try to play unconsciously.
When I play, I'm very capable of almost
thinking nothing about the instrument;
just trying to play with the music that is
above the group.
TS: So what do you do to achieve that sort
of mental state?
BG: That's a tough question to answer. By
reaching for a mental atti tude that when-
ever you get on the stand the music is the
most important thing. Eventually that att i-
tude becomes a consistent force. Let's say
my kid was real sick. What I would do, in
order to make that part of my music,
would be to play for him to feel better.
When my father died, I played for him for
two months like he was the only one in the
audience. It somehow would make the mu-
sic as pure and honest as it could be.
TS: With The Fringe you play in a lot of
concepts, colors and textures. What makes
you th ink in those terms and how do you

relate and teach that to a student?
BG: I believe the reason I can think in
those terms is because of what has devel-
oped with The Fringe. We know each other
so well, both musically and personally,
that our ideas and musical explorations are
welcomed and allowed to be totally and
freely expressed. We find ourselves latch-
ing on to like, "Man, that was really dark
colored," and expanding on that. Some-
times we, as a uni t , th ink "fiery red," and
that feel and intensity will emit from the
group. It's absolutely emotional, and that
whole sound can be unbelievably exciting.
As far as teaching a student to play free
and conceptually, it's most difficult. It 's
not tangible. It's not a lick or a sticking.
I t 's as much, if not more, mental place-
ment of the music as it is physical. You do
need chops to be able to execute what's in
your mind. You're always trying to create
a sound. That's why it's so hard to teach.
It 's such an individual thing. Music is art
and we should be able to paint a picture. I
might have a student play in a particular
place in his mind, like he was on top of a
mountain looking down over a river. Or
depict a scene from a day in his life and
recreate it. Or, even more simply, try to
play some shapes on the instrument—
circular motions, angles or squares. Con-
centration and the development of the
mind is absolutely utmost in playing free
music.
TS: Tell me about your drums.
BG: The kit I use for most gigs is an old set
of Gretsch. I use an 18" bass drum, a
mounted 8 x 12, two floor-toms, a 14"
and a 16". I 'm using an Eames snare drum,
and I alternate that with a 1945 W.F.L.
mahogany snare. Right now I'm using the
Eames more and more. It's a beautiful in-
strument. Cymbal-wise I'm using Zild-
jians. I just got a new set of K's at the fac-
tory and I'm flipping over them! They're
really so individual. I use 14" hi-hats, a 20"
ride, an 18" crash ride (all K'S), a 20" thin
swish (an A), and also a 35" Paiste gong in
D-flat. I have a small endorsement with
Mandi le Dhakabellas s l i t drums. For
heads I use straight ahead white coated Re-
mos, and for pedals I use an old Gretsch
Floating Action and a D.W. 5000. Overall,
I l ike my equipment to be as simple as pos-
sible.
TS: Where is drumming going commer-
cially?
BG: As far as in the studio, commercially,

it's very mechanical. I'm very disturbed
about it , actually. The industry has always
put a real specific role on the drummer.
We've always been known as "keepin'
time, keepin' time." I th ink that it has got-
ten so sophisticated, that the time has got-
ten more important than the music. The
drummers that can play the t ime real
machine-like and good, are the ones that
are going to become very rich. I'm not put-
ting that down, so to speak, but I 'm put-
ting down the direction of the instrument
having to play that kind of role. In other
parts of the world, the drum plays a much
more important role and hopefully, in the
long run, things will change here.
TS: Where do you th ink the art of drum-
ming is headed?
BG: I don't believe that there's anyone
who knows that answer. It has to be the
development of all the players getting
older, and being able to look back; taking
what the players did before them and after
going through the period of emulating it,
hopefully finding their own new voice. I
th ink drums have developed, probably
more than any other instrument, incredi-
bly over the last 20 years. Enormous
drumsets , new devices and pedals,
electronics—it's all going by so fast. It's
almost hard to hold onto your own.
TS: Are we moving into an electronic age,
or is all this just a fad?
BG: No, I don't th ink it's just a fad. It's
much more than that. I t 's a development. I
don't know how things will turn out. No
one does. Music goes in cycles. Right now
we're in a very fast one. But there will
come a cycle when another type of music
will become popular.
TS: So, what's going to survive?
BG: Art wil l survive.
TS: What do you look for, or l ike to hear,
from other drummers?
BG: Probably more than anything, inter-
action between the other band members. I
like to hear a drummer listening, pushing
the band and having some control over the
dynamics. Mainly being able to listen and
react to the other players.
TS: Do you th ink listening is the most im-
portant thing a musician can do?
BG: Yes. When you really learn to listen to
what you're a part of, and not th ink ing
technically, you're thinking of the music.
And the minute you're thinking of what
that music is creating, then it 's art.
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stage. They st i l l haven't met the band.
That night was so crazy and I was nervous,
so much was happening that the opportu-
nity wasn't right. Looking back, it would
have been just as easy for them to come
back and meet everybody.

"One of the great things about Gene,
Paul and Ace was that they made me feel
l ike part of the band right away. Our
senses of humor were on a par. Things we
find absurd and funny are similar. We all
grew up in the same era with the same influ-
ences and it was a lot easier than it could
have been. They went out of their way in
every aspect that you could name. We all
l ike the same kinds of things in songs and
music. There was respect for my musician-
ship from day one and a co-respect for
each other. If someone makes a mistake
for example . . . well, here's a story from
the audition. When I auditioned I knew the
songs better than they did! We played
through the songs and something would
screw up and I'd look up and say, 'You're
supposed to do a double repeat here,' or
whatever it was. Even from the first day
this was happening. I already felt comfort-
able enough to where I could tell them
what I was hearing that didn't make it."

For most young drummers, the first en-
counter with the recording studio is an eye-
opener: "So that's how they do it!" In
Eric's case, the revelation had a corollary:
"Why do they do it that way?" Eric ex-
plained: "The thing I never liked about
playing in the studio was the drum sound!
When you go into the studio as a kid and
you don't know anything, they tell you
what to do with your drums. Through ex-
perience, I've learned that's bullshit . You
tell them how you want your drums to
sound and if it 's at all possible, you get i t .
I f not, you compromise. But early on I'd
walk in and I didn't know what to do.
'Well look, Eric, there's too much ring on
those toms and snare. You've got to tape
them down.' 'But I like it that way!' 'No,
I 'm sorry, this is the studio. It 's okay for
live but . . .' Well, this is okay for certain
applications but I prefer the live sound and
the live stuff. That was what I didn't l ike
about hearing myself in the studio. I'm
never 100% satisfied; I always hear things I
could have done better, but you can go on
forever that way. You have to draw the line
somewhere. I have enough of a handle on
my playing that I don't get mad at myself if
I don't hear a lot of tremendously compli-
cated licks going by. I know that I can't do
i t . It 's not the type of playing I do so I
don't beat my head about it . With me, the
feel has always been the most important
thing. Because I play other instruments,
when I play drums, I just don't play them
as time keepers. It 's hard sometimes to get
the people you play with to understand
how you're hearing things, because they
don't necessarily understand what drums
are for except to keep time and do a fill at

the end of every eight bars. I don't hear it
that way. I ' l l th ink about the vocal or a
certain part that's going by in the bass, or a
chord thing, and I ' l l put a crash here or
figure in the middle of a verse where it
doesn't necessarily belong. I think that's
cool—doing something that you don't ex-
pect to happen because it makes it a l i t t le
different than everything else.

"You can be pulled or pushed by the
band. It 's real hard for me, sti l l , in the stu-
dio. Live you can manage. It's a whole
other thing acoustically because you're
pretty much in control and you go for it. In
the studio everything is so much more pre-
cise that you really feel any little ebb and
flow.

"We use a click. We use the Linn just to
set tempos. I ' l l work with it to get the feel
to lock in a bit and then we usually go for it
wi thout i t . It's programmed from the
booth. I don't know who else uses the
Linn." When assured that many, many re-
cording bands and artists use them, Eric
expressed some relief. "I'm glad that you
mentioned that. To me, it's personally hu-
miliating. I hate the fact that I have to use
i t . I guess it 's because I'm assuming that
everyone else has their time spot on."

The hard rock genre is a well-defined
style for a drummer to work within . I won-
dered how he managed to satisfy the form
and s t i l l chart his own creative path?
"Yeah the forms are set; the conventions
are all there. As a player, what I try to do,
obviously, is play what fits best in the song.
I t ' s a band with everyone contributing ad-
vice and ideas as to what works better for
the music. I just try to add something a li t-
tle out of the ordinary, but not necessarily
complex. The difference is where I place
the emphasis." Mentioning the ride out in
the song "I St i l l Love You" on the Crea-
tures of The Night album as an example of
this, Eric went on to say that a lot of the
interesting juxtapositions that occur are
because "my repertoire of fills is, well, I
have a certain amount of things that I can
play, so I will find a way to make it fit in the
song." These were ideas that you had lying
around? "No, not necessarily. In other
words, I ' l l fool with these things, th ink
them out in my head, or a lot of times,
something will just come out while we're
playing and I ' l l use i t . I t ry to be as effective
as I can with the fills I do because I'm not
very technical. The fills aren't either. I ' l l
play what feels right to me and if some-
thing comes out that I hadn't intended, it
usually works and I get a really spontane-
ous feel. There's a lot more anger, a lot
more feeling, and a lot more energy in-
volved because it just came out, rather
than me just concentrating on a part.

"Most of the time, we'll do a lot of takes
in the studio. This is because, arrange-
ment-wise, we might want to change some-
thing or I might do fine three fourths of the
way through something and then blow i t .
You know, sometimes you just get mind





blanks. It happens to everybody. Or I may
do a take where it 's not exceptionally good
but I might have done a great fill , by acci-
dent. So we'll do it again, for insurance,
but the next t ime I ' l l remember that fill and
do it consciously to make sure we have it
there. We do splice things together. I hate
it to be that way. I wish I could get a take
straight through with all the best f i l l s in it
but, because of the way I play, i t 's not go-
ing to be perfect. I accept that fact. One of
the assets to the imperfection is the energy.
There's more there than if I was playing
letter perfect, to make it sound like every-
thing else that 's out. There's a l i t t le more
rawness that I like. Let's go back to the
Stones. They're un-tight but they've main-
tained their identi ty over the years. As long
as the feel is there and the groove is there,
they go for it and you don't mind if things
are a li t t le off someplace. You don't care.
What counts is the overall feel. That's the
way I feel about playing."

Eric joined Kiss with high hopes, but
was immediately faced with the uncom-
fortable fact of the financial and critical
death of the first album he played on, The
Elder. While rock music is emblematic of
change, this radical departure from the
Kiss formula was not accepted as anything
but a bonafide disaster by fans and band
alike. "With The Elder, we tried some-
thing completely different because there
was a new player in the band and it was
t ime for a change. Everybody felt it but I
wasn't so sure about it. I th ink we went
overboard doing a concept album; some-
thing so alien to what we should have been
doing. We loved the album and we're
proud of it. Ironically it came out exactly
the way we wanted it to, which was the big-
gest fault . It was so different and concep-
tual from anything Kiss had done before
that the fans who were there already didn't
understand it and got scared by it. And it
didn't do anything to get new fans. It cer-
tainly didn't help as far as airplay was con-
cerned. Hard-core Kiss fans were a l i t t le
confused because the band had tended to
start moving toward the pop side in the last
two albums, Dynasty and Unmasked.
Gene and Paul wil l verify that it was also a
matter of having too many people around
you start to tell you what you should be
doing. Because you're very successful, you
sort of lose your sense of who you are.
Friends start to tell you that you should
move towards this because it 's what's hap-
pening. You hear enough of that and you
start forgetting who and what you are, and
you start to cater to what's out there. It 's
dangerous. You run the risk of not getting
any new people to l ike you and you run the
risk of losing the people who love you.
Fans look up to you as a big brother and
they don't want you to change. So the al-
bum was a disaster. The music stands up
though. I had a tune on that album, "Un-
der The Rose," which was all my music
and all my melody. The album succeeded

on every level except financial success, and
it hurt the band credibility-wise.

"There was more involved too. The cut-
t ing the hair was something we only did for
the Elder tour, if there was going to be one.
I t was a transitional thing, along with
dropping the platforms which I was 100%
against. At the beginning of The Elder I
was 100% against that album. Here I am
just joining the band and I'm expecting to
do a heavy metal album. I wasn't comfort-
able. This is not what I play.

"It was hard also because it was the first
time I had ever done professional record-
ing and I hated t he drum sounds. I
couldn't be inspired by them at all. The
drums were tuned studio—very tubby with
the top head on the snare very loose and
with a lot of padding on it. Because of the
way I play, I need the snare tuned tighter to
kick back because I don't do it myself. I
rest and lay the stick right on the head. I
have a very linear way of th ink ing of drum
sounds and it 's a bit of a handicap. As I do
more and more albums I get more and
more flexible. The way I want to hear
drums is John Bonham style. I want to
hear that live, ambient sound. I want to
hear that kick drum sound l ike a cannon
and the snare sound l ike a gunshot. That's
the way I always envisioned drums sound-
ing.

"I love these drums. They're Ludwigs
that belong to a gentleman named Shep
Lonsdale. He's working ful l t ime for Toto
now. They were put together piece by piece
through his travels to pawn shops and mu-
sic stores. The sizes are 10", 12", 14" and
16" toms on top and an 18" floor, with two
24" kick drums. They're all double-headed
except for a circle cut out of the kicks for
miking purposes. The heads are clear Am-
bassadors on all drums, and on the bot-
tom, I believe, clear Diplomats. We're us-
ing the RIMS system on everything but the
floor tom which is set on big pieces of foam
under each foot. The drums are floating,
basically. The snare is a wood Yamaha,
6 1/2" deep. I set up low so I can't use a re-
ally deep snare. I use some kind of frosted
head on top. The recording k i t is cut down
a lot from what I use on stage. The stage kit
I use is not totally in use un t i l my solo. I use
16" and 18" medium K. Zildjian crashes
and a 24" ping or medium ride Zildjian. I
lay off the bell because I ride so hard that
the whole cymbal starts to rock and I get a
lot of wash. It 's a nice, pingy ride. I have
14" hi-hats—nothing spectacular."

Eric described the intensive care that
went into bagging his drum sound. "At
Record One in Van Nuys, California there
was a rehearsal room that had a 40-foot
ceiling and was about 60 feet long by 30
feet wide. There were padded panels on the
wall but it was mostly live. The floor was
like office tiles—very hard. I was set up on
a small piece of rug in front of one of the
short walls, facing out of the doorway and
about three feet away from i t . This door-





way led to a smallish anteroom with a very
live bathroom sound. We wanted the
brightness of the small room and the air of
the big room which gives you a lot of bot-
tom. The other guys were in the studio, so
we were doing this with headphones for
sound isolation. There were mic's behind
me in two corners of the big room set 20-
feet high, and two mic's, head high, set ten
feet in front of those. We had close miking
on all the toms on top only. The snare was
miked on top, on the bottom and inside.
The hi-hat was miked separately but not
used separately—we basically used the
room sound. The cymbals were miked with
two overhead mic's and there was one mic'
in front of the kit about two feet into the
smaller room. The kicks were miked in-
side. The low end was picked up by the
head-high mic's. The room was just one of
those magic rooms you stumble on by acci-
dent. We were looking for that Zep sound,
a lot of power in it and we actually got
more low end than we could use. The
sound didn't completely get on the album
because it was pushing so much air and was
impossible to contain. We couldn't put
anything over it without washing every-
thing else out. The song you hear it best on
is "I Love It Loud." That's me doing dou-
ble kick in unison plus this super low end.
The only thing I would improve on over
Creatures would be to get a close miked
sound and mix it in with the ambient sound
to better control it, especially on the kicks,
and get the punch without the wash that
loses the attack. On the new album the
plan is to do the drums at the Record Plant
in New York and go for the close miking,
then take the tracks to Record One in L.A.
and run them through the speakers in the
same room to get the ambient sound. On
paper it should work. If it does, it'll be a
killer."

No Kiss concert is complete without the
drum solo, which Eric describes as fun but
terrifying to perform. "Everybody's look-
ing at you and if you make a mistake
there's no one to cover it up. The way I
approach soloing is by trying to make the
best of what I'm able to do. I try to make
i t , above all, entertaining. I've heard lots
of solos by guys that were great, but drum
solos tend to get boring, even if you're a
drummer and understand what a guy's do-
ing and that he's really hot. Things become
exercises with no continuity. I believe that
solos should build to a crescendo, and once
you get there, that's it. Leave it there; end
i t . I keep continuity by starting the solo in a
basic feel. As the riser is moving out I play
time, and once the riser stops I drop the
time out, keep the kick drum going and I
start doing something that's reminiscent of
"In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida" type of drum-
ming or the thing that Ringo did on Abbey
Road, but with half time on the kick. It
may not be technically fantastic but it's in-
teresting and something the audience can
follow right away. That means a lot. You

don't want to dazzle them with speed but
also bore them to death. Once they're fol-
lowing you, you take them one step at a
time. The word 'pattern' is the key. I have
a general framework that I work from but
its different every night, content-wise. It al-
ways gets to a slow fill down the toms and
the real dramatic things on the floor tom.
Then it's a cymbal crash and then I start on
the snare, building up with a single-stroke
roll to a speed where I feel 'that's it' and I
go into a freeform thing. That's the only
time that I do anything that 's un-pat-
terned, whatever happens. Not too long,
or else it's boring, and then into a double-
kick pattern. When I end this, there are a
few more flourishes and then I stop and go
for my first bow. Once I've got the audi-
ence there, I go back again and do another
double kick pattern with all the effects—I
fire the cannon in time to the solo. The last
quarter of the solo is me plus effects to
heighten the whole thing. I love that. The
solo is structured for maximum effect and
I've gotten lots of compliments from peo-
ple in the business—other drummers and
fans who've seen lots of other drummers
soloing. The classic thing is, 'Usually drum
solos are so boring but I really like yours
because it's entertaining.' "

Undeniably, Carr's playing boasts con-
siderable voltage and I wondered how his
style would lend itself to maintaining in-
tense volume and still allow him to play
with intricacy and finesse. "Well, you have
to be realistic about certain things. You re-
ally can't be a basher and do really subtle
technical things. Even if you could it
wouldn't work because the range of dy-
namics between the loud bashing stuff and
the subtle stuff would be too great to make
any sense. It couldn't be picked up in a
concert hall. If you can do subtleties at a
higher volume, I'd like to see it. Actually,
Lenny White I can mention—he's a hard
hitter. I went to school with Lenny. I re-
member conversations we had and he
would tell me that all that AM radio stuff
was garbage. 'If you want to learn to be a
drummer you have to listen to jazz.' I lis-
ten to him now and I wish I could play like
that. Obviously we've been playing the
same amount of time and he's years ahead
of me as far as versatility and knowing his
instrument. The thing I like about him is
that he feels real hard and plays with a lot
of rock influence. He does l i t t le things that
you don't expect that fit so perfectly into
the song. I respect that."

Life in the now is fairly unclouded for
Eric and there are few bumps in the groove
toward the future. "First off, I don't see it
happening, but, if it ended tomorrow, I
think I've maintained enough of the men-
tal attitude I had before I joined the band
so I could handle having to start over. I'm
definitely in a better position to do that,
but I don't fool myself into th inking that
doors are just going to open. You hear too
many stories of once big people that are





nowhere and can't get a job. I would work
on my own material, either to be recorded
in this band or as a solo project, something
like Stewart Copeland did with Klark
Kent. To me, he's one of the most innova-
tive drummers that I've heard in years.
Most drummers in rock are filtered-out
versions of everything that happened in the
'60s and '70s. Copeland came out of left
field with all these unusual rhythms and a
great sense of feel and time. I saw him and
was astounded. They're a magic unit that
you don't get that often. Live, he plays five
times more than he does on record but
never once does he get in the way. He's
tasty and never loses the feel even though
he's all over the place.

"The solo thing is something I've been
thinking about for years, even before Kiss.
If I do it while I'm in the band, I'll do it
under a different name and put a picture of
me on the album. It's more or less an exer-
cise for me to get out any energies and
ideas I have that might not fit with Kiss.
I'm not saying i t ' l l be great. It might be
rotten, but I want the chance. If the band
ended I'd work in that direction anyway.
I'd put out feelers to find a band to work in
and I'd probably take advantage of the
fact that I'm out of make-up, but that's
very fleeting. I could handle, with a good
degree of sanity, not having it because it's
been so quick that I haven't gotten too
spoiled with it to where I couldn't turn
around. I can enjoy eating at McDonalds.
I ' l l sti l l walk around in raggy clothes. I
don't care. Even though this might not be
the right image, I do it for my own head."

There are many drummers who love mu-
sic with all their hearts but, when ap-
proached by fans, discourage them from a
musical career with well-meant tales of dif-
ficulty and heartbreak. Eric refuses to
drive a wooden stake through anyone's
hopes.

"When I meet fans, and parents of fans,
and they ask whether they should get
drums for their kids, I'll tell them, "Look,
it's something that they can always have,
they can be proud of it, and it will give
them a direction and something to do.
They can earn money, even though it's
only on a part-time basis. I believe in the
possibilities of music. All I ask is that no-
body take my job! If you really want mu-
sic, do it all the way. You'll have to be
ready to be kicked around a lot because it
doesn't happen overnight. I'm a 15-year
overnight success story. If Kiss hadn't
come along, I don't know where I'd be
right now. What kept me going was that I
loved to play. On stage I could forget for a
few hours that I was broke, and get imme-
diate gratification from the audience. It
was worth it. So be prepared and don't
give up."





by Simon Goodwin

The Other Guy's Set
A drumset is a very personal thing. There
are so many variables: the number of
drums, sizes, make, heads, tuning, relative
positions, types of cymbal and the heights
and angles at which they're set, the pedals
and hardware. Unless a drummer has de-
liberately set out to duplicate someone
else's set, no two drumsets will be the
same. Every drummer has a unique ap-
proach to the set, so consequently, he'll al-
ways sound best on his own set.

However, because of the stage space and
set-up time required for drumsets, it's
sometimes necessary for two drummers to
use the same set. This happens when more
than one band is using the stage and there's
not enough space for two sets and not
enough time to change the equipment as
the bands change. Amplifiers, keyboards
and drums often have to remain where
they are and be used by both bands. Com-
promises can sometimes be made. If , for
instance, the keyboard player feels very
strongly about not using any other gear but
his own, and not having anyone else use his
stuff, you might end up with two sets of
keyboards on stage, cutting down space
even more and leaving no possible room
for another drumset. I f anybody feels so
strongly about not sharing gear, it 's best
for everybody else concerned to be pre-
pared to compromise in order to allow
things to run smoothly.

The choice of whose equipment to use is
often dictated by circumstances. If there's
a resident band and a visiting band both
playing on the same night, it 's logical that
the residents' gear is used because it will
already be in position. If yours is the set
being used for the gig, your only worry is
making sure that it's not abused by the
other player. It 's usually quite easy to
come to an understanding about the way
your set should be treated without seeming
too fussy or dictatorial. There is not a lot
of harm that can come to drums if they're
played in the normal way by a normal
drummer. Broken or dented heads is the
worst that can befall. Cymbals can be a
problem. A cracked or dented cymbal, al-
though still playable, can be spoiled for the
owner. It's worthwhile getting the other
drummer to look over your set with you
and check that nothing is broken, and
agree to pay for any subsequent breakages.
Getting money out of him later could be

very diff icul t , but by getting him to accept
responsibility, you're focusing his atten-
tion to the fact that your set should be
treated with respect. Likewise, remember
to treat the other guy's drumset as you
would your own. If you break anything, it
could be both embarrassing and expensive.
Be grateful for the use of the set. Thank the
other drummer before and after using it.
And even if you hate it, and swear you
would move heaven and earth to bring on
your own set, never say anything nasty to
the other guy.

When you use the other guy's set, it's
sometimes possible to make a few minor
adjustments to suit yourself, if time and
owner permit. Positional changes which
would be unavoidable if the set were being
moved or collapsed are usually acceptable,
but people do not like to have memory col-
lars on stands altered. Always ask permis-
sion to change anything on the other guy's
set. And if permission is not granted, just
grin and bear it. Don't change things
against the owner's will; it only causes bad
feelings and makes things more difficult if
you have to share another time.

Even when you're allowed to make ad-
justments, you can find that on a strange
set, the adjustments you want are not pos-
sible. Different types of hardware offer
different options for positioning. The
more modern hardware is generally better
in this respect. But there are some drum-
mers using 20-year-old sets which offer lit-
tle or no height adjustment on tom-tom
holders. Cymbal stands from this era do
not go as high as modern ones, so you may
find that when you go to raise a cymbal,
you'll lift the top section of the stand right
out. I recently had to use a set in which the
snare drum stand had only two good
legs—the third was hanging loose on its
rivets. The snare drum had to rest against
the rim of the bass drum. No possibility of
adjustment there.

Re-tuning should only take place under
exceptional circumstances. It's the easiest
and most tempting thing to do. You know
that with a few turns of your drum key you
could make this drum sound quite decent.
Resist the temptation. Remember that the
other guy probably spent hours getting the
drum to sound like that. It's his drum and
it's right for him.

Of course you can sometimes make a

few substitutions. Bringing your own
snare drum and hi-hat is a popular move. I
would also suggest a bass drum pedal (un-
less, of course you are satisfied with the
one there), and a stool. If you're comfort-
able from the waist down, and in a well-
balanced playing position, it's much easier
to relax and play well.

Before assuming that you'll be able to
make any adjustments or substitutions,
check on the playing times for the gig. It
often happens that there's no time avail-
able. One band is expected to be on stage
and playing within 30 seconds of the other
band finishing their last number. When
this happens, it's a case of coming on, sit-
ting down and playing just as if it's your
own set. When this occurs, you have to use
the other guy's set exactly as is. Try to
check it out before the performance. Make
a mental note of differences which could
cause problems, and be prepared to com-
promise slightly in your playing. We nearly
all have li t t le things we do for which we
rely on the relative positions or the re-
sponse of our drums. If you can anticipate
coming unstuck on any of these, think
ahead and simplify. Watch the drums
more than you would usually. Lifting the
sticks a bit higher while you're playing can
help too. Getting caught up underneath
rims and cymbals is the most common haz-
ard when using a strange set.

There are advantages in using someone
else's drumset. The most obvious one be-
ing that you don't have to take your own
set to the gig. Another, more positive ad-
vantage, is getting the opportunity to try
something different. We all try hard to get
our sets exactly as we want them and,
money permitting, we succeed to the extent
that we would rather use our own sets than
anyone else's. But at the same time, it's al-
ways good to keep an open mind. When
you're forced to use something different,
there's always the chance you may dis-
cover something new or different which
you really like.





by Charles M. Bernstein

Steve
Mitchell

Steve Mitchell is one of the San Francisco
Bay Area's busiest studio drummers. He
can be heard on, among others, the last 12
Charlie Brown TV specials, the theme for
John Chancellor's news program, Car-
field the Cat and many commercials. He
has played and recorded with Joe Hender-
son, Blue Mitchell, Herb Ellis, George
Marsh, Van Morrison, The Coasters, Joy
of Cooking, Esther Phillips, Lou Rawls,
Sally Kellerman, the Smothers Brothers,
and the Joffrey Ballet.
SM: Music was always a big part of the
family. I played in the family band. I come
from a Quaker family, living on a self-
sufficient farm where we didn't have elec-
tricity until I was a teenager. We had a real
basic, simple, homelife. All I've ever tried
to do in my music is remember what it felt
l ike to play that music, and recreate that
feeling in the studio or concert hall. It 's a
warm groove in a comfortable family-
music situation, and I 'm really sorry peo-
ple don't do it anymore. Now everyone
gathers around the "tube," and they don't
get that kind of experience.

I tried a variety of instruments, includ-
ing piano. I settled on drums at 11 years
old, mainly because it fit into the house sit-
uation. I got directed into recording at a
very early age. Pat Ballard, who wrote sev-
eral popular songs including "Mr. Sand-
man," lived in my hometown of Troy,
Pennsylvania. He heard me play when I
was 11, and I started doing his demo tapes
when I was 12 years old. I used a snare
drum, kick drum, and hi-hat.
CB: Were you self-taught?
SM: Basically, but I also had an exception-
ally good teacher, Fred Blood. I started to
study with him when I was 12, back in
1956, in Elmira, New York. He was a mas-
ter, but so far ahead of his time, and so out

of place in that area, that after about five
years he left town. He was a tremendous
influence. I studied with him unti l I was
about 16. I used to go all over Pennsylva-
nia looking for teachers. During this same
period of time, I was also going to New
York, catching what jazz groups I could,
and studying with various people. I also
studied in a drum corps and played in a
drum and bugle corps. I went to Duquesne
University from 1963-1967 and received a
Bachelor of Science degree in music educa-
tion. While at school, I studied with Bill
Schneiderman in Pittsburgh.
CB: When did you come to San Francisco?
SM: In 1967. I came out here with a band
from Pittsburgh called the Skyliners. We
had a hit , "Since I Fell for You." I worked
with them and we did a record that was co-
produced by Bernard Purdie and Luther
Dixon. Bernard and I worked together on
and off on this record for a month, and it
was fantastic. He'd play drums and I'd
play drum parts that he'd give me. Some-
times he'd play congas, and I'd play drums
and vice versa. It was a real eye opener for
me, because in Pittsburgh I had gotten into
the circuit of making soul hits.

When I was in college, I found that in
addition to doing club work I could make
good money doing recording work. I did
commercials and jingles, and got into a
kind of hit factory making local soul hits.
We made 25 or 50 dollars a date. Through
that session work I got in touch with the
Skyliners and did a bunch of touring. Part
of one of our tours included a t r ip to San
Francisco.

In '67 I filed for, and got, a conscien-
t ious objector's status because of my
Quaker background and philosophy. I had
to take two years off for public service.
Garreth Loy, Hale Thatcher, a light pro-

jectionist, and myself had a travelling
show called Hermes. We performed at col-
leges, the San Francisco Art Museum, the
Opera House, and various other places.
We had a giant percussion set up, liquid
light projection, and electronic music.
Hermes was a very mind expanding experi-
ence.
CB: How did you break into the recording
industry in San Francisco?
SM: I joined a band that was composed of
musicians from the Electric Flag. The
band was called Sweet Apple and we got an
advance from Columbia, and released an
album in '68. The band disbanded, and a
wonderful bass player, Bill Rich, got me to
play on Jessie Davis' first album. I went to
L.A. and did that album and several oth-
ers.

Around 1970 the music business was re-
ally crumbling. I got burned out on the
music business. I took a job teaching at the
Wilmington's Friends School, a Quaker
school in Wilmington, Delaware. After a
year I came back to San Francisco. Teach-
ing music is the only thing I've ever done
besides playing music.

The diff icul ty I found in the early '70s
was that I was working towards making re-
cords, and the constant conflict I had was
that whenever I played music that I consid-
ered good, the record companies would
say it wasn't commercial enough. I found
myself constantly trying to water down my
art to make it commercial enough for the
pop market. As a challenge, I said if they
want something commercial, I 'm just go-
ing to make commercial music for money,
and make art music for myself. So I've
made sort of a dual l ife for myself.
CB: Would you describe your philosophy
or approach to the art of drumming?
SM: I see all art as being a representation



of nature. I th ink musicians bring nature
to the city. In the country a lot of people
don't need music quite as desperately as
they do in the city. It's our duty to bring
nature to people, and percussionists are
unusually fitted for creating environments.
I think of a lot of my percussion music as
being environmental music.
CB: How do you define the term "environ-
mental music"?
SM: Like setting up a mood. If you walked
into a jungle and sat down quietly for half
an hour, pretty soon the birds and animals
would start to come out and surround you.
That is an environment. Art is a reflection
of nature, including the human heartbeat,
all the cycles and rhythms of the planets,
and the ocean. The world is a very rhyth-
mic place. The rhythm of nature is not a
circle, it's a spiral, constantly changing, al-
ways slightly different, and that's what I
see in drumming—the permutations. You
can take a theme and every time you play
it, you can vary and move it. That's mo-
tion that involves emotion, and it can
move people to a more relaxed state, or a
more excited state. You can affect them
psychologically.

One of the biggest roles of musicians is
to transform people. It's very similar to
having a religious experience in church. I'd
like to think that even in the funkiest night-
club, people get that magic, which to me, is
a religious experience of the music.
CB: Who are your main influences and
why?
SM: I put Philly Joe Jones and Art Blakey
high on the list because of the sense of
groove they inspired in me. When I heard
them live, and on recordings, I began to see
a way that they can make a nightclub or a
concert become electric. Their perform-
ance creates an undeniable transformation
of the audience and it just seemed like the
walls are vibrating. They lock everyone in
and have the effect of taking people from
very diverse backgrounds and creating a
unity. In a club you can have an army gen-
eral sitting next to a street junkie, and the
two of them will be tapping their feet and
experiencing such a unity that it brings an
audience together. It's a real tool for world
peace and understanding. If people could
experience music together and play music
together the world would be a better place.

Another drummer who always really im-
pressed me is Jimmie Smith. He played
with Lambert, Hendricks and Ross, and he
did a lot of organ trio playing on the East
Coast. In a sense he was like Philly Joe. He
has a very intense fire, a command of the
instrument, and the ability to make quar-
ter notes come alive. He'd just play
straight quarter notes on his cymbal, and
within eight bars the entire club was per-
spiring and tapping their feet.

I'd also like to mention Al Jackson for
simplicity, and Bernard Purdie for his
groove and his approach to the business of





music. He has a way of promoting himself.
There is a duality in commercial music.
You need chops for playing the drums, but
you also need "jaws" for handling your
business. You need to be aggressive, and I
don't see that as negative. I know a lot of
musicians, part icularly jazz musicians,
who have a very negative business sense.
They th ink that if you do anything that's
taking care of business, it takes away from
your art. I just don't see it l ike that. Great
artists have always raised their own price
because nobody else will .
CB: Was there anyone else you wanted to
mention that was an influence?
SM: Salvador Dali. I like to take people
from their established frame of reference
and throw them a curve. Dali did that with
visual art. Sometimes in a very avant-garde
fusion piece I may use a Dixieland lick. In
other words, the styles of music that don't
generally fit in that idiom. I'm also a firm
believer that we have to take sound at its
most basic. That is, pure sound, so that
when you hear a splash cymbal you don't
necessarily th ink Dixieland.

Dali said that if you want to be the most
advanced avant-garde artist, you go back-
wards; you study the traditions and find
out what has been done before. So for me,
this means that i f you want to study funk
and be the most avant-garde funk player,
you should go right back to the Agbaja,
Ghana and Nigerian drumming, because
that ' s where it all came from. You'll find
rhythms to draw from that you might oth-
erwise not find.
CB: Would you describe the recording in-
dustry in the San Francisco Bay Area?
SM: We're stil l riding the aftermath of the
late '60s where groups l ike the Grateful
Dead, Jefferson Airplane, and the Quick-
silver Messenger Service came out and
turned the established New York, L.A.,
and Nashville scenes upside down. When I
was recording in New York I was in awe of
the extreme professionalism, but it became
a l i t t l e cold, calculated and a bit formu-
lized. Out here it's very relaxed and very
unformulized. Musicians have a good time
playing and stressing their uniqueness.

Musicians who follow the course of only
playing scales, practicing just to be a super
reader and professional, often times lose
out on the basic spirit of creativity. San
Francisco is one of the most creative envi-
ronments in the world.

In the Bay Area there are probably a
half-dozen studio drummers who make
enough to qualify as ful l - t ime studio play-
ers. I t ' s a limited scene, and it requires a
creative approach to business. It 's impos-
sible in San Francisco to make a living do-
ing freelance album dates, but, i f you in-
clude j ingles , television shows, kid 's
records, and fill-in with demos, you can
make a good living. But it does require
pursuing every possible area within record-
ing. I 've always at t r ibuted the success I've

had here to the fact that I go at a New York
pace in San Francisco. When I came here I
was amazed at how laid back everybody
was.
CB: What advice do you have for drum-
mers who want to break into studio work?
SM: My first advice is to take everything
you can get. If you are already a competent
drummer, offer yourself to everybody's
demo. What you need to do is put as many
hours as possible into the studio, where
you are hearing your sound and getting the
experience of playing, not with the stimu-
lation of an audience, but with the thought
of stimulating a future audience. You're
going to be in people's living rooms and
car radios.

Most drumming that I do is very simple.
Very rarely do I use polyrhythms. Very of-
ten I 'm stuck playing quarter-note pat-
terns. Hi t t ing a closed hi-hat on "1" and
"3", the snare drum on "2" and "4", the
bass drum on "1" and "3", and that will
be my entire part.

A lot of drummers approach the instru-
ment by exploding; constantly reaching
for new polyrhythms, speed, complexity
and expansion. I approach studio drum-
ming as contraction or imploding. In other
words, you're drawing in and giving pres-
ence to the few notes that you're given to
play. I f you have three quarter notes on
your snare drum every five bars, you've got
to give them as much depth, body, emo-
tion, and feeling as you possibly can.

To develop this technique I studied with
Chuck Brown, who is a very popular
teacher in the Bay Area. He's taught Dave
Garibaldi, Michael Shrieve and Terry Boz-
zio. He gave me some tremendous practice
material of slowing the metronome down
to its slowest mark, 42, and playing a note
every two ticks, going through the first
page of Stick Control and spending five
minutes on each exercise. The goal was to
give presence and uniformity to the right
and left hands so that you couldn't hear
the difference.

Doing the studio work that I do, I very
seldom get to play a fancy fill or a big, hot
lick. In my jazz recording I do, but most of
the t ime I 'm faced with trying to make mu-
sic wi th in a minimal framework. If you're
going to be playing backbeats on the snare
drum, take half-an-hour a day and turn
your metronome on at a very slow mark-
ing. Then study just the backbeat. No hi-
hats, bass drum, fast rolls or fills around
the toms. Analyze and develop that back-
beat so that it's so fat, and has so much
presence, that when you go in to record it
just knocks people out. You can impress
people with presence and simplici ty as
much as you can with speed.

Drummers are the ultimate accompa-
nists. On the whole, the success of getting
work is to make other people sound good.
The main role of a studio drummer is to
give presence and a good feeling. If you've



got a lot of presence, provide a real good
groove, and make people sound good,
you'll always work.

It is really important for drummers to
understand the variety of language that
producers use. Someone from 1930 is go-
ing to have a different definition of what
"boogie" means than someone from 1980.
The same word will mean different things
to different producers. Look at them as in-
dividuals and know where they are coming
from. Part of your success in studio work
is understanding people, being tolerant of
them, understanding their language and
knowing what they are looking for. I ad-
vise young drummers to play with people
of all ages, and all types of gigs. Even if
you're successful and making a lot of
money playing with a famous rock group,
you've got to take some weddings, ethnic
gigs, anything, because you are going to
broaden your understanding of the musi-
cal experience and language, and then you
can bring it into all forms of music.
CB: What size drums do you prefer in a
studio situation?
SM: I start with a basic set up which con-
sists of an old Slingerland 5 1/2 x 14 snare
drum with a calfskin head, a Yamaha
9000R recording set with a 14 x 22 bass
drum, and 8 x 8,8 X 10, 8 x 12 and 10 x
14 toms. In addition, I take along three ex-
tra tom-toms, four extra snare drums, an-
other bass drum, and a large variety of
cymbals.
CB: What type of drum heads do you use
in the studio?
SM: Currently, a blue Evans oil head on
the bass drum. It seems to have a real nice
roundness, plus a good punch. But you
have to be careful with that head because if
you use a wooden beater you'll end up with
a wet leg. I use a hard felt beater. I like the
calfskin for the snare drum because it has a
certain natural mellowness. With plastic
heads on the snare I was always using a lot
of muffling and unnatural tuning. With
calfskin it sounds ready to go 90% of the
time. Sometimes, because of the weather,
I've got to tune it a little, but it's got a natu-
ral muffling. Calfskin is very easy to record
with because the overtones tend to be in the
mid-range or lower.
CB: What do you use on the toms?
SM: Remo CS black dot heads. I like to use
bottom heads, but for most of the jingle
dates I use singleheaded toms. The CS
heads seem to be fine for television work.

An important fact to remember about
picking all these various heads and equip-
ment is that studio speakers are deceptive.
You go from the studio into the control
booth and listen on those speakers and
everything sounds fantastic. But the ult i-
mate test is what it's going to sound like
coming out of a $100.00 black and white
television or a car radio. In fact, I use 3"
speakers to check out my drum sound.
CB: In a live situation what kind of heads

do you use?
SM: Very often, for any kind of rock gig, I
use the same set up as I use in the studio.
Sometimes I'll pull a bit of the muffling off
the drums. When I'm playing jazz I use the
standard double-headed drums with Remo
Ambassadors on the toms and bass and a
Diplomat on the snare.
CB: Do you use any unique muffling tech-
niques in recording situations?
SM: Kenny Hopkins, a former engineer at
the old Wally Heider's in San Francisco,
turned me on to a muffling technique that
we used with white-coated heads. Then we
adapted the technique over to CS heads
when they came out.

First , make sure your tom head is
evenly-tensioned to the tone you want.
Then take a drumstick and lightly hit the
drum head about half an inch from the
center of the head. Take the middle finger
of your free hand and touch the head very
l ightly, much the same as a guitarist would
touch his guitar strings to get a harmonic,
and go around the edge of the black dot.
As you're tapping the head, and moving
your finger around the circle, you'll find a
spot where the harmonic opens up a half
step or goes down a half step. In other
words, you can move your finger back and
forth, and you'll find that at a certain spot
you'll be getting, say, an A, and then an A
flat, and then an A again. You then cut a 1"
x 1" square of gaffer's tape and you place
it directly over the spot where you find this
cross-over harmonic. Continue to cut off
the gaffer's tape squares and carefully
press them on top of each other until the
clashing harmonic disappears. I generally
end up using about six to eight squares on
each tom. It tends to eliminate the disso-
nance in the upper harmonics in the head
and reinforce the fundamental . This
means you'll get a good clean tone. It's
something that makes engineers very
happy.
CB: How do you muffle your snare drum?
SM: I use chamoise leather. I usually buy a
6" x 6" piece and roll it up into a cylindri-
cal shape, then put the chamoise right
along the inside rim of the snare drum so
that it rests on the head. Then, using one
tiny strip of tape, I put it over the center of
the chamoise to keep it in place.
CB: Do you have any pet peeves concern-
ing engineers and producers?
SM: One pet peeve I have, when dealing
with some engineers, is the over-miking of
drums. Occasionally the technology tends
to rule engineers' th inking, and they be-
come so engrossed in it that they lose sight
of the magic of artistic creation. At one
jingle session I had 25 mic's on my drums!
I think it was the worst my drums ever
sounded. It was an impossible situation.
The engineer gave me the old standard
line, "we'll fix it in the mix." I heard th e
tape later and it was as bad as it originally
had sounded. The mic's were cancelling



and phasing each other out and my drums
sounded l ike cardboard boxes.

I'd say my biggest pet peeve is with pro-
ducers who don't understand the fragile-
ness of the musical experience. In trying to
get perfection out of parts, certain pro-
ducers wil l do as many as 90 takes. Part of
the problem is that some producers don't
have a musical experience of their own to
rely on. Their decision of whether or not a
track is good is based on whether every sin-
gle note of the kick drum is exactly with the
click track, or every single guitar note is
exactly in tune. They listen to each note
rather than the overall effect. I t 's l ike miss-
ing the forest for the trees. When a pro-
ducer takes too much time on every l i t t le
point, the musician's attention span tends
to give way, and if you have to play a com-
mercial 90 times, the last 85 are going to be
wasted. Anyone going into production
should understand that timing is very im-
portant . I f a producer wants a successful
studio experience, it's the work before-
hand that counts.

My advice to drummers getting into re-
cording is that you have to have stamina
and endurance, and be able to hang
through the weaknesses of all these people.
It 's a matter of being very persistent, un-
derstanding and tolerant.
CB: Given the ideal situation, how do you
l ike to have yourself recorded?
SM: I l ike to record in a nice large studio
with one mic' on the kick drum, a snare
mic', hi-hat mic', one over the concert
toms (8" and 10"), one over the mid-range
toms (12" and 14"), one on the floor tom,
and two overhead mic's to pick up the en-
tire set. Now that's pretty heavy miking,
but that set up will create a nice studio
sound that 's real good.

Stil l , one of my favorite ways to record
is just one mic', overhead, near the middle
of the set. This way I can totally control the
entire balance of my sound.
CB: Are there any recording sessions that
you've done that you are par t icular ly
proud of?
SM: I 'm particularly happy with the music
that Ed Bogus put together for a show
called Race for Your Life, Charlie Brown.
The show has very l i t t l e dialogue, and I get
to play some nice grooves with the anima-
tion. I t came off real nice, and the drums
sounded beautiful .
CB: Do you have any goals or innovations
that you'd l ike to contribute to the art of
drumming?
SM: I feel that we're heading into a period
where percussion is going to be what
strings were for the symphony. Many pri-
mative cultures have developed extremely
advanced percussion ensembles and I
th ink that Western culture, America in
particular, is heading into a percussion
phase. We're going to have large percus-
sion orchestras. There is a need for live,
organic, acoustic music in everybody's

life. People need to have that connection
with their heartbeats and nature, and the
religious experience that the drums con-
vey. The number-one role of drummers is
bringing people a mystical, peaceful expe-
rience. People need us, and drummers are
developing right now for this new phase of
music. People need to know the next beat
is going to be there.

One of my goals is to form a percussion
production company that would bring to-
gether a large group of drummers from all
of the various styles, using different combi-
nations of these very talented people and
making music that's strictly percussion for
film and television music. Later we could
move into another area, where we could
make video discs of our performances.
Drumming is such a naturally beautiful
visual art as well as an audio art. I'd like to
contribute to this vision of having drum-
mers get together and raising our own con-
sciousness and consequently opening the
doors for more composition from some of
our better composers and from ourselves.
Groups l ike Max Roach's M'Boom and
Mickey Hart's Rhythm Devils are just be-
ginning to open the door in this field. What
I see for the future is drummers getting to-
gether with other drummers and forming a
renaissance and a development of this an-
cient art and bringing it into our culture so
it becomes a respected musical entity.

I had the opportunity to do a film score
with Johnny Rae and the late Cal Tjader.
The three of us just improvised; it was fan-
tastic, we played for a large part of a wild
l i fe educational film. We just laid it down
with no overdubs.
CB: Group playing is wonderful, because
as soon as you interact with others, you, as
an individual , can come up with ideas that
you couldn't possibly have thought of by
yourself.
SM: Right, bringing drummers together
will create this, and unti l we start getting
together as units, we're not going to inspire
the faith in composers, and we're not go-
ing to inspire the ideas in ourselves. In San
Francisco, Barry Jekowsky had formed a
percussion ensemble bringing symphony,
jazz, rock and ethnic specialties together.
After only three concerts, at least a half-
dozen new repertoire pieces have been
added to the percussion.

The primary reason I play would be the
wonderfully warm, satisfied feeling that I
have in my soul when I play. It 's become as
important to me as food. I play almost
every day, even if there aren't any other
people around. When I 'm playing, I feel
l i ke I 'm having a religious experience.
Someone once asked Charlie Parker what
religion he was; he said "musician." When
I play with other people I feel this amazing
ESP and multiplying of energies where the
sum of three musicians is 90. On a broader
scale, I feel that I am passing this religious
experience, and the unity of rhythm, on to
everyone who hears i t .



by David Garibaldi

Rock Coordination Studies

This is a simple coordination study involving sticking permutations over a foot pattern. Concent rate on cleanliness of execution and make
each variation "lock in." Playing the entire study quickly and at a moderate volume can be of great benefit. In this instance use RH/ride
cymbal, LH/snare drum, same foot pattern. Included with the stickings are some sound-source suggestions. Please experiment!

RH/bell of cymbal, bell-type sounds, side of floor tom, cowbell—it's your choice! LH/snare drum.





ESG: How did rehearsals go for you?
DC: Real well. We rehearsed at both Nancy's and Howard's
houses in Seattle. Howard has a four-track studio, and everything
we did went onto tape, which is a real luxury. So we made demos at
his house. I t was really, really nice.

Within a period of one week, we were able to learn and put down
seven tunes. I t really didn't take us very long, because we treat it so
professionally.
ESG: I noticed that at one point you guys managed to record two
cuts a day in the studio with Olsen. That's pretty impressive.
DC: Well, it 's really not out of the ordinary. I mean, it's not l ike
it's everybody's first album! We were real organized going in, so
we just went in there and banged 'em out. The arrangements
weren't rehearsed to death, and we never had to push hard. I t all
came naturally.
ESG: Did Ann and Nancy or Howard ever come in with charts for
you?
DC: No. Ann and Nancy usually come in with a cassette with just
an accoustic guitar, and sometimes a bass, and a basic groove. The
band arranges everything after that, which is really nice. Every-
body gets input that way.
ESG: What gear did you use in the studio?
DC: Essentially my old drum kit—the Rotos, my Simmons and a
Ludwig bass and 6 1/2" snare. I used a shallower Ludwig snare—5-
1/2X 14—on one cut. For cymbals, I used both my regular Paiste
China types, my Rude crash, a 19" 2002 crash, and a 20" Sound
Creation China type with a 14" 404 bottom hi-hat mounted on top
of it for special effects. I also used an Icebell for special effects. And
I used both my hi-hat set-ups.

I changed over to Tama in April of this year—my Ludwig con-
tract expired last October. So now I endorse Tama drums.
ESG: Did you find yourself having to do anything in the studio that
was radically different from what you did with Montrose and St.
Holmes when you recorded with Heart?
DC: As far as the sound of the drums, no. I record pretty much the
same way all the time. I sometimes tuned my Rotos to the track, so
that they were in the same key as the song. I l ike to get different
colors; different sounds on the drums.

But as far as the songs go, I l ike to think that I'm adaptable to
any sort of situation. I just happened to have played in those bands
that are, quote, "heavy metal." That's the kind of music that I like
to play, but I also th ink I can do lighter, more delicate things too .

For instance, there's a song that Nancy wrote—"Danny"—that
has almost a samba feel. It was a different feel for me than anything
I've played for a while, but I had no problems with i t . And there's a
song that Ann wrote—"Sleep Alone"—that has more of l ike a
heavy rhythmic groove. Most of the other songs on the album are
like this—pretty straight ahead.

As far as the way the drums are set up, I never really change
anything. I make myself comfortable. And then it's up to the engi-
neer and the producer to work around me. I make sure that my
drums sound good, and that they're tuned properly. I t h ink the
player needs to be comfortable. That's really important.

It 's a real drag to go into a studio when you're used to playing a
double-headed bass drum and somebody wants to take the front
head off and put a bunch of pillows in there. I've run into situations
in the studio where I ' l l set up and the engineer wil l go, "Oh my
God! I can't mike your drums! Your cymbals are too close to your
toms. You'll have to raise them up," or something like that . Or
they want to put wallets on all your drums. I don't know where that
whole padding down the drums thing came from—maybe from
guys who weren't too experienced in the studio years ago who
didn't know how to tune drums, and that was the only way they
could get a good sound out of your kit . Anyway, it's something
that 's bothered me for a long time.



ESG: Who else have you recorded with?
DC: Al Stewart—I did his last album. And I did one album with a
group called Saint Paradise. Of course, that's all in addition to my
work with Meisner, Sammy, Montrose and Gamma.
ESG: What companies do you endorse other than Paiste and
Tama?
DC: Vic Firth sticks—I use their SD-1 generals. I used to use Regal
Tip 2-S sticks. I would get them unfinished from the factory. When
you play real hard and sweat a lot, you can have trouble holding
onto a stick with the finish on it. We tried everything—tape, for
instance, but that just ruins your hands. So Tommy Aldridge
turned me on to getting the sticks from the factory unfinished. The
only problem is they warp if they sit around for a long time.

Now my roadie, Gary Clark—believe me, I'd be lost without
him!—sands the Vic Firths to get the finish off of them. That cures
the problem.
ESG: Do you use any mallets at all for special effects?
DC: Yeah, I use cotton-head mallets on the cymbals for "Mistral
Wind."
ESG: What do you do to maintain your equipment on the road?
DC: Gary changes the drum heads about every three shows—
they're pretty much shot by then. The tonality has gone out of
them, and they start sagging in the center.

As far as the hardware goes, I used to be real hard on i t . But
there's a lot of good hardware out now, and we use a lot of preven-
tative maintenance. Cymbal filters are changed quite frequently so
they don't wear out. So nothing breaks on the gig, usually.

Roadies are unsung-hero type guys. But Gary makes it really
easy for me—we work hand in hand. He's an amazing guy. He's
conscientious, and he always does a good job.



ESG: He's marvelous! How did you find him?
DC: He was with Heart. In fact, he was Derosier's roadie, too. I
had a guy from San Francisco who had been with me for a couple
of years who was really good. I wanted to take him with me when I
was first asked to join Heart. But they wanted to keep Clark and
see how we got along together, and it's really been nice. He's real
good. He's one of the best drum roadies I've ever known.

There are a lot of times when the band can't get to soundcheck.
But Clark gets it together. If I don't get a chance to tune my drums
when I walk onstage, I have total confidence that everything's go-
ing to be right. I think we had—outside of the Simmons drums
fouling up there a few times—one bass drum pedal break in a con-
cert. And that was it.

I've really gone out of my way to buy really good stuff. That's
why I bought the Sonor hi-hat stand. I saw it at the NAMM show,
and I said, "Man, I've got to have it!"

Preventative maintenance is the key, though. You've got to stay
on top of everything day in and day out.
ESG: How do you practice? Do you concentrate on beats or work
out rudiments or what?
DC: It all depends. Sometimes I ' l l practice to just a metronome.
Sometimes I ' l l practice to my drum machine. I ' l l set up a rhythm,
go down and just start playing. I ' l l record most of it , listen back to
it and see if there are any good ideas, and try to expand on them. I
also go back to my stick control books and play some of my favor-
ite stuff out of them.
ESG: How do you warm up for concerts? When you play with
Heart, you really work up a sweat and put out a lot of energy. So
do you do any physical conditioning to prepare yourself? You're
obviously on a fairly grueling circuit during concert season.
DC: Yeah, we play l ike two-hour concerts. I get a little break in
between when they do their softer tunes, but two hours is a long
time to play.

I don't really do any conditioning. I'm pretty active when I'm at
home. I play racquetball and golf, and I have a lot of other inter-
ests outside music. My wife Lori and I hike a lot. And we've just
had a new addition to the Carmassi family—a wonderful l i t t le girl
named Angela Cora. She was born last November 28, and it 's re-
ally neat having a little baby. She's really a gas! So all in all, I guess
we keep pretty busy.

Mark Andes, our bass player in Heart, runs every day—he's
religious about it , and he's in great, great physical shape. I tried
running about a year ago and really noticed a difference, but I'm
just not that disciplined. It's not real exciting for me.
ESG: Let's talk some more about Mark. How important is the bass
player/drummer relationship to setting the groove when you're
playing with Heart?
DC: Very essential. I really enjoy playing with Mark. He has a real
good feel, and he's real solid. That, to me, is more important than
anything. The amount of notes you play is not important—it 's the
basic feel.
ESG: Do you have any favorite bass players that you've worked
with?
DC: Jimmy Haslip—I did a movie soundtrack with him. He plays
in the Yellow Jackets with Robben Ford. Tom Erak from Seattle is
a really good player—I played with him on the Randy Meisner
sessions. Jay Davis with Rod Stewart's group is real hot. And
there's this guy named Robin I played with on the Al Stewart al-
bum. And, of course, Mark. I really like playing with Mark.
ESG: What's your philosophy regarding the function of a drum-
mer?
DC: I think it changes with the type of music you play. For rock,
the drummer has to be the foundation of the band. And yet you
can't be str ict ly a timekeeper. You have to be creative wi th in that
framework. For jazz and other types of music, you probably don't



need a timekeeper as much as somebody with feeling.
ESG: So what makes a good drummer a good musician?
DC: Being sensitive to the other musicians in the band. And listen-
ing. You can't lay something down and say, "I'm not gonna
budge . . ."
ESG: You've been with Heart now for over a year. How has your
life changed?
DC: It 's been a fast year; just non-stop. I really haven't had too
much time to enjoy different things that I l ike to do. Mostly, I guess
I've just been real busy. I haven't been home much at all, so I like
to bring Lori and the baby with me on the road whenever possible.

But the band's attitude about performing is so confident, so pro-
fessional and relaxed—something I haven't been used to in the
past. They just walk out on stage and do i t , which really makes the
performance fun. Performing with them is like a breath of fresh
air; nobody gets all weirded out, before or after the show. The
whole organization is geared towards making everything real easy
for the players. The band has had a lot of success, and they've
surrounded themselves with good, competent people. I t ' s amazing
how everybody gets along so well. It's a good atmosphere to be in.

Whenever new people come into a band, there's always a rush of
energy; new blood being pumped in. So far, the excitement is still
going on.
ESG: Where does Denny Carmassi see himself ten years from
now?
DC: Still playing the drums . . . in some capacity! I ' l l always play.
I don't know if I'll be in Heart ten years from now, but I ' l l be doing
something.
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by Rick Van Horn

Creature Comforts
How many hours each week do you actu-
ally spend behind your drums? If you work
l ike I do, five nights a week, five sets a
night, that works out to around 25 hours
performing. A couple of rehearsals a week
adds another six to eight hours, so my total
is around 33 hours per week. Many drum-
mers work six nights a week (I used to),
and might do more rehearsing, so the like-
lihood of a 40-hour work week is not at all
unusual among steady players.

When you spend this much time in your
working environment, I believe you owe it
to yourself, and to your playing, to be as
comfortable as possible in that environ-
ment. You work hard, you've practiced
diligently, you've developed skills that you
wish to use to the optimum in order to give
the best possible performance. There
should be no outside factors—no physical
or psychological inhibitions—to prevent
you from doing your best. You don't get
any brownie points for "playing hurt," or
having to work harder than necessary, or
for being uncomfortable on your job. On
the contrary, professional players will do
all that they can to insure their personal
comfort while performing, so that their
concentration can be entirely on the play-
ing, and not on some nagging discomfort.

I'd like to give you some suggestions,
based on my own experience and those of
other players I've talked to, on how to
make your working environment more
conducive to a comfortable, quality per-
formance.
1. The drumset: This is the most basic ele-
ment in your physical comfort. How you
set up the k i t—the relationships between
the drum and cymbal adjustments and the
distance you have to move to reach
everything—is the largest factor in how
you feel while playing. You should not
have to stretch, nor should you ever have
to move in such a way as to be out of bal-
ance, in order to strike anything on the set.
A drumset, large and mechanical as it may
seem, is the most personal of all instru-
ments, because it must li terally be con-
structed around the individual player, and
tailor-fitted to that player's size, arm and
leg reach, etc. Be sure that you can play
around your set with economy of move-
ment, without the need for any special
gymnastics in order to play on any part of
the ki t .

2. The drum stool: This is the single most
important piece of equipment, relative to
playing comfort, on the drumset. Back in
the Dec. '81/Jan. '82 issue of MD, I did a
feature comparing drum thrones, i men-
tioned the importance of comfortable pad-
ding to prevent backstrain, and also to pre-
vent the "cutting" of the undersides of
your thighs by the edge of the seat. If your
seat has l i t t l e or no padding, or the pad-
ding has flattened down over the years,
then either replace it or re-pad it. You can
easily buy a three- to four-inch thick piece
of polyfoam at an upholstery or fabric
shop (many are sold pre-shaped as the pad-
ding for sofa pillows) and trim it to fit on
top of the existing seat. Using the fabric of
your choice (leather, vinyl, canvas, heavy
denim, etc.), cut a piece large enough to
cover the new foam and then wrap down
and around to the underside of the seat.
Staple or tack the new cover onto the wood
base that is the seat's bottom, and if you
desire, sew all the folds or pleats into seams
to make a good, tight fi t . Now you have a
nice, plush seat.

Once you have the bottom of the seat
comfortable, what about your back? In
the same drum stool article I explained
how important backrests on drum stools
are. Some brands of thrones have back-
rests available as options (Sonor is a nota-
ble example; Humes & Berg is another)
and several others used to but have since
discontinued those models. This is regret-
table, because the opportunity to lean back
against some solid support, at least be-
tween tunes if not during them, is impor-
tant towards rel ieving "drummer 's
crouch" and the seemingly unavoidable
backache that results from it. If your stool
is constructed in such a way as to accept a
backrest, even if the company no longer
makes one, then perhaps you can. I made
the one I use in combination with my Rog-
ers 1976 model Samson throne, and I was
able to attach it with no difficulty. In many
cases, with a l i t t le ingenuity on your part,
you can come up with a workable backrest
at surprisingly low cost. I earnestly recom-
mend you try it , because the return in com-
fort will far outweigh the ini t ia l investment
in time and money.

Another way to avoid backstrain is to be
absolutely sure that the stool is adjusted to
the optimum height for your body size,

and for your style of playing. As your play-
ing style changes to meet new musical de-
mands, your set-up should also change to
facilitate the different movements you'll
be making in the patterns and fills you'll be
playing. I used to sit fairly low, with the
drums also low and flat—very traditional
jazz/big band style. As I got more and
more into rock playing, and needed more
impact power on the bass drum and toms, I
raised the toms, and found it more com-
fortable to play if I also raised my seat.
Now, on occasions where I 've played
someone else's drums, I've been very un-
comfortable at lower levels, and my back,
calves and ankles ache at the end of the
night from the unfamiliar angles created
by the different seat level. Even if you've
been playing for several years at your cur-
rent height, if you feel any pain or tension
in your back, legs or feet, try experiment-
ing with your seat height (only a l i t t le at a
time, higher or lower) to find a more com-
fortable level. You might be surprised at
how a quarter of an inch one way or the
other can make a tremendous improve-
ment for you.

One l i t t l e added feature that I use on my
drum seat is a towel. I sit on it. This does a
number of things for me. It keeps my bot-
tom more comfortable when I'm playing;
it keeps the perspiration that beads up on
the vinyl seat cover from soaking the seat
of my pants; it prevents that perspiration
from leeching out the dye in the vinyl and
staining my clothing. I have seen seats that
were covered in fabric, rather than vinyl,
and of course they didn't have the bead-up
problem, as perspiration tended to soak
through the fabric cover and be absorbed
by the foam padding. But the problem
with this is that after a period of t ime the
fabric becomes unsightly due to staining,
and the foam tends to hold the perspira-
tion odor, making the stool rather unpleas-
ant, if not uncomfortable. The towel I use
is easy to remove and wash, so I always
have a fresh seat to work on.
3. Perspiration: Let's talk about ways to
keep perspiration problems to a minimum.
If you perspire heavily (and even if you
don't), you should use an antiperspirant
before going on stage. You owe this to
your band and your customers as a simple
courtesy anyway, but it wil l help to mini-
mize the interference with your playing



that heavy perspiration can cause. You
should definitely have a towel available to
wipe your face and hands if necessary, and
that towel should be within easy reach at
all times. Once again, just as a courtesy to
others and a hygienic protection for your-
self, wash the towel often, or keep several
going in rotation. Do not leave used, soiled
towels on stage to ripen. You're working in
a nightclub—you don't want it to smell
l ike a locker room.

I f your wardrobe and appearance re-
quirements permit, the use of wristbands
can be helpful to prevent stick slippage. I f
your palms perspire heavily and stick grip
is a serious problem, consider drum
gloves, which are available commercially,
and advertised in this magazine.

Perspiration can be a problem, but it is
one you should deal wi th reasonably. You
should not turn your problem into one for
the entire band. I once knew a drummer
who insisted on towelling his face, his
hands and his sticks between every tune.
You can imagine what this did to the mo-
mentum of the group's performance. This
was an unreasonable and overindulgent
solution to the problem. You can minimize

the amount of perspiration that actually
interferes with your playing by the meth-
ods I've described.
4. Air and temperature control: One way
to minimize perspiration problems is to
keep as cool as possible while working. I
heartily endorse the use of personal fans
on stage. Of course, their effectiveness at
reducing the temperature around you will
vary with the heat of lights, the size of the
crowd, the effectiveness of the room's own
cooling system, and many other factors.
But at least a fan can keep the air moving
around you, and prevent the stifling feel-
ing that can occur in a crowded club. The
size of the fan you use wil l depend on your
budget, the amount of space you have for
i t , and how visible you want or don't want
it to be. One word of caution: a fan should
not be blowing directly on you, no matter
how tempting that might be. You risk chill-
ing yourself too quickly after becoming
heated while playing, and that quick chill-
ing can create muscle cramps and throat
problems.

Lately, some new products have come
on the market, some of which are called air
ionizers, and others simply smoke-eaters.

The smoke-eaters tend to be simple suction
pumps which pull in air containing smoke
and dust, pass it through a filter and then
blow it out again. The ionizers are elec-
tronic devices that place an electromag-
netic charge in the air, which is supposed to
stick to smoke and dust particles, causing
them either to drop out of the air, or dis-
perse in such a way as to reduce local air
pollution around the device. I can't hon-
estly say how effective these small units
might be in the heavily polluted atmos-
phere of a club, but I do know some per-
formers who swear by them. Perhaps the
benefit is purely psychological, or perhaps
it is genuinely physical—I'm not an au-
thority. But it might be worth checking
out. Possibly if everyone in the band had
one nearby, the combined effect might be
positive. Anything that can reduce the irri-
tation to your respiratory system, espe-
cially if you sing, will contribute to your
overall comfort while working.
5. Refreshments: I certainly see nothing
wrong with having a cool drink available
for sipping between tunes. Whether or not
it's an alcoholic drink is up to you, al-
though I'd like to point out that plain or



sparkling water will refresh your system
more effectively, without any additional
effects. Alcohol is first a stimulant, and
later a depressant, so it can create differ-
ences in your physical condition over the
course of the evening. In order to make it
easier to grab a quick drink between num-
bers, you need some handy place to keep a
glass within reach. The top of a speaker
cabinet, a trap case, or some other table-
like surface is not bad, if it isn't so conspic-
uous as to seem unsightly. (For safety rea-
sons, never place a glass on or near an
amplifier, P.A. board, keyboard instru-
ment, or any other electronic equipment
which could be damaged by a spilled
dr ink.) There are a few commercially
available towel-and-glass racks that clamp
onto any of your stands to keep a drink
and a towel handy. I see nothing wrong
with keeping your favorite refreshment on
stage with you, but I do think you should
not have more than the current glass or
bottle. I intensely dislike the look of a stage
cluttered with empty glasses or beer bot-
tles. I think it cheapens the appearance of
the band, and makes the performance
seem unprofessional.

A personal habit I acquired as a defense
against dry throat while singing is the use
of non-medicated throat lozenges. It's
easy to pop one into your mouth before a
tune, and just tuck it in a cheek out of the
way. The lozenge dissolves slowly, keeping
the mouth and throat refreshed and lubri-
cated for quite a while. Some singers I
know prefer to use such a lozenge momen-
tarily, then remove it to sing, but I found
no difficulty in singing while the lozenge
was still in my mouth. I suppose it's just a
matter of getting used to it. But if you've
ever had a "dry tickle" in your throat
while in the middle of a tune, unable to
reach for a drink, then you'll appreciate
the constant source of moisture provided
by a lozenge.

While we're on the subject of dryness, I
recommend the use of Chapstick or some
similar lip balm if the air conditioning in
your club tends to dry your lips. This can
also happen with the use of a personal fan.
Chapstick containers are small and easily
kept near you on stage, or in a pocket.
Used on each break, it can make a great
deal of difference to the long-term condi-
tion of your lips. Seriously chapped lips
are painful, and singing with sore lips is no
fun at all. Take care of the problem with
this simple solution.
6. Hands and feel: Your hands may or may
not take a tremendous beating, depending
on how hard you play and how much you
abuse them. It might be a matter of just a
couple of callouses, or you might be blis-
tering your hands consistantly. Remember
that your hands are your primary tools in
your occupation. If they get too sore to
work, you're out of a job. The regular use
of a good quality hand lotion will soften

callouses and prevent dry skin problems. A
particular problem I had was that I'd build
up a small callous along the side of my
thumb, which would then become dry and
would crack, inviting a small but aggravat-
ing infection. The use of hand lotion mini-
mized this problem for me.

Blisters are an indication that something
is literally "rubbing you the wrong way."
There are some mechanical/technical sug-
gestions I would make first, such as: (a)
Examine your playing style and grip. If
you play traditionally and blister your left
hand, perhaps a switch to matched grip
would give you more power without blis-
ters, (b) Evaluate the size of sticks you are
using to judge whether you are squeezing
too hard, and whether you are doing too
much of the work and a larger size might
be indicated, (c) Consider miking your
drums if you have to hit so hard that blis-
ters result.

If, after careful consideration and ap-
propriate action, you still get blisters regu-
larly, then you need additional protection
for your hands. Some drummers simply
have softer skin than others, and must deal
with this problem in order to play comfort-
ably. I've seen drummers tape up their
hands in a similar fashion to conga play-
ers, but I find this awkward when handling
sticks, which conga players aren't con-
cerned with. My suggestion would be to try
a drum glove instead.

Aching feet are a regular complaint
among loud players, especially those who
play their bass drum in the heel-up style.
This style of playing calls for a repeated
impact of the toes and/or the ball of the
foot immediately behind the toes against a
hard metal footplate. Even though I mike
my bass drum, I still play hard, and by the
second or third night of the work week my
toes feel cramped and the ball of my foot
seems bruised. I've tried playing in soft-
soled shoes, but I prefer to play in a shoe
with a fairly high heel—more like a dress
boot—and these are generally not avail-
able with a soft sole. So recently I've been
using Dr. Scholl's (famous among drum-
mers for Moleskin) Air-Pillo Insoles.
These are thick, ventilated foam insoles
that serve to cushion the foot, as well as
keep it cooler. My playing comfort has im-
proved dramatically, and my feet feel
much less fatigued at the end of the night.
A pair of these costs around $1.98 at the
local drugstore, and just might be one of
the best investments you'll ever make.
7. Clothing: This seems like it should be
obvious, but my experience talking with
other drummers has been that it isn't. You
should wear clothing that is comfortable,
cool, and easy to move in. I'm aware that
many bands are uniformed, and the choice
of clothing is not yours to make. However,
if you do wear a band outfit , make sure it is
tailored for your playing requirements,
not just for good looks. A tr imly fitted



sport coat may look great offstage, but if
you can't use your arms freely in i t , and
have to remove it after the first two tunes,
what's the point? Have the coat tailored to
allow the movement you need. Think of
the outfi t as a stage costume: it isn't neces-
sary that it be perfectly fitted streetwear,
so long as it appears to be from where the
audience sees it . It has to be functional as
well as (and to a greater degree than) fash-
ionable.

If you don't wear a band outfit , then
keep in mind which fabrics "breathe,"
and which tend to cling when soaked with
perspiration. If you prefer t ight ly fi t t ing
clothes, because of your body shape or the
fashions appropriate to your club, then get
clothing made from stretchable fabrics
that wil l give you free movement capabil-
ity. Don't bind yourself up unnecessarily.
8. Litter bag: This is a pet peeve of mine. I
hate to see a stage floor l i t tered with
matchsticks, cigarette butts, broken stick
tips, empty guitar string wrappers, old re-
quest notes, and all of the flotsam and jet-
sam that accumulates over the weeks of a
steady gig. I find such a trashy environ-
ment depressing to work in, and unprofes-
sional to look at from the audience's point
of view. So a few years ago I started plac-
ing a simple paper litterbag on the side of
my trap case within reach from my set.
Now if I unwrap a lozenge, the wrapper
gets thrown away. I f I pull off a piece of
gaffer's tape that has been on a head, it too

gets thrown away, along with used napkins
and the other junk that would otherwise
l i t te r the floor. When the bag is full , I just
dump it in the trash and return it to the
stage for reuse. I t really keeps the stage
looking cleaner, and keeps me from being
psychologically influenced by a depressing
environment.
9. Earplugs: Speaking of psychological in-
fluences, high noise level is a very impor-
tant one. MD ran an article by Jim Dearing
some time ago pointing out the dangers of
loud music relative to ear damage, and of
course this is an element of physical com-
fort you must not overlook. But rather
than reiterate what Jim said, I'd l ike to add
that high noise levels can produce in-
creased tension, aggravation and impa-

tience. Nervous tension affects tempo,
grooves, and general interaction between
players in the group. The use of earplugs,
in addition to their health and safety as-
pect, can be a major contr ibution to your
psychological well-being and comfort, and
thus to your qual i ty of performance.

All in all, I believe that you should be
very self-indulgent when it comes to pro-
viding for your personal comfort while
performing. Don't be embarrassed to take
whatever steps are necessary to improve
your working environment, because it can
only help to improve your work. Take care
of number one, and you'll find that you'll
then have greater personal concentration,
and a better atti tude toward the rest of the
group.



We've done a lot of field testing; we
don't do "Ivory Tower" management. We
don't sit around here trying to confirm
each other's theories, we take 'em out to
the clubs. Again, it's a percentage thing,
because one way to go broke for sure is try-
ing to please everybody. You have to de-
cide who your customers are, what you
think you can do for them, and then you
satisfy those people. Then if you get an
idea to help you satisfy another group
later, then you do that. For instance, the
Super Cymbal Spring came about because
Jack DeJohnette told me he loved the orig-
inal Cymbal Spring, but he couldn't use his
Chinese cymbal on it upside down. He uses
two 18's upside down as crash cymbals,
and once you turn them upside down, all
the weight goes forward. So we fooled
around with it until we came up with a way
to make it . By putting another spring in-
side and making them shorter, we got the
right amount of resistance and the neces-
sary strength. A very small percentage of
cymbals are played upside down, but the
idea for the product really came from the
drummers who use it.

We try to stay in touch with the drum-
mers. I mean, we will educate them as to
what we're trying to do, but we really can't
educate people as to what they should be
doing. What we're trying to say is, "Look,
here are our reasons—check 'em out.
Might be good for you; might not be. But
at least analyze our new products with the
same amount of information that we
would." And based on all the research we
do before we ever bring a product out, we
know that we're going to have a certain
amount of success. I think there's always a
certain amount of resistance that you run
into with a new product, and there are sev-
eral things that allow you to survive. One is
if the product really is viable and it really
does serve a current need. The next thing is
how you conduct your business and repre-
sent yourself to the business community
and your customers.
DD: The industry needs time to get used to
things. My 16-year-old son has been play-
ing with the X-10 Lites right from the start.
He picks up wood sticks and says they're
too long and too l ight . As kids come into
the industry and are looking around at
sticks and hear that wood sticks are break-
ing, they'll just pick up ours and start with
them and never need anything else. Wood
sticks will be something they never even
try.
RB: One of the biggest problems that we
have is that drummers never test a piece of
equipment in the same manner that they
use i t . How do drummers test a drumstick?
They tap it on a glass counter. Ever see a
drummer test a foot pedal? He puts it up
on the counter and takes his fingers and
pushes down on the footboard and says,
"This feels good." That's the last time his
fingers ever touch the footboard of the

pedal; then he puts his boots on and starts
stomping the heck out of the pedal. Or he
wants to try a snare drum out, so if he's
lucky, he may get a chance to just tap on it
very lightly.

I actually was in a music store where one
guy was running some kind of phase dis-
tortion unit through an amplifier, another
guy was trying out an electric organ, an-
other guy was trying out an electric piano,
and another guy was trying out a Tele-
caster through an amp. And there was a
big sign on the drums that said: "The Elev-
enth Commandment: Thou shall not play
the drums!'' The store owner had the nerve
to ask me what I thought he could do to
improve his drum business. I said, "Well,
th is is going to seem basic, but the first
thing you've got to do is get rid of that
sign. You're asking a person to spend any-
where from ten bucks to thousands of dol-
lars to buy percussion equipment, and
you're saying 'Don't hit it and don't touch
it. We'll hand it to you with gloves and
you'll like it. ' " Your average music dealer
does not understand drums, and doesn't
even l ike them. They require a huge invest-
ment in a lot of space. Just to set up a dou-
ble-bass drumset with a lot of tom-toms
. . . you know how many amplifiers and
guitars you could put into the space of that
one drumset? On the other hand, the atti-
tude has had to change, because the drum-
set now is a big sale, not only in the cost of
the drums, but the fact that players are us-
ing much bigger sets.

You want to know one of the things we
had to overcome with music dealers? A
guy told us, "Your sticks are great, but I
won't sell them. I like for the sticks to
break; I make a lot of money off of wooden
sticks. I don't want them to last very
long."
DD: Sure is for the drummer, ain't he?
RB: I said, "Wait a minute—don't you
want to sell the best possible product?"
and he said, "Well, if I sell the guy your
sticks he won't walk into my store as of-
ten." I said, "Well, I'm going to sell them
to everyone else around you, and you're
going to be the only guy who's not up to
date."

You cannot stop technology; there's just
no way to do that. I read this great line
somewhere: "There's nothing so powerful
as an idea whose time has come." And that
explains why all of a sudden, after all these
years, there are three or four companies
out there with synthetic sticks. The time
has come. A fad-type product isn't going
to survive, but if a new product satisfies a
need, it will. It goes back to the music.
Drummers are playing very hard, trying to
get up to the level of the rest of the group,
so they are breaking sticks and drumheads
and cymbals. Well, the Cymbal Spring an-
swers a part of that need. And now our
next thing is to answer that same need in
another way with our miking system, so a



drummer can sit down and play normally,
in a relaxed way and get enough sound.
RVH: How far has the development come
on the miking system?
RB: The development is finished. We took
a prototype unit several months ago to Mc-
Cune Sound, which is one of the largest in
the United States, and they tested it outside
in a parking lot with all their equipment.
DD: Outside! They didn't want to hear any
"room" sound, just what was really hap-
pening.
RB: We didn't tell them anything—we just
said, "We have this unit and we'd like to
know what you think." After listening
they said, "That's the best drum sound
we've ever heard. When can we get a unit?
We want to start using it on concerts."
And this part of the test was done without
EQing anything. Once they messed around
with it, they said, "We can't believe it's so
easy." It's because they're not getting the
normal distortion that tends to happen
with drum mic's. The secret is that power
extender that we have.

We've done an unusual thing in the
sense that we're not saying, "Here's a mi-
crophone," we're saying, "Here's a sys-
tem." And Dave's designed a clamp that's
incredible—it'll fit on anything that's not
nailed down. I t ' l l fit on a bongo drum, on a
conga, timbales, a tom-tom . . . any-
place.
RVH: MD recently ran a feature with sev-
eral engineers discussing their choices for

mic's on drums, and several seemed to
agree that condenser mic's were good in
some applications but not in others. Why
then use only condenser mic's in your sys-
tem?
DD: First of all, a condenser mic' has a
really small, thin diaphragm. It responds
right now to any lit t le thing it hears. A dy-
namic has a big diaphragm and a big coil,
and when you put sound into it, it has to
move a big giant mass. So you don't get
what you call "attacks" off of things. Con-
densers pick up the stick hit t ing the head
even before you hear the drum, so you hear
the attack, and that's what drums are—
nothing but attack sound; percussive
sound. Condensers pick up the percussive
sound better than any mic' in the world,
but the reason people didn't use them is
because they are very fragile, and very ex-
pensive. Not that they didn't l ike the
sound, because the frequency response is
the flattest of any mic' made; it's so accu-
rate it just gets everything.
RB: A microphone is l ike a lot of other
pieces of equipment—it's only as good as
the system it's used with. By developing
this power range extender, we've managed
t o . . .
DD: Get rid of all the bad points why they
never used condensers. That's why, when I
take these out to clubs, the sound engineers
who've been using thei r special mic's
around the kit for ten or fifteen years . . .
the only reason why they really tried our

mic's is because of the convenience. They
don't think they're going to work as good
as the mic's they used, but they really dig
the clamping idea—not having to carry
around all the stands and stuff—so they
will agree to give them a try. But when they
hear them, they say "I like 'em. When a
drummer goes around the toms you just
hear that click of the stick hitt ing the
drums and then you hear the drums. We
can use the same mic' on the kick drums,
and nobody's ever done that before."
RVH: Overheads for cymbals?
DD: You don't need overheads. We have a
special clamp that clamps right on the cym-
bal stand and mikes it from underneath.
From our experimenting, a mic' doesn't
know whether it's on the top or bottom of
a cymbal.
RVH: What does your system basically
consist of?
DD: Microphones, special clamps, the
plugging system and power supply.
RVH: What is it that you're boosting to
improve the sound?
DD: It's a dynamic range extender; it actu-
ally extends the sound-pressure level that
the mic' can handle. It increases it rather
than just padding it down.
RVH: And from there it goes into . . . ?
DD: Any mixer. It's six-in, six-out, or we
also make a three.
RB: You can add on to it to suit your
needs.
DD: You can piggyback in increments of



three. We figured that three would be good
for a conga player; he'd have two, with one
mic' left over for a cowbell or something
l ike that.
RVH: If I were totally miking my ki t , I'd
need about 16 mic's. How about cost?
RB: We have a special holder that allows
you to mike two mounted tom-toms at
once. But what you have to remember is
that one-sixth of the power range extender,
plus the cord, the clamp and the mic'—
that one full channel of sound from your
drum to the mixer—will cost less than the
price of an all-purpose microphone alone.
DD: Less than an SM-58 for instance.
RB: Not counting the cord and the stand
that must be used with such a mic'.
RVH: Six in, six-out means an individual
P.A. channel required for each micro-
phone. This then is not a sub-mixing sys-
tem for the drummer to mix himself and
send to one channel of the P. A.?
DD: No. Why make mixers and sub-mix-
ers when there are so many of them out
there that people already have; why try to
compete with that? Just give them good
mic's and let them run any way they want.
RB: We're trying to keep it simple. If you
come up with microphones l ike ours, that
can only be used with our power range ex-
tender, and then tel l them it can only be
used with this mixer, and this wah-wah,
etc., it gets to the point where it becomes
unmarketable. Most groups already have a
lot of equipment; they don't need to buy a
whole new system and start all over again.
What they need is to buy something they
can plug into their existing equipment. We
even discussed the idea of various kinds of
travel cases, but we realized that almost all
groups that travel have great big cases, so
we need soft-type cases so that they can
just keep everything together and then put
it in an existing case. Again, we're doing
our analyzing bit. Do we want to build a
case and make drummers buy it when they
could buy the same thing cheaper from
Anvil or some other case company? Do we
want to add on and make this thing more
complicated, or are people really looking
for something that gives them a really good
sound with a minimum of hassle?
RVH: The entire musical industry seems to
be economically depressed. How does that
relate to the relatively small-cost items
such as yours?
RB: Well, what's happening in the busi-
ness now is that people with products that
are not that valid, or people who haven't
priced their products correctly, or people
who are just not capable of running a busi-
ness, even though they might have a good
idea or two, they're kind of being "weeded
out" right now. What's going to happen is
that the people who survive our current
economy will be in a very strong position
when it picks up. I also think that it will
never again be as easy to go into business in
this country as it was up unti l , say, four or
five years ago. To get into business now is

going to require so much more money than
it would have five years ago, that it auto-
matically leaves the average guy out. The
costs of a building, the cost of financing
. . . we'll never go back to the days when it
was easy to get into business and get
started. We're sort of caught up in a whole
world economic pattern now, and there's
just no easy way to divorce yourself from
it.
DD: The Japanese are really hurting us;
they're the major cause.
RVH: In what specific ways?
RB: Let's take tax advantages. I f you
bought a big piece of machinery, l ike our
tooling, it used to take you eight years to
amortize i t , and now I think it's l ike three,
in the U.S. The Japanese can amortize all
their tooling and get a full tax write-off in
one year. They're playing with a different
set of rules than the American business-
man. Also, they can operate at no profit
for a year or two, unt i l they've established
a foothold in the market. We don't get that
luxury; we have to start paying the rent the
week we go in. They give a business a year
or so to get off the ground. We can't sit
here and just lose money saying "Well,
we're just establishing our place in the
market." We have to earn our way.

I th ink that people can complain about
what the Japanese do—different tax
breaks, different rules, tha t k i nd of
thing—but my own personal opinion is
that it was American management that ru-
ined the American drum companies. All
very short-term thinking. There's a fa-
mous foot pedal that's been on the market
for many years, and when they asked the
man who owned the company, why didn't
they ever improve it , as it did have certain
flaws, his answer was, "Why should we
improve it? Do you know how many of
those we sell?" I f the automobile industry
had that att i tude we'd all still be driving
Model-T Fords. There was kind of an anti-
research thing going on in companies; l ike
a hanging on to the past. They didn' t really
want to improve their products because it
took money, it took brains, it took ideas.
The American companies had the jump on
everybody else, but instead of continuing
to develop their own ideas, they didn't , for
a variety of reasons, and they lost the lead-
ership position in our industry. And let's
face it, the drumset was invented in this
country. The whole idea of playing the
drumset started in this country; the whole
idea of the kind of equipment we have—it
all started in this country. Why did we al-
low ourselves to lose out? I th ink it's be-
cause we had too many accountant-types
running companies. You notice, whenever
it's a private individual who owns the com-
pany, they're always up with the times.
Remo is always in there; Zildjian's come
out with a lot of new stuff; Paiste's got a
whole line of new stuff; LP's got all kinds
of new stuff; Pro-Mark is now making
hickory sticks; Calato's got some new



sticks out. You'll notice right now that it
isn't your small, privately-owned compa-
nies that are in the most trouble—it's the
conglomerates. The problem with big cor-
porations is too many guys spend too
much energy keeping their job, rather than
doing their job.
RVH: You and Dave have been working
together for several years—going back to
your days at Rogers. What's the basis of
your working relationship?
RB: We're two very tenacious guys. Occa-
sionally we have our friendly arguments;
we both have strong opinions and are not
easily sold on an idea. By the same token,
if we start on an idea, it might take us
years, but we generally get it. We're diffi-
cult that way. Dave and I sort of use the
idea—and we've talked this over with Ron,
our other partner—that Dave isn't that
smart, I'm not that smart, and Ron's not
that smart, but collectively we're one
smart person. Everything we do here we all
three have a voice in. Even if you're out-
voted by the other two guys, the reasons
are always very clear. What it winds up
with is very rarely do we ever have a vote
with the three of us where one guy winds
up being opposed to the decision. In other
words, we go through all the alternatives
of what's possible: is this going to cost us
too much to do; can we manufacture it; is
this a practical method; should we make
this change or that change; should we ad-
vertise in this way or that way? We all have

a voice in that. We each have our primary
responsibilities, but we all have a voice in
all of it. By the time we reach the bottom
line of the discussion, generally we all three
agree that there's really no other way to go.
So we don't have the typical kind of in-
fighting that you have in a lot of compa-
nies. We get excited, but it's not a power
play; we can't be promoted or fired. We
either make it, or we sink. So all the tradi-
tional ego games that go on in offices and
companies don't exist here because no-
body has a special position. Dave and I
share our offices, and we either do equally
well or equally bad. There's no need for
any games. So therefore, we're able to con-
centrate on doing the best possible job,
and give a drummer the best possible prod-
uct at a reasonable price. David and I de-
cided that even if we develop our own
building, ultimately, which we will, we're
always going to be in close communica-
tion. If we do a photo session, I want Dave
there. When he goes to check out a prod-
uct, even though I know maybe nothing of
the technical end of it, I'm there. If we
have separate offices sometime, I want
them next to each other. I want a window
where I can say, "Come in here for a min-
ute." I don't want to lose that communica-
tion, because I think that's really where the
death is.

The Japanese companies do much more
market research. They talk to a great many
more people, and they're not arrogant,

They walk around, and they talk to all the
music dealers: "What do you need? What
price range will sell? What's the most pop-
ular? How do you think we should do it?"
They get all these opinions together, and
then they figure out a plan and they go af-
ter it. That's essentially what we're trying
to do. Every decision is made with all the
principals involved, and we ask a whole lot
of people their opinion, before we decide
to go for it.
RVH: You've developed from small acces-
sory items like the Kwik-Key and leather
stick and cymbal bags, to the Cymbal
Springs, which were a fairly simple if more
practical aid for drummers, through
highly sophisticated processes for the crea-
tion of synthetic drumsticks, and most re-
cently a high-tech electronic miking sys-
tem. Do you plan to expand in terms of the
items you have out now, or through fur-
ther diversification and new products?
RB: Yes to all of the above. Our biggest
problem right now is increasing our manu-
facturing capability without losing the
handle on the quality. We can't just order
more material, what we have to do is train
new people, have more space, and more
equipment.

It's such a thr i l l for the two of us to be
able to do the things that we want to do. I
still feel that you can run a business and be
very ethical. And you don't have to hate
people who are in the same business. I
think you can do all of it.



by Glenn Weber

Reading Off A Lead Trumpet Part
We often hear big band drummers talk about reading from a first
trumpet part, or, "reading over the lead trumpet player's shoul-
der," when you're without a part of your own. Less experienced
players may wonder what information a trumpet part can provide.

Because a trumpet has strong dynamic capabilities that project
through the other instruments, it's often utilized to punctuate im-
portant rhythmic passages. The drummer is usually called upon to
reinforce these same figures. The trumpet part, therefore, provides
the rhythmic notation the drummer interprets on the set. Of
course, reading from any of the parts in the band is possible, how-
ever, the trumpet part gives enough additional information to
make it the most practical part from which to read.

Below you'll find a section of the lead trumpet part from a big
band arrangement that requires both Lat in and swing time feels. If
we check the information at the top of the chart, we see the approx-
imate tempo, time signature and the Latin time feel. Knowledge of
this is essential to establish strong, accurate time when starting the
tune.

It's also important to gain an understanding of the form of the
tune so you can anticipate changes in the feel of the music, as well
as where fills may be added. This chart has a 12-measure intro,
followed by al ternat ing eight-measure sections of Latin and
swing(measures 13-44).

An important decision that must be made when reading from a

lead trumpet part is what notes to play and what notes to leave out.
Obviously, the arranger does not want you to reinforce each and
every note played by the lead trumpet. Therefore, it's essential that
you use your "sixth sense" to determine which rhythmic figures
require reinforcement and which do not. Some degree of guess-
work is involved, particularly if you're sightreading the part. But
with a l i t t l e practice, the appropriate figures will begin to pop off
the page. Concentration and careful listening are essential.

The drum line writ ten above the staff on the chart below is a
sampling of how the lead trumpet part can be adapted, simply and
usually on sight. Note that the key rhythmic figures in this arrange-
ment occur at measures 21-28, and again at 37-43. Dotted quarter
notes, when placed on the "an" of "1," or "an" of "3," often
require reinforcement.

Remember: 1) Time is most important. When in doubt, play
time. 2) Notes writ ten within a slur should be avoided. These notes
are played in a smooth, connected manner by the trumpet(Ex.
measures 2-8). Don't confuse a slur, which is a curved line under or
over two or more notes, with a tie, which is a curved line connect-
ing two notes of like pitch. 3) Observe all dynamic markings and
repeat signs.

With a l i t t l e practice, you'll soon find yourself adept at this type
of thing, and you'll be prepared should you find yourself in a big
band situation without a part.





the bands and toured with them?
FB: At that time I only played with Little
Wal te r . But I recorded with Elmore
James, Ruth Brown, Etta James, Muddy
Waters, Bo Diddley, Chuck Berry, Junior
Wells and Buddy Guy. I recorded an al-
bum with Dinah Washington. I recorded
with The Moonglows and The Platters.
The Drifters. I made commercials for 7-
Up. I knew jazz and I was playing blues,
so, I was able to play just about anything
that I wanted to play. I played with Red
Holloway.
SF: What kind of a bandleader was Little
Walter?
FB: Little Walter was about one of the best
harp players I ever knew. I 'm telling you.
He made it possible for the harp players to
really get recognized in my time. He was a
very good bandleader. We toured all over
the United States. North, South, East and
West.
SF: How were the songs written? Would
Li t t le Walter tell everyone what to play?
FB: No, it was more of a cooperative
thing. I had to play something, then Little
Walter had to play something, then the
guitar players would have to play some-
thing. We'd have to have a meeting of the
minds. We'd kick it around and play and if
it didn ' t fit we wouldn't use i t . We'd throw
this out and put something else in. The gui-
tar player would say, "Well, how about
this run? Riff this off." Then we'd try it
with the harp. If the harp couldn't fit in
there right and the drums wouldn't be able
to phrase it right, then we'd say, "No, no.
We don't do it that way. Let's try it an-
other way." A very cooperative thing.

The first big gig we had we went up to
New York City and played at the Apollo
Theater. We only had the four pieces.
Everybody wondered how it would be ac-
cepted. Man, we went there and we tore
that theater up!
SF: Who else was on the bill?
FB: Nappy Brown, The Moonglows, The
Drifters, Slappy White and Buddy John-
son's Big Band.
SF: So Little Walter's band was the only
band—other than Muddy Waters—that
was starting to bring in electric instru-
ments?
FB: No, not really. Muddy Waters was out
way before us. We got on the road first
with the electric band. Muddy didn't start
when we started. We started traveling first
through the Billy Shaw Booking Agency
all across the country, and right behind us
came Muddy Waters. Then Eddie Boyd.
And I made some records with Eddie
Boyd.
SF: Little Walter's band is credited with
being the forerunner of the standard for-
mat of rock 'n' roll bands.
FB: Well, there was another l i t t le thing
too. Actually, the very first rock 'n' roll
show—what you'd call rock—we was

rhythm & blues. This was before rock 'n'
roll was even thought about! We played
for Alan Freed in Cleveland, Ohio, in the
first show he come out with. The first rock
'n' roll show. We traveled the whole East
Coast with that show. We were in on that
with The Drifters, The Moonglows and all
that kind of stuff. But, they don't publicize
that. They publicize the ones when all the
white groups got in . But, Alan Freed
didn't start out with them guys first. He
started with stuff like Little Walter was do-
ing.
SF: How did you get in touch with Alan
Freed?
FB: We didn't get in touch with him, he got
in touch with us! There was so much music
going on then. They talk about a big rock
'n' roll show. Uh uh! It wasn't even com-
ing out then. Our music was there first but
it just didn't sell l ike the other stuff, I
guess. Then the other white bands started
coming in and then that turned them on, I
guess. They went to New York and it really
got on. Freed was a big disc jockey down in
Cleveland. The first big show wasn't as big
as the later shows. But, the first show that I
know about when they talk about rock 'n'
roll coming out was with Little Walter,
The Moonglows, Buddy Johnson and all
them kind of groups.
SF: How long was Little Walter's band on-
stage during those shows?
FB: Each group wouldn't play no more
than a half an hour or 40 minutes because
they had so many people on the show. You
play your three or four numbers and that's
it.
SF: Did you have to back up the other
groups?
FB: I backed up The Moonglows because I
made the record with them. Remember
this big hit they had, "Sincerely"?
SF: When I listen to the Chess records, it
seems like you were able to experiment
more with your drumming when Willie
Dixon started playing bass.
FB: In some instances. A lot of the beats
that we used on a lot of these recordings
was something that I had to improvise and
make up. These were not just straight 1-2-
3-4. You remember a tune called "The
Watusi"? That's another something that I
had to make up. Incidentally, when we did
the tune the group that recorded it had to
make up a new dance to go with the tune!
They were getting ready to start doing
some roadwork, playing at these different
theaters and the people wanted to know
the dance. The beat had to be made up.
Then the Watusi dance came out.
SF: It sounds like before Willie Dixon, you
were having to work harder to hold the
band together. Then when Willie came in,
it sounds like he took a lot of that responsi-
bi l i ty himself.
FB: Maybe so. He wrote a lot of the tunes.
Probably it was his own tunes that he
played a lot of bass on. But, I don't think



that he was holding it together so much.
He's just a hell of a bass player. That was
all. He helped tremendously! He did a lot
of arranging. He's a hell of a good ar-
ranger. He could sit there and hear some-
thing and go, "No, no, no. Wait. You do
this and do that. Let's try it that way."
We'd switch it around. He and I worked
together on a lot of things, l ike a l i t t le tune
I made with him called "Walkin' The
Blues." Here I go to the studio with a set of
drums and I wind up didn't use drums at
all . I put a flat wood board on the floor and
I had to go out and get some taps put on my
shoes. And I walked! They put the micro-
phone close to the floor and we went over it
a couple of times to get the effect. We was
doing the effect on the drums and the
drums didn't sound l ike nobody walking.
Wi l l i e Dixon was doing the voice saying,
"Oh man, I'm getting so tired. But I'm
just walking on down." I was playing the
drums but I said, "No, man. That don't
sound l ike nobody walking. It sounds l ike
some drumming! Wait just a minute." I
went down to the shoe shop and got some
taps put on my shoes. This was an idea I
had myself. I'd done a l i t t le tap dancing
sometime back, but I never did get to it too
good. But, we did i t . I walked: clump,
clump, clump. Right in time with the mu-
sic. When we got through with it every-
body just fell out and laughed. I didn't
even need no drums at all. That was liter-
ally walking the blues! Just me and my
shoes, walking the blues.
SF: Is there a difference in approach to
playing drums in a blues band, a jazz band
or a swing band?
FB: No, not really. I t h ink a drummer—if
you call yourself a drummer—you should
have a knowledge of all types of music.
Don't just stick yourself into one type and
not play nothing else. That l imi ts you.
Then when you want to do something, you
can't because you don't know how. By
travel ing and going different places I
learned more.

I spent t ime over in Africa in 1967. I
went with Junior Wells and a blues band. I
picked up on a lot of the African beats. I
went to some of the African schools and
played with the ta lk ing drummers.
SF: Would you l i ke to go back to Africa?
FB: Oh man, I would. We toured all of
West Africa. We were on tour for about
three months with the State Department.
We toured all of the new African nations
that were going into the U.N. That was
right after the MauMau scourge. The
United States sent an envoy over there that
we were part of. The Junior Wells Blues
Band. I t was the most exhilarating experi-
ence I ever had in my whole life. I was in
drumming country and I had my eyes, ears
and lingers all ready to learn any kind of
thing that I could pick up.
SF: After you'd been playing 10 or 15
years, was the music business what you ex-



pected it was going to be?
FB: Well, no. The music business has been
changing all the time. Learn to change with
it and when you are doing good, save some
money. Everything is not going to be the
same always. You try to be smart about it.
Then there are a lot of other things you're
going to run into. You're either going to be
a whiskey head, a dope head or whatever.
You run into different people with that
kind of stuff going on and you can see the
results of a lot of this stuff. I don't smoke.
That would've been my downfall . I never
did smoke anything. I don't drink. I used
to drink but stopped that. I haven't drunk
anything in over 10 years.
SF: I never knew Lit t le Walter, of course,
but from the history that's written there
seems to have been a lot of dr inking going
on.
FB: Most musicians did a lot of drinking.
They did it for different reasons. But, I
don't mean to get to the point where the
drinking becomes all consuming and you
can't live without i t . There's no such thing
as you've got to have this to do your job.
You don't have to have anything! If you
know your job well enough, you don't
need no crutch.
SF: How did you feel about being in bands
with musicians who drank too much?
FB: It didn't bother me. That's the point.
It don't bother me what you do as long as I
know what I'm not supposed to do.
SF: It never had an effect on the total

sound of the band?
FB: Yeah. I was able to mix with all differ-
ent types and it didn't bother me. I 'm just
going to do what I 'm going to do and that's
it . I treat everybody alright. I don't try to
be overbearing. I don't try to push you
down because of what you want to do.
That's your business. I can see you today
and say, "Hi, man! How are you?" I'm
not going to dwell on what you do. I'm a
drummer and I know my job. Just l ike
you're a mechanic and you know how to
fix that car. You can have all different types
of cars and as long as you know how to
work on cars, you can work on cars. Well,
I'm a drummer. I know how to play my
drums and so that's what I do. A lot of
guys I'd see, it would hurt me to see them
go down the drain. If there's any way I
could help them not to do it I would. Other
than that, there's nothing else I can do.

Here's another thing that was taught to
me when I was in the Army Band in Ger-
many. We had great teachers over there.
One of the teachers had been playing con-
cert for I don't know how many years.
But, he told me that one of the frustrating
things about music is to play music 24
hours a day and not know anything else. In
order to relieve the pressure, you must take
up another thing. Learn another trade.
Learn some way other than music to relax
yourself, because if you don't relax your-
self, you'll be too tight.
SF: What trade did you learn?

FB: Art. Drawing pictures. Camera work.
Photography. That's what I do. I've been
doing photography since about 1949. I
shoot anything. I've got volumes! I just
like to go out and shoot pictures. I used to
take pictures at parties and sell l i t t le pic-
tures here and there. We'd get on a gig and
during the intermission I'd take pictures
and sell them. Then I'd go overseas and at
different places I'd take either moving pic-
tures or s t i l l pictures. I also paint by num-
bers. It 's important to do something else;
to not think about music 24 hours a day
because it ties you up. The tension is too
high, and you don't have no way to release
the pressure. A lot of the guys have a lot of
pressure and don't have no way to release
it. You've got to have a release valve.
SF: What was the toughest part of surviv-
ing when you were doing a lot of road-
work? How did you stay sane?
FB: Well, I read books. Took pictures.
That's about it. I'd go to the movies. I
never did just sit and twiddle my thumbs.
I'd practice to keep my wrists up.
SF: Were you married when you were on
the road?
FB: No. I married in '64. Then I got di-
vorced. Then I remarried. My present wife
and I are just in love and we just have lots
of fun. I don't travel as much now as I did
back in the early days. In the early days I
used to be gone all the time. I traveled all
over the United States and overseas.
SF: Do you work on the spiritual part of
your life? Is that important to you?
FB: Well, yeah. I believe in God. I say my
prayers every night. I bless my food every
meal. I don't belong to no church that I go
to regularly because with the kind of work
that I do, I keep moving all the time.
SF: You have a new jazz band now.
FB: I've got a jazz group that I work off
and on with. Then I work singles by myself
with whoever calls me. The band I work
with is drums, piano or organ, bass and
saxophone.
SF: Do you have any drum students?
FB: No. I used to teach a l i t t le bit. I showed
a lot of the blues drummers a lot of l i t t le
tricks. But I never had time to teach for the
simple reason that I stayed gone and work-
ing all the time. I wouldn't mind teaching
but I don't have the time.
SF: How about clinics?
FB: There's no reason for me to do clinics
because I don't have the time. I'm doing
other things. Today I might be going over
here to take some pictures or going to play
ball. I keep myself busy. I never could just
sit around and do nothing. You've got to
keep your mind active.
SF: It's a shame you don't do clinics to
pass on the tremendous amount of know-
ledge that you have.
FB: I've sat down a lot of times during con-
cert tours. I'd get in a corner and a lot of
the kids would come around and I'd talk
with them. I've talked with kids overseas



and down South. I went on the road with
Charlie Musselwhite one time. We were
down in Tennessee playing a big TV and
radio show. There was about 35 or 40 kids
there and we got into a conversation. They
were asking me questions like, "What do
you think about holding the sticks this
way? " I was giving them my opinion about
different things.
SF: Do you have a preference between
matched grip and traditional grip?
FB: I use traditional myself because it
works good. But, I've seen guys use the
drumsticks like mallets. To me, that gives
off a different sound and a different beat.
It's harder. It's not soft enough. I like my
way best—the traditional—because of the
technique and the pressure. You're not so
much "slamming-bang, slamming-bang."
The drum is a beautiful instrument if you
play it correctly; you can get beautiful
sounds. And your drums should be tuned
so that you can hear different tones coming
out of all the different sizes. You can be
playing in a band and all of a sudden you
hear that their tones are going up. You
can't reach it up if your drums are flat. You
just have a "plop" sound that don't have
no tone. But if you've got tone—if the
band goes up you can go right up with it!
SF: How do you like to tune your drums?
FB: I tune my drums left to right, so that
the two tom-toms have different tones. My
floor tom has the lowest tone. My hardest,
flat tone would be my bass drum. My snare
drum has an intermediate tone. It's be-
tween the two tom-toms on the top, so that
when you flick the snares off you've got
three tones. The two tom-tom tones and
the snare drum in the middle of both of
them.

I never put anything inside the drums. I
never understood why drummers want to
stack all that stuff in there. It's okay for
recording purposes—putting padding in
the drums—but not for when you're play-
ing! That just ki l ls all the tone. You don't
know what you're playing. I don't put no
foreign matter whatsoever in there. The
only thing I have on my bass drum is a Dr.
Scholl's pad right there where the beater
hits so it don't kick a hole in the drum.
When it wears out you put another one on
there.
SF: Are you using a wood beater on your
bass drum?
FB: Hard felt.
SF: Obviously you were using calfskin
heads when you first started playing and
recording. Did you mind switching to
plastic heads?
FB: No. I th ink I liked it better. It 's a dif-
ferent tone. The calfskin gave a l i t t le
sharper tone. The plastic heads are better
for different weather conditions. That's
the main thing. When it got damp and
muggy and bad weather, them calfskin
heads would go up and down—they'd be
flabby and all other kind of stuff. With the



plastic heads you don't have that problem.
Then it was the way you had them tuned.
The part that you beat on is the only part of
the drum that you tune. The part that you
do not beat on, you do not tune it. Like on
the bass drum you loosen the part that
you're playing on and that's all. Tighten
the bottom head of all the drums. Just tune
from the top. You never tune from the bot-
tom. The bottom stays like it is. Once you
tighten it up then it stays. The top head is
what you tune. You can loosen it or tighten
it .
SF: Do you ever th ink that people listen to
blues drummers and th ink that they're not
good drummers?
FB: Yes I do. I played a show at McCor-
mick Place one time. It was a big show and
I was rehearsing for it. I was known as a
blues drummer. I came in for rehearsal one
time and the guy gave me a sheet of music
and the music was wrong. I sat there with
my pen and said, "What a minute, man.
This is not right." He said, "What do you
mean it 's not right?" I said, "Well, here.
You don't have enough bars here. You've
got five bars." He looked at me and said,
"Do you read music?" I said, "Damn
right I read music!" He said, "Well, I
didn't th ink you could read. You play all
them blues." I said, "Well, that's just as
much as you know. I don't have to have a
sign that says 'I Am A Drummer Who
Plays Everything!' I know how to read and
write music."

SF: Weren't all those blues drummers in
your era—like Odie Payne—all-around
drummers?
FB: Oh my God! Odie Payne is my buddy.
We went to the Roy Knapp School to-
gether. Marshall Thompson. All of us!
Wilbur Campbell. Wilbur Campbell plays
as much xylophone as anybody out there
—Lionel Hampton and all the rest of
them. Wilbur Campbell can play! You get
some vibes and Wilbur Campbell will eat
you up!
SF: In the '60s, when the English bands
l ike The Rolling Stones came over, did you
meet any of those guys?
FB: Yeah, I met them before they came
here. I met the Beatle guys, The Rolling
Stones and all of them.
SF: Did they come around to watch you
play?
FB: They weren't no Beatles then. They
weren't no well-known bands. They were
just guys coming around. They heard what
we was playing and they couldn't play
what we was playing, but, they tried it.
And they played it in their English-style
way. Next thing that happened a couple of
years later, them guys come here and made
a million dollars doing some of our same
stuff. They just changed the music around.
SF: How did you feel about that?
FB: It didn't bother me at that time. I was
just wondering why they could come here
and make a kil l ing, and we could go there
and make bacon and eggs. It 's just the way

our type of music and our people were ac-
cepted at that particular time, doing our
stuff. We were playing the stuff but we
weren't getting the credit and getting that
recognition like The Beatles and so forth.
We didn't get on no great big show like the
Ed Sullivan Show. Ed Sullivan didn't look
at us. But, when The Beatles came here
playing the same thing, they said, "Ah,
here's a band coming from England play-
ing something." They give them all kinds
of recognition. The money makers jumped
right on top of the Beatles and now the
Beatles are billionaires. And we're still out
here trying to make bacon and beans.
SF: Why do you think that is?
FB: It's just the music and the way people
accept our music. That's all. You've got
some of the greatest musicians—who are
black—that be trying to do a good job.
Once we make the init iation, then the other
people get the credit.
SF: In the beginning, you were playing al-
most strictly for black audiences?
FB: Yeah. When we went on the first tour
of the South we were playing mainly for
blacks. But, they had some bigshot white
promoters down there and we were draw-
ing such a big crowd in some of the black
places that we were playing at, that the
white promoters got us and we started
playing in the auditoriums instead of just
these li t t le halls. When we played those
places, the seating arrangements were that
the main floor was for the whites and the
upper floors and the balconies were for the
blacks.
SF: How did that make you feel?
FB: Well, it was the first time I'd ever been
down South to do anything, so I really had
a mixed reaction. I didn't know what to
th ink and a lot of the times we played we
were scared. We didn't know what was go-
ing to happen. We were in a place where,
since we were black, we had to stay in our
place. You had to watch what you do and
all these different things when you played
these big stadiums. They made it so that
when we got through playing, we never
mixed with the crowd except for the ones
that they had come back and say "hi."
There were certain people that were al-
lowed backstage. We stayed backstage all
the time.

All this was in Alabama, Georgia, Ten-
nessee, Mississippi, and Texas. We even
played for Gene Autrey one time out at his
ranch. We played down in Louisiana for
big white and black audiences. This is the
way it was during the '50s. Anybody that
says it wasn't going on, they're lying, be-
cause this is what we went through. We
played in big places. Not no l i t t le places.
We didn't have but four pieces in the band.
Then we added on a piano player. Then we
added a saxophone player. A guy named
Fat Jackson used to play sax with us.
SF: Can I ask how much the band made for
one night's performance?
FB: Well, we was on salary with Little



Walter. What Little Walter got I didn't
know. But, at that time we was making $75
a night, plus we paid all our own expenses.
Things weren't expensive down there then.
You could get a room for two or three dol-
lars a night that you'd pay $50 or $60 a
night for now.
SF: Did they record that band in concert
ever?
FB: No. We did all our recording in the
studio. We had five uniforms that we
dressed in. From the shoes up to the hat.
Wasn't no such thing of everybody getting
different colored bluejeans like they do
nowadays.
SF: Did you know the guys in the Butter-
field Blues Band?
FB: Yeah, in the '60s I knew all of them
because I recorded with them. I made the
first recordings with the Seigel/Schwall
Blues Band. Butterfield, Bloomfield,
Charlie Musslewhite—I recorded with all
kinds of different white bands.
SF: Did you like those bands?
FB: Sure. I still know them today. When-
ever they're around they stop by and say,
"Hey, Below. How are you doing?" I hear
from Charlie Musslewhite every once in a
while.
SF: Did you ever have a chance to play
drum solos in blues bands?
FB: Well, you wouldn't consider them
drum solos, but I did some nice breaks
which really got tattooed to me. Have you
heard the record "Off The Wall"? That's
the first one that I ever made and the only
one that I really ever had the opportunity
to do some work on.
SF: Do you like to play drum solos?
FB: I l ike to solo if the opportunity arises.
SF: You've always been an excellent ac-
companist to singers. Can you name some
things that are important in backing up
singers?
FB: The main thing with the different
groups I played with was to learn what they
were doing, listen to what they were doing
and try to work with them. A lot of times
group singers have an idea of doing their
stuff when they're singing by themselves.
Then when you go into the studio it's a lot
different. They have to understand that
you're backing them up and they're doing
the singing. Certain breaks don't come out
right unless both of you get together. A
group that rehearses with itself is different
than a group that rehearses with a small
trio or something like that.

In the '60s, groups started putt ing
rhythm sections with the bands. Before
that groups would just sing by themselves,
l ike the Mills Brothers. When r&b groups
started coming out, the singers had to learn
how to play with a rhythm section. Singing
by themselves is just l ike singing in a
church choir. You don't have no backup.
In the studio you've got to change it be-
cause the drummer—or whoever's backing
you—has got to learn how to phrase and
do what you're doing. That's a hard one.

So a lot of groups used to carry a good
strong guitar player with them and they'd
have to tell the drummer what to do all the
time. Then the singing groups started com-
ing up with rhythm sections, a little small
group behind them. That's when the rock
'n' roll groups started coming out. Five
guys singing with a three-piece rhythm sec-
tion backing them.
SF: One thing that's missing from rock to-
day that was always in blues was the use of
dynamics.
FB: Yeah. The r&b brought on a li t t le
change which was the format for rock 'n'
roll. It's gotten to the point right now
where the individuals like to play loud.
They want to be heard, which is incorrect.
You have five pieces and that means if eve-
rybody's playing too loud, there's no mu-
sic coming out. In order to play the music
you've got to play soft to blend. It's like
when you start to bake a cake. You put a
little ingredients here and a li t t le ingredi-
ents there and you stir it up. Then when
you stir it up and mix it up it comes out a
beautiful cake. I t ' s the same way with mu-
sic. That's why a lot of guys don't under-
stand why, if you've got an amplifier as big
as this house, you don't have to play that
loud. When I was traveling with Junior
Wells, we'd go to California and we used
to see the Jefferson Airplane and a lot of
the different rock groups. They used to
play so loud the walls would shatter. A lot
of the rock groups were playing so loud in
California that the doctors were running
full time business, because a lot of people
were coming to them with earaches.
They're still doing it. When you've got a
big instrument, it's not to be played loud in
a small place. See, if you're in a baseball
field or something and the man back there
wants to be heard, then you have to turn it
up a l i t t le . But, you're not supposed to
blast if you're in a small area where the
sound's got no way to dissipate. You're
just killing everybody.

You can't play dynamics if you're play-
ing too loud. You have no way to go up
because you're already up. It 's the same
way with playing brushes. How can you
play brushes if you have always learned by
playing sticks? You don't even know what
a brush is. A drummer can't hear himself
that soft if he's always played with sticks.
He can't have no touch if he's never played
with a mallet. A mallet has a muffled
sound. You can't play it if you've never
heard the sound before. You've got to
know what each sound is and how to muf-
fle it and tone it down. That's what tone is.
You've got to hear the sounds and the
beats and different things and make the
music blend. You don't just sit up there
and get some sticks and "bang-bing-bang-
bang." That don't mean nothing. A blend-
ing drummer is a hell of a drummer. That's
why Max and Blakey and all them cats
sound so beautiful when they play their
stuff. They blend what they're playing. I



appreciate good drummers. I've seen Art
Blakey, Max Roach, Gene Krupa, Buddy
Rich—the big drummers that I know—and
I 've seen them work and I notice what they
do. They don't just sit up there just to be
kicking and playing. They be playing and
kicking, but they be blending. Jo Jones!
My God! All them. Cozy Cole and Slam
Stewart. They don't sit there like they're
kicking on a box or something.
SF: When you're playing, are you thinking
both rhythmically and melodically?
FB: Melodically all the time. If you have a
more rounded idea of music and you're
not always listening to one type, you have a
better idea or conception of sounds.
You've heard soft, loud, different rhythm
patterns, beats. You've got a much greater
store of music in you. Then you can adapt
what you learned if you are well provi-
sioned enough to whatever you be playing.
If you hear some blues or some jazz tune
and all of a sudden the drummer comes out
of a real bag, you say, "Wow, man. Ain' t
that great. I don't know where that comes
from." Then you start learning that that
came from "Sheik of Araby" or whatever.
But you can use it because you know what
you're doing and you know how to put it
in.

A drummer never gets out front. If
you're playing in a band, the drummer
stays behind everybody. Just l ike if you're
in the Army, you've got somebody to back
you up all the time. The scouts go out in the

front. Well they've got to have some rear
guard. The rear guard is your drummer.
When the rear guard gets up front, that
fouls up the whole thing. You get back
there and you kick! If you're a good drum-
mer you should always be respected and
recognized. He has one of the hardest jobs
in the band because he's got to keep every-
body together; to pull everything together
to tighten it up. Then push it out there so it
sounds nice.
SF: Now that you're leading your own
band, do you find that you're using any-
thing that you've learned from the great
band leaders you've worked with?
FB: I got a l i t t le something from every-
body I had the opportunity to work with. I
worked with Memphis Slim, Lit t le Walter,
Junior Wells, Buddy Guy . . . with all this
experience I've learned how to do different
things. And they taught me something.
Then I wanted to do something on my own
for myself.
SF: What made those guys great bandlead-
ers?
FB: A lot of bandleaders are made by the
musicians around them. A lot of bandlead-
ers are not great unless they've got some-
body behind them good. When you've got
good people behind you, that makes you
great. All singers have to be strong by
themselves. But, a bandleader—if you're
not singing and you're just playing, you've
got to be strong for yourself, or you've got
to know how to get good people to work

behind you and make you sound good.
This is what makes you great, when you
can get people to help make that sound.
Teamwork. You know how to keep a team
together. You only keep a team together if
everybody cooperates. If you can get that
type of cooperation from the musicians,
they play better. You've got an easy-going
band and everybody feels relaxed, you've
got a damn good band. If your band's up-
tight, you can't put the music out. You can
feel i t . You can hear i t . You've got to know
how to relax when you play or i t ' l l blow
you up. You'll blow your mind, man.
Every time you come to work you'll come
to work with a headache. You've got to
work easy and relaxed and you'll have
more fun.

Then, know how to compliment people
you work with. Know how to say, "Hey
man, that was a great thing you did on so-
and-so. Man, that was good." Do these
things. These help. Even if they're playing
wrong and you know it's wrong, never crit-
icize. The same man that you're criticizing
today might be a hell of a man tomorrow.
So learn how to keep your mouth shut
when you're supposed to and open it when
you should.
SF: Attitude is very important.
FB: That's right. There ain't no harm in
complimenting somebody. Maybe the next
time he'll do it a l i t t l e bit better. The better
he do the better you're going to sound. Re-
member: You're playing in the same
group. When he plays good, that makes
you play a l i t t le better. It 's supposed to. It
won't sound l ike a band if he's mad at you
when you come to work. Or if you're
thinking, "When he gets ready to do his
thing, I'm going to mess him up." That's
frustration. That's no good.
SF: For someone that has never heard you
play, could you recommend some albums
that would be representative of your drum-
ming?
FB: A lot of my playing, you won't know
it , because I play so many different styles
with so many different people. I did some
of my best work with Little Walter, Bo
Diddley, Chuck Berry, and The Moon-
glows. I did the record with Dinah Wash-
ington. The last big record I did was the
Golden Hits of Louis Jordan. It was re-
corded in Europe. But, they didn't put my
name on i t . They put somebody else's
name on it.
SF: So what's ahead for Fred Below over
the next five years?
FB: Any and everything. I really don't
have no chart. I never liked to pin myself
down, and now that I'm able to do every-
thing that I want, I want to just have my
fun and just play everything. Whatever job
comes along, I'm able to play i t .

I 've been able to play what I want to play
and I play my style: relaxed and happy.
I 'm happy when I play. I smile all the time.
I just enjoy playing.













Have a problem? A question? Ask MD. Address all
questions to: Modern Drummer, c/o It's Question-
able, 1000 Clifton Ave., Clifton, NJ 07013. Ques-
tions cannot be answered personally.

by Michael Epstein

Q. I've been playing drums off and on for six years and now I'm in
the U.S. Navy aboard a submarine where drums aren't allowed in
the rooms. Is the practice of "air drumming" good? I know pads
are better but I would need a complete set. I usually "air drum"
along with music. Please inform me of your opinion.

J.G.
F.P.D. San Francisco, CA

A. You're in a unique position to be sure. Obviously, if you could
get a complete set of pads, you would benefit from actual contact
with a rebounding surface. As a general rule, we don't recommend
playing on pillows or beds for the simple reason that you aren't
trying to learn how to play a bed, but rather, the drums. In your
case, however, until you find yourself doing shore duty, a pillow
or bed may be your best substitute as opposed to beating air. At
least you'll be able to work on a version of stick, accent and re-
bound control. You certainly could take the opportunity to listen
to music and perhaps transcribe beats and solos that interest you
for later practice at a full set.

Q. I 'm a drummer in a heavy metal band. I have a 5-piece Ludwig
set with power toms. I have been through lots of different heads but
none give me that "thunderous boom" I want. I was wondering if
Evans Hydraulic heads would do the job?

T.G.
Plymouth, MA

A. That boomy, heavy metal sound is best obtained using a bright,
live head. Evans Hydraulics were created to eliminate excessive
ring and overtone in recording situations—a sound characterized
by Evans' Sue Vogel as "thuddy" or "dull. " Evans does make a
two-ply head without oil between the layers which come in a vari-
ety of colors. The difference is purely cosmetic. In heavy metal
drumming, you're going to have to split the difference between the
sound you want to get and the frequency with which you're able to
afford head changes. Try putting a Remo Emperor on the snare
and bass drum batter heads. This might give you a little less of the
ring which contributes to a thunderous sound, but you'll get more
life out of the heads. Try putting coated Ambassadors on the top
heads of your power toms and clear Diplomats on the bottom. If
this doesn't last for you, adjust the top heads to an Emperor gauge.
The sound guideline to remember is: the thinner the head the more
sound you can project.Q. What is the address of the ASBA Drum Company? Also, is

Orange stil l making drums?
J.B.

Ft. Worth, TX
A. You can write to ASBA at: A.S. Boudard (ASBA), 11 Rue
Henri Barbusse, 94450 Limeil, Vrevannes, France. Orange Drums
are also made in France. For information write: S.A. Capelle, La
Chapelle 77760 La Reine, France.

Q. I play a 6 1/2" metal Tama snare drum. I've heard a 40-strand
snare yields a fatter sound. It is easily adaptable?

R.L.
Sacramento, CA

A. Duplex makes a 42-strand snare that can be adapted to a
strainer that uses either snare tape or the more traditional twine.
Pearl and Gretsch also offer similar options. More strands are go-
ing to give your drum breadth and depth simply because there's
more to vibrate.

Q. During the 1983 World's Fair in Knoxville, Tennessee I saw a
steel drum band. Seeing this band play got me eager to learn my-
self. The only problem is I'm having trouble finding someone to
make them. Do you have any information on this?

J.M.
Chattanooga, TN

A. The people who make steel drums are as much artist as artisan
and their output of hand-crafted drums is not great. Most of the
makers preferred, for their own reasons, not to have their ad-
dresses published. We have passed on your letter to several of them
and they should answer your request.

Q. I want to paint my drums with a pattern that I designed, in-
spired after Pat Benatar's drummer, Myron Grombacher. How
would I go about doing this to get a smooth, hard finish? Are there
special paints and varnishes I would need? The shells are now a
natural finish.

H.A.
Point Reyes, CA

A. Patrick Foley, who customized Myron's drums (which were co-
designed by Jeff Chonis), tells us how he did it: "First I sanded the
shells with a 180-grit sandpaper on an electric sander. Then I sealed
the shells, spraying them with one coat of a nitro-cellulose lacquer.
I used the electric sander on this coat. Next I sprayed four or five
coats of black universal nitro-cellulose lacquer over this and dry
sanded bet ween all but the final coat. Then I used one coat of clear
lacquer which was not sanded. After this, I took pin-striping tape
for the graduated grid work and applied it to the shells. Over this I
sprayed a cream colored, high gloss lacquer and, while the coat was
still wet, peeled off the tape. At that point, I sprayed the hell out of
it with clear lacquer. I put five or six coats on and wet sanded with
a 400-grit emery cloth between every two coats. I used a spray
bottle of water to help remove the gummy lacquer balls that
formed from the sanding. Next, I took a stencil for the red balls on
the shells and sprayed them on. After that I sprayed on the stencils
for the Japanese characters. Then I bathed the shells in clear lac-
quer, sanding with the wet emery every two coats. I built it up to a
high gloss with about 15 coats over the colored lacquers. It had to
be done this way with nitro-cellulose because it can only be applied
in thin coats. It takes more work than the color enamels, which can
go on in two or three really thick coats, but they eventually crack.
This won't. I didn't seal the last coat with anything at all. "

Bear in mind that Pat has had many years of hands-on practice
customizing drumkits in this manner. If you're thinking of doing
the job yourself you might consider practicing on a piece of wood
similar to that which your shells are made of. If you want one of
Pat's custom finishes for your drums, write for price estimate to:
Patrick Foley, 1600 Montevista, Pasadena, CA 91106.

Q. I 'm trying to put together a collection of the most important
records of the best jazz musicians of all time. What books, catalogs
or other source material would you recommend to help me?

A.B.
Elmhurst, N.Y.

A. Two excellent sources would be Leonard Feathers's Encyclope-
dia of Jazz. This book is a classic. Also, you can write to the
Rutgers Institute of Jazz Studies, Rutgers University, Newark,
N.J. 07102. They have one of the most extensive libraries of jazz in
the world.





by Robyn Flans

John Ferraro has been on an extensive
world tour with Barry Manilow. When the
tour winds up this fall, he will have been
with Manilow for a year. Prior to his get-
ting the gig with Manilow, 1982 had con-
sisted of a tour and album with Larry
Carlton, a Japanese tour with Randy
Crawford, a week in Las Vegas with Leslie
Uggams and some dates with Robben
Ford. For Ferraro, diversification seems to
be the name of the game and with Mani-
low, he enjoys playing a mult i tude of
styles. "It's important to listen to different
things. Everybody has his favorite styles he
likes to listen to, but I try to listen to as
many different styles as possible and stay
current with what's going on and also
know how to play Dixieland stuff, how to
play a march, and how to play the big band
swing. One of the helpful things for me
was going to college and playing in the col-
lege big bands. That's where you get your
reading together, and that style is very use-
ful for show-type playing, which is what
I'm doing right now. But you also have to
know how to go over to some guy's living-
room and just jam, playing Cream songs,
blues, or ZZ Top shuffles for half an hour.
I just do as much playing as possible with
as many different players as possible. You
should try to play with people who are bet-
ter than you because there you can get their
feedback. Knowing your styles should just
come from playing with different people in
different situations. For somebody who
says, 'No, I'm the best double bass drum
guy in the world and I don't need to go do a
casual and play a polka or "Hava Nagila,"
then great, go out and do your rock thing. I
wanted to know how to do everything,
though. For what I'm doing in this scene, it
definitely helps because we've got a wide
variety of things. There are some show
type things, ballads and now there's even a
sort of new wavey/rock tune, 'Some Kind
of Friend.'"

Citing some key pointers in accompany-
ing a singer such as Manilow, John says,
"I think dynamics are very important.
Drums are rather loud at times and it's
easy sometimes to drown out the singer, so
you have to be sensitive to what their dy-
namics are. You also have to be quite
aware of the tempos and lyrics of songs.
These are musical points, but there are per-
sonal points also. Sometimes the singer
may say, 'Change this part or do this,' and
you have to know how to handle that and
not lose your temper or anything. What
we're talking about is being an accompa-
nist and your main goal is to make them
sound good."

There's never a dull moment for Mi-
chael White. He's been doing an abun-
dance of recording, including the latest re-
leases by Gene Van Buren, Stanley
Turrentine, Wil ton Felder, Patrice
Rushen, Tavares, Kenny Rogers, Cagney
and the Dirty Rats, Linda Clifford, the
Emotions and Bobby Nunn's Second to
Nunn (Motown), a record on which
White's playing got a lot of response. "A
lot of people called me up because they
were real curious as to how I heard that.
Most times you sit down and listen to a
funk record for the first time, you can say
when it 's going to crash, but that's not
what I did in this case. I would crash on '2'
or '3' or on the upbeat—anywhere but on
'1' and '4'. To let the people know that I
knew what a bridge is, I would crash right
on the bridge. My concept for that was just
letting the track breathe and put a different
flavor in it."

In the spring, Michael went out on the
road for eight weeks doing a reunion tour
with Curtis Mayfield and Jerry Butler.
During the summer he did some Pearl clin-
ics in Japan and as of our discussion,
hoped to open a cartage and drum rental
company called White Lightning with his

cousin Freddie White (of Earth, Wind &
Fire fame). The two of them also designed
a stick for Rollers, U.S.A., and Michael
and Freddie have been working on a drum
book for a projected 1984 release. It will
cover the various records on which they
have played, as well as other drummers'
works, including transcriptions by Yogi
Horton, Rayford Griffen and Buddy Wil-
liams. There will also be a section on tun-
ing and the difference between live and stu-
dio drumming, a subject on which he is
eloquent. Personally, he enjoys the mix-
ture of both. "People label you once you
start doing studio dates, though," he says.
"They figure you're a recording drummer
and you don't have the fire to go out and
play live. When you become a studio
drummer, you have to discipline yourself
not to be as slick or as free in the studio
because you're making records. The main
concern is to keep the groove happening,
keep it in the pocket, make sure everybody
else knows the songs, set up all the bridges
and put the crashes in the right place to
make the music flow." When he's home in
L.A., he plays live at the local clubs in a
band he leads called The Names which in-
cludes Sheila Escovedo on percussion.

You probably won't get to see Jeff Por-
caro play live for a while, as Toto will not
be going on the road until December, '84,
but in the meanwhile, there will be a new
Toto album (release date undetermined),
of which the group is doing videos of each
track. You can also see Jeff this fall playing
one tune in Paul McCartney's film Give
My Regards to Broadstreet. Jeff and Toto
members produced and played on Boz
Scaggs' new album, and in July, Jeff went
to Paris to work on David Gilmore's solo
album. This month Jeff begins work on the
score for the upcoming film Dune. Carl
Palmer can be heard on Asia's new album
due out soon. Tony Brock overseas with
Rod Stewart. Danny Gottlieb anticipates
Egan-Gottlieb's second album, Forward
Motion out next month. Vinnie Appice is
currently with Ronnie Dio (former lead
singer for Black Sabbath). Original drum-
mer Bill Ward is back with Black Sabbath
with an album due out this month. Look
for Van Halen's new album out soon with
none other than Alex Van Halen on
drums. The group will be following the al-
bum release with an extensive tour.
Narada Michael Walden recently pro-
duced Patti Austin's upcoming LP. Hal
Blaine can be heard on current Johnny
Cash and Dottie West albums. Drummer/
vocalist Phil Seymour has joined the Tex-
tones. Gary Mallaber on some Eddie

Money tracks. Derek Pellicci on tour with
Lit t le River Band in support of their new-
est Capital release, The Net. Ralph Cooper
winding up last month of six-month Air
Supply tour. Max Weinberg is on one track
of Air Supply's Greatest Hits, released this
summer. Carlos Vega on Melissa Man-
chester's current release. Terry Chimes has
left the Clash. The Who went into the stu-
dio in June, so we can expect to hear Ken-
ney Jones on vinyl again soon. There is a
new Rufus and Chaka live album due out
this fall with John Robinson on drums.
The Animals have re-formed with original
drummer John Steele. Look for a possible
live album. Andre Fischer on Crusader
tracks (he was also on the road with them
this summer). The Paul Motian band re-
corded a new album in Europe last July.
Watch for its release on Black Saint/Soul
Note Records. Peter Erskine will be tour-
ing Europe and Japan this fall with Steps
Ahead. After taking August off, John
Panozzo and Styx are back on the road,
continuing their Kilroy Was Here tour.
Congratulations to Kenny Aronoff, who
was married in July. Tris Imboden cur-
rently touring with Kenny Loggins. Simon
Kirke now with Wildlife. Their debut al-
bum was released on Swan Song. Freddie
Hubbard is touring, with Carl Allen han-
dling the drumming.





RHAPSODY FILMS TO
SPECIALIZE IN JAZZ
AND BLUES FILMS

Bruce Ricker, the Producer/
Director of The Last of the Blue
Devils, has formed a new distri-
bution company called Rhap-
sody Films. Rhapsody Films
will specialize in jazz and blues
films for all markets in the U.S.
i n c l ud ing thea t r ica l , non-
theatrical, television, and video
cassette sales.

Further, Bruce Ricker and
Rhapsody Films will produce a
jazz film festival that will be an
official part of the Kool Jazz
Festival this year for some ten
to fifteen cities. For further in-
formation: Bruce Ricker (212)
243-0152.

TALKING DRUMS
The latest issue of Talking
Drums by Premier Percussion,
published twice each year is
now available free to all drum-
mers and percussionists from
their nearest Premier dealer or
distributor. Issue 59 contains
news of all the latest products
and accessories and other inter-
esting items.

APPICE JOINS
CIRCUS

Carmine Appice has become
the first contemporary pop per-
former to join the editorial
staff of Circus magazine. The
announcement was made
j o in t l y by Gerry Rothberg,
publisher/editor-in-chief of the
magazine, and Appice's per-
sonal manager, Alan Miller.

In his capacity as contribut-
ing editor, Appice will write a
month ly column, "Drum
Beat," which will analyze top
drummer 's styles and tech-
niques, and offer practical in-
formation to the novice and
professional drummer alike.

ALL-AMERICAN
COLLEGIATE

TALENT SEARCH
Deadline for entries for the Ail-
American Collegiate Talent
Search (ACTS) will be Febru-
ary 24, 1984. Winners will re-
ceive cash prizes and scholar-
ships totaling over $16,000 and
auditions by major entertain-
ment companies. All contest-
ants become eligible to be se-
lected for a tour of Europe or
the Orient under sponsorship
of the U.S. Department of De-
fense.

Matching scholarship prizes
will be awarded to the college
department whose faculty or
professional staff members en-
dorse one of the top three cash
prize-winning student acts. An
additional advisor and student
performer will have the oppor-
tunity to serve on the final judg-
ing panel at the national finals.

Any type of performing tal-
ent is eligible. Students submit
entries either on video cassettes
or audio cassette tapes with
photographs. Plans are cur-
rently underway for live com-
petition in 1985.

Seven national finalist acts
will be selected to compete live
as an opening act for a major
recording artist or television
personality at the national fi-
nals to be held April 7, 1984.

For further information re-
garding the competition, con-
tact: ACTS, Box 3ACT,
NMSU, Las Cruces, NM
88003; phone (505) 646-4413.

NEW AVANTI
POSTER AVAILABLE
Over-size, full-color wall ver-
sion copies of Avanti's theme
poster are now available to the
public. The poster shows the
new Avanti cymbal soaring
above a colorful highway. The
"highway" is actually a com-
puter printout, reflecting cym-
bal sounds as a human listener
might hear them. Colors repre-
sent different frequencies.

Posters are available at $5.00
each (check or money order),
ready for hanging, from
Avanti, P.O. Box 807A, 101
Horton Avenue, Lynbrook,
NY 11563.

MERF—MUSICIANS HELPING MUSICIANS

Musicians are usually pretty
good about coming to the aid of
other musicians who need help.
Benefit concerts are given all
over the country to raise money
for those who are sick or who
have been injured, from small
gatherings on behalf of a club
musician, to larger events, such
as the recent benefit held in New
York to help Papa Jo Jones.
But the musicians in Louisville,
Kentucky have taken this idea a
step further, and created a fund
so that help is available imme-
diately to those musicians in se-
rious need.

The fund is called MERF—
Musicians' Emergency Relief
Fund—and the idea came from
drummer Marvin Maxwell. A
couple of years ago, Maxwell
crushed his ankle in a car acci-
dent. A number of musicians in
Louisville held a benefit for
him, as he was unable to work
for quite a while. They actually
raised more money than Max-
well needed, and so, after con-
sulting with the people who or-
ganized the concert, Maxwell
passed the extra money on to a
Louisville guitar player who
had leukemia. Then, wishing to
show his appreciation for what
the Louisville-area musicians
had done for him, Maxwell set
out to create a fund which
would always be available to
musicians who needed it, and
MERF was born.

To raise money, 40 bands
from the Louisville area partici-
pated in a benefit concert. Five
clubs in a one-block area were
utilized, with the entire block
being roped off. For a five-dol-
lar admission, one could wan-
der from club to club and hear
all 40 bands. Local music stores
supported the event by supply-
ing equipment, so that the
bands could change each hour
wi th a minimum amount of
t ime needed for equipment set
ups. Local radio, TV and news-

papers helped out with promo-
tion and coverage, and even the
performers and staff members
donated five dollars each to the
cause. Over $10,000 was raised
at that first benefit in '82, and
this year's concert, which in-
cluded even more bands, did
significantly better, raising
$16,000.

Membership in MERF is lim-
ited to Louisville-area musi-
cians. Those who perform at
the yearly concert are made
honorary members for that
year. For others, a five-dollar
fee is charged per year. To re-
ceive benefits, musicians must
appear before an elected com-
mittee of other MERF mem-
bers. At present, there is a
$1000 limit on the benefits per
person, otherwise, one person
with a serious problem could
wipe out the entire fund. But as
MERF continues to grow, the
limit will probably be raised.
Musicians are on their honor to
ask for only as much as they re-
ally need. Thus far, the pay-
ments have ranged from a low
of $264, to the $1000 limit, and
those helped have ranged from
a musician with cancer, to a
singing drummer whose teeth
were knocked out in an auto ac-
cident—his insurance didn't
cover dental work, so MERF
paid for a set of false teeth so
that he would be able to resume
singing.

In order to mainta in the
proper control of something
like this, it needs to be kept at a
local level. But Maxwell and the
Louisville musicians who have
organized MERF are hoping
that musicians in other com-
munities will be encouraged to
adopt similar programs. Those
wishing further information or
advice are invited t o contact
Marvin Maxwell or Mike
Harpring at 2920 Frankfort
Ave., Louisvil le, KY 40206.
(502) 897-3304.





REMO PRE-TUNED
ETHNIC DRUMS

Remo, Inc. has introduced a se-
ries of pre-tuned ethnic hand
drums as part of its PTS line.
The new drums all feature spe-
cial FiberSkyn 2 heads.

The new drums are said to
closely duplicate the sounds
and playing characteristics of
authentic Irish, North African
and Brazilian drums, which tra-
ditionally are handmade.

The new line includes a 4 x
16 Irish Bodhran drum with
wood crossbars, and two North
Africa Tar hand drums in 4 x
14 and 4 x 1 6 sizes. All three
have fixed heads and Acousti-
con shells with wood grain lam-
inate finish.

Also introduced were 6 x 8
Brazilian Tamborim hand
drums with fixed heads, as well
as 5" and 8" Brazilian Cuicas.
The 8" Cuica has a replaceable
head, while the 5" is fixed. All
four have Acousticon shells
covered in metallized copper-
toned plastic.

Suggested list prices range
from $9.00 for the 6" Tam-
borim to $47.50 for the Irish
Bodhran.

CP DELUXE DRUM
KITS

With the introduction of As-
cend, Cosmic Percussion enters
the arena of deluxe drum kits.
It features 9-ply shells with a
natural wood finish, Sure-Lock
ball joint tom-tom placement
hardware, and double braced
stands throughout. The paral-
lel-lay snare strainer completes
the set that's offered to the pro-
fessional looking for a drumset
with quality.

Write: Cosmic Percussion,
160 Belmont Ave., Garfield,
N.J. 07026.

STICKS PACK

Sticks Pack is made to carry
drum sticks, mallets, books,
magazines, small tools and
whatever else you can get into
it. This all-nylon stick tote fea-

tures a shoulder strap, flapped
Velcro pockets, pockets for
pencils or airline tickets, and a
large pocket made specifically
for carrying drum books.
Sticks Pack is made of pack
cloth (400 denier) and is dou-
bled at the body of the bag, the
pouch and the pocket flaps. All
seams are reinforced by nylon
tape. The straps that fasten the
bag to your floor tom are ad-
justable by two 6" pieces of
Velcro. Retail Price $40.00.

For fur ther information
please write: Paul Angers Pro-
ductions, 25652 Rimgate #2C,
El Toro, CA 92630.

WORLD PERCUSSION
PANDEIROS

Thirteen-inch acrylic pandeiros
are now available from World
Percussion, Inc. in assorted
colors. Imported from the
Gope factory in Sao Paulo,
Brazil, the pandeiro is a crucial
instrument in Brazilian samba
music and for the Brazilian
mar t i a l art, capoeira. Also
available are pandeiros made of
wood, and wood with plastic
covering, in various sizes. For
further information and cata-
log, send $1.00 to: World Per-
cussion, Inc. P.O. Box 502, Ca-
pitola, CA, 95010.

PEARL WILD AND
CX-600 CYMBALS

Pearl announces two lines of
company made cymbals: Pearl
Wilds and CX-600's. The Wild
cymbals look like and approxi-
mate the sound of the Paiste
Rude series. The CX-600's are
modeled after the popular
Paiste 2002 cymbals. Both lines
are moderately priced and are
produced in-house at the Pearl
drum factory outside Tokyo.

CP OFFERS COMBO
CONGAS

For lounge drummers looking
to introduce the authent ic Latin
tinge to their music, without
spending a bundle, Cosmic Per-
cussion, a subsidiary of LP, of-
fers Combo Congas.

Combo Congas by CP are a
light-duty pair of congas with
sturdy chrome-plated stand
that will well satisfy all but the
most demanding applications.

PEARL'S FREE
FLOATING SNARE

DRUM

Pearl announces the new "Free
Floating System" snare drum.
Similar to the Flo-Sonic snare,
the Pearl system allows the
snare shell to vibrate com-
pletely free of any attachments
or holes. The secret is in the
bottom diecast rim that holds
the 10 free-standing lugs and
both ends of the snare mecha-
nism. Snare tension is adjusta-
ble at either end. Shells will be
available in 5", 6 1/2" and 8"
depths. Choice of materials in-
clude brass, steel and maple.

INTRODUCING CYMBOW—THE PERCUSSIONIST'S BOW

Now a sturdy, portable bow is

available to drummers who
want to expand their craft. De-
signed for contact with metal,
Cymbow allows the percussion-
ist to experiment wi th new
sounds, sustained tones and
micro-tonal effects by bowing
the edge of cymbals, bells and
gongs.

Cymbow is a handmade,
hardwood bow. I t ' s more

sturdy than delicate horsehair
bows. Cymbow has strong syn-
thetic fibers which will last for
repeated use on metal. Only 17"
long and 3 1/2" wide, Cymbow
will fit easily in most stick bags.

This sturdy, portable bow is
available for $35 (including
postage and handl ing) only
th rough : Cymbow, 2237
Grove, Berwyn, IL 60402.
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